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Abstract

This thesis investigates the representation of mothers within contemporary Australian female
authored theatre and drama. It does this through the use of feminist dramatic criticism and by
engaging with significant ideas drawn from the field of Motherhood Studies. This thesis
addresses the question, “what are the repercussions of genres for the representation of
mothers in selected Australian theatre and drama?”
This thesis argues that Australian female playwrights are writing complex mother characters
which challenge commonly held beliefs about motherhood, but that genres can significantly
impact upon the representation of mothers in theatre and drama. It presents a careful selection
of genres and mother characters to demonstrate this contention. It finds that the mother
characters staged in mainstream Australian theatre both reflect and skew the realities of
maternal identity, maternal practices and the institution of motherhood.
This thesis examines the relationship between genres and the representation of mothers in
selected mainstream contemporary Australian female authored play-texts and live
performances in the 2000s. It presents a two-pronged analytic approach which incorporates
feminist dramatic criticism (Dolan 1988; Fensham & Varney 2005), genre studies (e.g. Wake
2010) and Motherhood Studies (Reimer & Sahagian 2015) as a fruitful combination of fields
by which to analyse mother characters in theatre and drama, and particularly in an Australian
context. The works selected for analysis have been staged at mainstream theatre venues
within Australia and, in some cases, overseas.
The mother characters in Australian theatre and drama comprise multiple contradictory
figures. These figures reveal the multidimensional process of mothering. The character of the
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mother in analysis and theatre reception has often been overlooked or framed as a stereotype.
By analysing Australian play-texts such as Jane Harrison’s Stolen, Hannie Rayson’s
Inheritance, and Joanna Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species and Pennsylvania Avenue
motherhood can be understood in greater depth.
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Introduction

This thesis investigates the representation of mothers within contemporary Australian female
authored theatre and drama. It does this through the use of feminist dramatic criticism and by
engaging with significant ideas drawn from the field of Motherhood Studies. This thesis
addresses the question, “what repercussions do genres have for the representation of the
mother characters in selected Australian drama?” The field of Motherhood Studies has much
to contribute to feminist dramatic criticism, and particularly in relation to Australian drama.
This thesis argues that Australian female playwrights are writing complex mother characters
which challenge commonly held beliefs about motherhood, but that genres can significantly
impact upon the representation of mothers in theatre and drama. It presents a careful selection
of genres and mother characters to demonstrate this contention. This thesis finds that the
mother characters staged in mainstream Australian theatre both reflect and skew the realities
of maternal identity, maternal practices and the institution of motherhood. Further, the thesis
suggests that the mother characters staged in mainstream theatre venues have the potential to
impact on the “cultural imagination” (Fensham & Varney 2005, p. 63).
The thesis examines the relationship between genres and the representation of mothers in
selected mainstream contemporary Australian female authored play-texts and live
performances in the 2000s. It proposes that genres have specific effects on the mother
characters across comedic and tragic depictions. It presents a two-pronged analytic approach
which incorporates feminist dramatic criticism (Dolan 1988; Fensham & Varney 2005) and
Motherhood Studies (Kawash 2011; Reimer & Sahagian 2015) as a fruitful combination of
fields via which to analyse the mother characters in theatre and drama, and particularly in an
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Australian context. The works selected for analysis are works which have been staged at
mainstream theatre venues within Australia and, in some cases, overseas.
The mother characters in Australian theatre and drama comprise multiple contradictory
figures. These figures reveal the multidimensional processes of mothering. To date the
character of the mother in analysis and theatre reception has often been overlooked or framed
by stereotype. Therefore, it is argued, by drawing on concepts significant to Motherhood
Studies the mother figures in Australian play-texts and live performances might be more fully
understood, and greater depth brought to their analysis.
This thesis finds that Motherhood Studies originating in Canada provides useful concepts for
the analysis of the mother characters in contemporary Australian female authored play-texts
and live performances. These might be understood to offer particularly useful concepts for
the analysis of the mother characters in Australian theatre and drama, more so than concepts
derived from the Motherhood Studies scholarship emanating from other nations, because of
the similar colonial history shared by Canada and Australia. This thesis encompasses
postcolonial drama that reveals how the First Nations people in Australia—and in Canada—
have been severely mistreated, killed and institutionalised by the colonisers. In addition, the
children of the First Nations people in Australia have been systematically removed and cut
off from their mothers. The field of Motherhood Studies has been opened out by Andrea
O’Reilly’s work, which is foundational to the understanding of this field in this thesis (2002;
2006; 2007; 2010; 2014).
This thesis strives to highlight an area, and a group of characters with a shared female
identity, which warrants closer observation. The figure of the mother has not received
sufficient attention within Australian theatre scholarship. This is particularly the case with
Indigenous motherhood. Whilst the practices of mistreatment and abuse which Indigenous
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women experience may have altered over time, the surveillance and control of the state
remains prevalent in the lives of Canadian and Australian First Nations people. D. MeMee
Lavell-Harvard and Jennifer Brant describe the situation of Indigenous women in Canada,
stating:
Simply being born Aboriginal and female, in a nation built on the oppression of Indigenous peoples
and the subjugation of women, engenders the very real likelihood of being subjected to the most severe
forms of violence and becoming yet another homicide statistic, even without engaging in so - called
high risk activities (Boyer) (2016, p. 2).

It appears that Lavell-Harvard and Brant are suggesting that no matter what Canadian
Indigenous women do, they are at risk, purely by virtue of being Indigenous and female. With
the two nations’ similar colonial histories in mind, it is argued that Canadian Motherhood
Studies scholarship has much to offer to Australian feminist dramatic criticism (and perhaps
vice versa).
There is a significant absence of in-depth scholarship which focuses on the representation of
mothers within Australian theatre and drama. However, extant scholarship provides complex
readings of maternal subjects (Hughes 2015; 2016; Tait 2006). In contrast L. Bailey
McDaniel (2013) offers an analysis of significant stagings of the maternal in twentieth
century American theatre. Jozefina Komporaly (2006) provides a valuable analysis of
representations of motherhood in plays written by British female playwrights over a fifty-year
period from 1956 to 2006. Ann Kaplan (1992) provides an investigation of the representation
of mothers within popular culture and melodrama in twentieth century America. Whilst
Australian theatre scholars have analysed of the representation of mothers in individual plays
by Australian female playwrights (Hughes 2015; 2016; Tait 2006), there has been no
comparative study which examines the representation of mothers across Australian drama
and theatre as its central focus.
14

It might be argued that paying attention to the mother characters in theatre and drama might
be considered to play an important role in the furtherance of feminist politics. It is proposed
that the use of genre based analysis (that is, paying close attention to the conventions of genre
and how they are manifest in specific plays), interwoven with analysis which utilises
concepts drawn from the broad field of sociology and the more specific field of Motherhood
Studies, proves useful in tracing new modes of analysis in Australian theatre and drama.
This thesis analyses the way in which mothers are represented in new and emergent genres in
selected Australian drama and theatre for its social and political significance. Genres invite
specific readings of the mother characters contained within them and in relation to significant
concepts related to Motherhood Studies. Some of these concepts include: maternal practices
(Ruddick 1990); memory applied to motherhood and mothering (remembering and
forgetting) (Connerton 2008), maternal ambivalence (Parker 1995; Rich 1977); the myth of
the ‘selfless mother’ (Rich 1977); disidentification (Hallstein 2010; Henry 2004);
psychological matricide (Henry 2004); English Renaissance motherhood (Rose 1991);
intensive mothering (Ennis 2014; Hays 1996); a diversity of maternal identities (Hansen
1997); and the possibility of being a mother without child (Hansen 1997). Links between the
aforementioned concepts and the genres identified as present within the plays selected for
analysis are discussed in the forthcoming chapters.
Genres influence the way in which mother characters will be received, even given similar
circumstances. For example, the central character in Joanna Murray-Smith’s The Female of
the Species (Margot) is a feminist mother character who is held hostage. Her traumatic
circumstances are framed by the genres of farce and comedy. Due to her framing within these
genres her experience is received as humour. Were Margot’s traumatic experience to be
represented via the genre of realism, it would have been likely to have been received very
differently. Her trauma would not have been laughed at. Farce and comedy make Murray15

Smith’s feminist mother laughable, and hence her experiences are laughed at. Jane Harrison’s
Stolen represents the experiences of children who are members of the Stolen Generations. It
also manifests the efforts of the mothers of these stolen children as they tried to hide their
children from ‘the welfare’, or to make contact with them after they were taken. Stolen was
written in part in response to Harrison’s interviews with members of the Stolen Generations
and their families. The research methodology which Harrison employed in the writing of
Stolen positions it as a verbatim play. Verbatim theatre is classified as a genre within this
thesis. Furthermore, the serious content drawn from the interview material renders the play,
by necessity, a serious drama. Stolen could not be a comedy. The representation of the actions
of the mothers in Stolen, both when they are with their children, and after their separation
from them, highlights their efforts to care for and protect their children. Genres have a major
influence upon the shaping of the plays and their characters. Each chapter within this thesis
engages with the distinctive genres associated to the plays as it analyses the mother characters
and draws upon concepts from the field of Motherhood Studies to illuminate aspects of the
characters’ identities.

Methodology
The choice of plays represents a form of “strategic essentialism” (2005, p. 33) akin to that
practiced by Rachel Fensham and Denise Varney. The plays considered represent the work of
leading contemporary Australian female playwrights, and a Shakespeare director–adaptor, as
this thesis seeks to consider new drama representing mothers authored by female writers (and
one director) in the last decade of the twentieth century and the early part of the twenty-first
century under social influences that include feminism.
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Komporaly explores the different possibilities afforded mother-characters on the British stage
in the second half of the twentieth century and at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
She considers the different realities which are conceived as possible for mother-characters
and, by extension, perhaps for mothers in British society. Komporaly presents analyses of
significant plays written by British female playwrights, and considers the depiction of mother
characters within them. Komporaly considers the theories of French feminist theorists such as
Julia Kristeva, Helene Cixous and Luce Irigaray. She connects the theories of Kristeva,
Cixous, Irigaray and others, with significant concepts, formal and structural patterns, evident
within the dramatic works she considers. For example, she writes, “Though very different in
style and ambition, both Top Girls and My Mother Said I Never Should bear connections to
Julia Kristeva’s theory on ‘women’s time’” (Komporaly 2006, p. 4). With this linkage,
Komporaly uses a philosophical concept to analyse the form and structure of Top Girls and
My Mother Said I Never Should. Komporaly’s text presents an in-depth analysis of the
content and form of several significant dramatic texts (and performances) authored by British
female playwrights. She offers a precedent for a discussion of mother characters represented
in drama and theatre within a particular cultural context and within a specific time frame. Her
text presents a parallel for this investigation of Australian drama.
Domnica Radulescu proposes that “feminist literary criticism plays a worthwhile part in the
struggle to end oppression in the world outside of texts” (2012, p. 6). It is suggested that
female playwrights and feminist dramatic criticism make a similar contribution. Playwrights
Jane Harrison, Hannie Rayson, and Joanna Murray-Smith, and director-adaptor Rachel
McDonald, were selected for inclusion in this study because their work was staged at
mainstream theatre venues in Australia, and because their work deals with strong female
characters, and complex representations of mothers, mothering and motherhood (Hansen
1997; O’Reilly 2006; Rich 1977). Harrison’s Stolen won the Kate Challis RAKA Award
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(2002). It toured exclusively in Australia, and was staged in the United Kingdom, Hong Kong
and Tokyo. Further, it received play readings in Canada and New York. Rayson’s Inheritance
won the Helpmann Award for Best New Australian Work (2004), and the Helpmann Award
for Best Play (2004). Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species premiered in Melbourne,
and it has been staged at numerous theatre venues in Australia, and has also been staged in
London and New York. Director McDonald’s Queen Lear received one production run in
2012 at the Melbourne Theatre Company and was met with predominantly negative criticism.
It presents a mother character in the position of King Lear, which makes it particularly
interesting and confronting. Furthermore, the “gender [switch]” (Kelly 2005, p. 221) has
significant repercussions for the family dynamic. The critical response to McDonald’s Queen
Lear was harsh, and this thesis mounts a defence.
Canadian playwright Judith Thompson writes of her plays, “Each play is identifiably mine,
and yet each play is a world unto itself-a world seen with female eyes, written with female
fingers, experienced with a female soul” (2011, p. 67). This thesis analyses plays written
exclusively by female playwrights, contending that female playwrights might be argued to
write differently from men.
During the research for this thesis, I was invited to attend a rehearsal of Murray-Smith’s
Pennsylvania Avenue and the company run. In addition, I was permitted to observe opening
night seated beside Melbourne Theatre Company staff and playwright Murray-Smith. These
factors provided me with a rare opportunity to view the performance from several
perspectives. Further, I was permitted to observe interactions between playwright MurraySmith and director Simon Phillips which inform the analysis. I believe that Melbourne
Theatre Company Literary Director Dr Christopher Mead invited me to attend rehearsals as a
result of our discussions about my research. I think he realised that the play would be relevant
to my work. It provided a stark contrast to The Female of the Species, also by Murray-Smith,
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displaying her diversity as a playwright. Gay McAuley describes rehearsal studies as an
“emerging field” (2006, p. 7). From her own experience observing the rehearsal process
McAuley states, “As I observed more and more rehearsal processes, it became evident that
rehearsal was a site of extraordinary creativity and interpersonal relations that needed to be
studied on its own terms and not simply as a means to deeper appreciation of the end
product” (2006, p. 8). My observation of a single rehearsal of Pennsylvania Avenue, and the
interactions between playwright Murray-Smith and director Phillips during that rehearsal, are
offered as a small contribution to “the [still emergent] field of rehearsal studies” (McAuley
2006, p. 7).
This thesis engages in the analysis of play-texts and selected live performances. As Fensham
notes in her text To Watch Theatre: Essays on Genre and Corporeality (2009), watching a
live performance is very different from reading a play-text. She states, “I want to propose that
watching is different from reading, from looking, and from other forms of critical
interpretation” (Fensham 2009, p. 11). Fensham identifies the presence of bodies, the bodies
of the spectators, and the bodies of the performers, to complicate the exchange which occurs.
Fensham writes:
From a place in the dark, we watch in a complex order of meanings, always within a highly structured
system, but waiting for what might occur, to be open to sudden or unexpected change and
transformation (2009, p. 11).

In this statement, Fensham identifies the precarious nature of live performance. Whilst a
play-text may remain the same, no two performances will ever be exactly alike, although they
can replicate the rehearsed pattern.
This thesis identifies the impact of genres upon the representation of mothers within
contemporary Australian mainstream female authored drama and theatre. Harrison’s Stolen
was considered to be an important play to be included here for a number of reasons. Firstly, I
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considered it important to include the work of at least one Indigenous female playwright in
this thesis which considers the work of contemporary mainstream Australian female
playwrights. Secondly, Stolen represents Indigenous mothers as present in powerful
memories and as strong women. And, finally, because the genres which Stolen occupies
significantly impact the way in which the mother characters within it are represented. This
thesis shows that the interaction of the genres of verbatim theatre and reality theatre within
Stolen set the stage for the mother characters to be imaginatively present in their physical
absence. Whilst Stolen tells the stories of Indigenous children who are members of the Stolen
Generations, the genres permit the scenes to move between the past and the present, they
interweave reality and memory.
Rayson’s play-text Inheritance was selected because of what might be suggested to be a very
unusual dynamic. The central characters of the play are two eighty year old matriarchs, they
are twins, and both are mothers. This thesis proposes that within the play-text of Inheritance,
Rayson uses the characters of melodrama to provide the foundations for characters that bear a
great weight of allegory.
Murray-Smith’s play-text The Female of the Species was selected because it represents a
story which is simultaneously personal and political. The Female of the Species was inspired
by Germaine Greer’s hostage experience in 2000, in which a female University student held
her hostage in her country home. The event (or what Murray-Smith read regarding it)
provided the inspiration for the play-text. It has been argued that the central character within
The Female of the Species is in fact Greer, however, Murray-Smith denies this. It was
considered important for this play-text, and the performance of it that I viewed in 2006, to be
considered here because The Female of the Species represents not only Greer’s hostage
experience, but second wave beneficiaries (Hallstein 2010) calling second wave feminists to
account. The central character, Margot Mason, and her daughter Tess, are represented as not
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‘good enough’ mothers (‘good enough’ mothering is a concept proposed by Winnicott), and
in the case of Mason, second wave feminism bears the blame. The Female of the Species
resides primarily within the genre of farce, however, this thesis argues that within The
Female of the Species Murray-Smith disregards one of the primary characteristics/rules of the
genre of farce, that is – the characters of farce are indestructible (Bermel 1990). Within The
Female of the Species Murray-Smith resists echoing this characteristic and allows her
feminist mother to be shot dead.
McDonald’s adaptation Queen Lear was selected to be analysed and discussed within this
thesis because, firstly, the writer of this thesis considered it to be a very interesting choice to
have a female performer play King Lear, and furthermore, for that performer to play King
Lear as a woman and a mother. Secondly, because the choice to depict Lear as a woman and
a mother significantly changed the interactions between the characters in the narrative.
Finally, because the critical response to this adaptation was negative, and I consider this
unwarranted. This thesis presents some of the complexities of Shakespearean adaptation and
gender switching adaptations and suggests that the critics may not have responded to Queen
Lear so negatively because of poor direction (as the majority have stated), but because
McDonald made Lear a complex mother: good and bad, warm and cold, self-less and selfish.
Murray-Smith’s Pennsylvania Avenue was selected to be analysed and discussed within this
thesis because of the mother character presented within it. The fact that the central character,
Harper Clara Clements, is a mother is the secret of the play, and it is revealed slowly. The
staff at the Melbourne Theatre Company appeared to have high hopes for this play. It was
made in a similar format to Songs for Nobodies, which was a smash-hit. I sat beside Literary
Director Mead, and in the same row as Artistic Director of the Melbourne Theatre Company
Brett Sheehy, and playwright Murray-Smith on opening night. They appeared to wait with
bated breath for the response of the audience. At the end, when the clapping commenced, I
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noted as Mead looked around to see how many people were standing. His standing appeared
not to be in response to an internal compulsion, but rather an external obligation, and because
it appeared the majority of the crowd were doing so. However, the critical response did not
echo the critical response to Songs for Nobodies and I could only think to myself—“I am not
surprised”. I thought it a beautiful play, moving and important, for the questions it raised
regarding who is and is not a mother, maternal guilt, blame and judgment, but I suspected
that the critics (and one critic in particular--Cameron Woodhead) would not share my view.
Woodhead referred to Pennsylvania Avenue as melodrama (2014). I would suggest that
Pennsylvania Avenue is not in fact a melodrama, rather, there are certain critics who are
uncomfortable with the representation of complex female characters and female characters
experiencing and displaying emotions on stage. Pennsylvania Avenue is simultaneously
cabaret— and not cabaret, a jukebox musical—and something more. The mother within
Pennsylvania Avenue has not seen her child since he was a baby, and yet, she remains a
mother.

Personal Perspective
I have had a long-standing interest in genre. However, the idea of studying motherhood came
out of my personal experience. I contend that the experience of becoming a mother, whether
that experience involves pregnancy and giving birth, and/or taking on the responsibility of
providing maternal care for a child, may come as a shock to the individual that experiences it.
Shortly after my daughter was born (after the euphoria and pethidine wore off), I was struck
by the realisation that for the rest of my life I would be (or feel) responsible for this new
human being’s safety. I was overwhelmed with the sense that not only was I responsible for
her safety in the world when she was with me, rather, I was struck with the weight of thinking
that I was responsible for her behaviour in the world and her responses to the world. I felt the
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weight of her presence, initially as blissful love, and later, I felt guilt at the thought that I was
not caring for this perfect being perfectly. It is from this place and from this experience—an
overwhelming sense that my existence was irrevocably changed at the moment of my
daughter’s birth—I embarked on a new perspective on Australian drama. Being a mother is a
very different experience from being a woman who is not a mother. Further, I propose that
the mother characters in play-texts and live performances should be understood as such; they
are women and they are mothers, but that they are mothers must not be ignored. Furthermore,
having written this thesis whilst engaging in different kinds of mothering I believe that my
experiences over the course of the research and writing of this thesis have permitted me to
more fully comprehend and personally identify with the different concepts presented by the
field of Motherhood Studies with which this thesis engages. I commenced this thesis as the
single mother of one child, a daughter, and I will submit this thesis as the partnered mother of
one child, a daughter, and the expectant mother of a second child, a son. Ruddick has argued
that pregnancy and birth-giving is nothing like mothering (1990, p. 50). However, within this
thesis there are birthmothers who do not engage in practical maternal work for the children
that they give birth to, but they do engage in psychological maternal work for those children.
They do think of those children, and, I argue that their contributions to the world around them
appear to be, at least to some extent, targeted at reaching out to the community in order to
make that community a better place for the children that they have given birth to, but do not
(for whatever reason) mother.

Chapters
Chapter One introduces scholarship which discusses genres as malleable and expanding
categories (Fensham 2009). The first part considers the categories of reality theatre, verbatim
theatre, theatre which contains allegorical significance, adaptation, comedy, farce, tragedy,
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melodrama, the jukebox musical and the cabaret as genres which are identifiably present in at
least one of the plays selected for analysis within this thesis. It introduces key concepts from
the field of Motherhood Studies and summarises and critiques selected sources which blend
feminist dramatic criticism to frame complex analyses of mother characters in representation.
Chapter Two discusses and analyses Harrison’s verbatim play Stolen. It suggests that
Harrison’s mother characters continue to engage in maternal practices (Ruddick 1990) even
after their children are taken from them.
Chapter Three discusses and analyses Rayson’s play Inheritance as a play which contains
national symbolism which has significant representational repercussions for its mother
characters. Within Rayson’s play-text racism is represented as something which is passed on
through maternal and paternal lines. Furthermore, Rayson’s mother characters are discussed
as mothers who are represented as being more than just the nourishing environment for their
children’s subjectivity (Stone 2014, p. 325).
Chapter Four provides a discussion and analysis of Murray-Smith’s farce The Female of the
Species. It positions Murray-Smith’s central character Margot Mason (aka Germaine Greer)
as the blamed mother. In addition, The Female of the Species is considered in the context of
the feminist wave discourse. Hallstein (2010) proposes that the beneficiaries of second wave
feminism frame second wave feminists as being responsible for the problems of
contemporary mothers, and this is reflected within Murray-Smith’s The Female of the
Species.
Chapter Five offers a discussion and analysis of McDonald’s adaptation Queen Lear. This
play is contextualised within the genres of tragedy and Shakespearean adaptation. It is
suggested within this chapter that the mother characters within Shakespearean adaptations
must be understood to have a relationship to both the moment of their writing and the
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moment of their performance (Bradley 2010). Hence, they must be understood in relation to
the material position and representational options available for mothers within the English
Renaissance (Rose 1991), and the material position and representational options available for
mothers in the present day (Ennis 2014).
Chapter Six presents a discussion and analysis of Murray-Smith’s jukebox musical
Pennsylvania Avenue. It is suggested that the genre of the jukebox musical (Fitzpatrick 2008)
functions within Pennsylvania Avenue to permit the central character to be transported
through time, at times to engage with her memories and experiences, and at times to distance
herself from them. Murray-Smith’s central character is framed as a mother without child
(Hansen 1997) and it is proposed that Sara Ruddick’s conceptions of “maternal practices”
and “mother love” (1990) might offer a rich analytic framework though which MurraySmith’s mother without child (Hansen 1997) might be read.
This thesis endeavours to provide an informed assessment of the representation of mothers
within contemporary Australian female authored theatre and drama. Furthermore, it identifies
an emerging development in Australian theatre. The mother characters which are being
written by contemporary Australian female playwrights are not remaining stagnant, they are
changing and evolving, and it might be argued that this evolution reflects the changing role of
the mother within Australian society.
As proposed, the evolving field of Motherhood Studies offers a valuable source of concepts
and ideas to be incorporated in our understanding and interpretation of mother characters in
representation. By drawing from its extant research which has located and excavated
concepts and issues important to the institution of motherhood, the practice of mothering, and
the identity of mother, Australian feminist dramatic criticism and reception may be enriched.
Further, it is a logical step to draw from the wealth of concepts in the field of Motherhood
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Studies in order to make links between mother characters in representation and mothers in the
world. Fensham and Varney suggest that the writing of Australian female playwrights has the
capacity to influence the cultural imagination, and further, that a group of Australian female
playwrights have already instigated a “dolls’ revolution” (Fensham & Varney 2005). The
possibility of being a mother without a child was found to be a concept which emerged as
significant between the play-texts and live performances selected for analysis within this
thesis. It is argued in this thesis that female playwrights both reflect and refract the mothers
they see in life, and they sometimes expand the limitations imposed by society to open up
possibilities for new kinds of mothering.

Definitions
Derrida (1980) suggests that genre is a type, and Fensham (2009) writes that genres are
malleable and changing categories. The term genre does not simply signify those categories
broadly thought upon at its mention, such as tragedy, or comedy, genres are simultaneously
complex and simple structures.
The use of genre in this doctoral thesis recognises that genre in the theatre originates with the
formal distinction between comedy and tragedy dating from Aristotle’s Poetics. However, in
the twentieth century such a distinction is insufficient for the purpose of discussing artistic
practice and audience expectations. Therefore, in line with widely used terms, genre refers in
this thesis to the labels used by dramatists, scholars and critics. For example, verbatim theatre
as it is defined in the field of theatre and drama in Dramaturgy of the real on the world stage
(Martin 2012). As stated, Derrida (1980) suggests that genre is a type, and Fensham (2009),
that genres are malleable and changing categories. This opens up the possibility of genres
changing within broader categories, because they are not stable or fixed entities.
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This thesis acknowledges the distinction between motherhood and mothering made by
Adrienne Rich (1977) and Andrea O’Reilly (2006), in which motherhood is a patriarchal and
oppressive institution and mothering is a series of actions with positive and powerfully
liberating potentialities. Further, it positions motherhood, mothering and the identity of
mother as distinct and complex concepts. The plays considered within this thesis engage with
significant concepts which have been explored in depth within the field of Motherhood
Studies. As indicated, concepts include: mothers without children (Hansen 1997); maternal
practices (Ruddick 1990); maternal thinking (Ruddick 1990); culture bearing (Morrison cited
in O’Reilly 2006); maternal ambivalence (Parker 1995; Rich 1977; Stone 2014); the mother
as more than nourishing soil (Stone 2014); matrophobia (Henry 2004; Rich 1977) and the
good enough mother (Winnicott 1945; 1964).
Richard Schechner (2000) states that the mainstream has “a profound desire to settle the
questions of society’s future in favour of the assimilation of everyone into performing the
mainstream’s most orthodox values” (p. 4). Hence, it can be understood that, for Schechner,
the mainstream seeks to reinscribe dominant values. Hence, mainstream theatre can be
understood to be theatre which primarily reinscribes dominant values.
Fensham writes that mainstream suggests “the slow-flowing middle of culture” (2001, p. 84).
Further, she defines mainstream theatre to be cultural production which is gendered. She
argues that it also involves socio-symbolic representation, and that this representation can
only be shifted by feminist criticism asking questions.
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Chapter One: Genre-ing Mother

This chapter briefly considers a wide field of scholarship about genres that is relevant to this
analysis. It starts from the link made between genres and gender in literary studies, and
applies this precedent to performance genres as distinct entities. Furthermore, this chapter
presents a select sample from the scholarship fields with which this thesis is concerned,
including: feminist dramatic criticism and Motherhood Studies.
This thesis argues that amalgamating concepts drawn from feminist dramatic criticism and
the field of Motherhood Studies proves useful in the analysis of the mother characters in
theatre and drama. It is proposed that the use of genre based analysis (that is paying close
attention to the conventions of genres and how they are manifest in specific plays),
interwoven with analysis which utilises concepts drawn from the fields of sociology and
Motherhood Studies, proves useful in tracing new modes of analysis to begin to decipher the
mother characters in Australian theatre and drama. Genres are introduced in brief within this
chapter to foreground their presence in relation to mothers. So too are the concepts of:
maternal practices, forgetting, maternal ambivalence, the myth of the selfless mother,
disidentification, psychological matricide, English Renaissance motherhood, intensive
mothering, and a diversity of maternal identities.

Gender and Real-Life Genres
Mary Eagleton compares women writers’ use of two styles of poetry in the nineteenth
century, lyric poetry and epic poetry. She states, when Elizabeth Barrett Browning adopts the
epic form as opposed to the lyric she “crosses the divide from the micro to the macro, from
private and domestic to public and social, from feeling to action” (Eagleton 2014, p. 252).
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According to Eagleton, this crossing has been perceived to be unacceptable. Eagleton states,
“The female voice that is not involved in gentle introspection but is addressing public issues
is intervening in a male arena” (2014, p. 252). Whilst writing in the form of lyric poetry may
have been acceptable for female writers (within certain parameters); writing in the style of
epic poetry could not be. Eagleton discusses gender in relation to who was and who was not
permitted to write in a certain way, which form they could employ and what sort of voice
they could adopt. Eagleton considers how women writers were permitted to write. This
framing of the relationship between genre and gender allows discussion of gender in the
context of the gender identity of the writer.
There are a multitude of forms used in drama written by women playwrights, and one
important form is realism. Realism itself breaks down into genre types such as verbatim
theatre, which is considered by some scholars to be synonymous with documentary theatre;
this is particularly indicative of social life. However, Caroline Wake makes a distinction
between verbatim theatre and documentary theatre. She presents these forms as distinct
genres on a spectrum of practices which she places under the heading reality theatre. Whilst
definitions of verbatim theatre differ, the scholars in Wake’s framing seem to concur that
verbatim theatre includes a process of development in which research interviews with
individuals about their lives are involved. Some scholars argue that within verbatim theatre
interviews must be a central component of the developmental process of creating a play. In
some verbatim plays, interview material is presented word-for-word, hence the term
‘verbatim’ theatre.
As the Australian theatre scholar who has most recently investigated the genre of verbatim
theatre, Wake is cited at length here. She uses the term “reality theatre” as the “overarching
term” (Wake 2010, p. 6) with which to characterise a “spectrum of practices” which she
considers to fall under the heading of “reality theatre” (Wake 2010, p. 6). Beneath Wake’s
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umbrella term “reality theatre” (2010, p. 6) she lists genres, such as, autobiographical,
community, verbatim, documentary, tribunal and history. Wake offers brief definitions of
each of the categories that she lists. She states that this spectrum has been devised “on the
basis of the distance between the actual person and the writer” (Wake 2010, p. 6). At one end
of her spectrum she places autobiographical theatre and at the other, the history play.
Wake defines autobiographical performance to be “[theatre] where the real person and the
writer are one and the same” (2010, p. 6). She writes that autobiographical theatre may deal
with community issues, but the community is not necessarily consulted or interviewed in the
writing process.
According to Wake, within community theatre “performances are made by, with, and about
community members” (2010, p. 6). Community members are often cast “as themselves”
(2010, p. 6). Wake identifies a crossover between autobiographical performances and
community theatre, and she lists examples of plays performed by community theatre
companies in which performers played themselves to emphasize this crossover.
Verbatim theatre occupies a place in the middle of Wake’s spectrum of genres. Wake states,
verbatim theatre "typically involves a playwright and actors interviewing the community
about an issue or event that has affected them" (2010, pp. 6-7). Wake describes three possible
scenarios in regards to the delivery of the stories gathered from the interview process. Firstly,
she writes, the interviewees may play themselves; secondly, those who conducted the
interviews may play the interviewees; and finally, actors who never met those interviewed
during the research process may play the interviewees. Wake states, within a company the
individuals who deliver the stories gleaned from the interview process may vary between
these categories from play to play.
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Verbatim theatre is considered by Wake to be further from the individual or the 'real person'
than community theatre, but closer than documentary theatre. The first difference between
verbatim theatre and documentary theatre Wake identifies is the documents involved in the
research process. For Wake, documentary plays "are arguably more hybrid because they
include a variety of documents rather than just interviews" (2010, p. 7). Wake's definition of
documentary theatre states that documentary plays may include material sourced from
interviews, but that interviews may not necessarily be used at all in the research process. It
appears, for Wake, interviews and the use of interview material are crucial to the category of
verbatim theatre, whereas in documentary theatre they are additional aspects of the research
process. Wake states that for German theatre practitioner Peter Weiss gathering research from
a variety of sources is vital to documentary theatre. She quotes from Weiss' definition of
documentary theatre:
as: '[A] theatre of reportage. Records, documents, letters, statistics, market-reports, statements by banks
and companies, government statements, speeches, interviews, statements by well-known personalities,
newspaper and broadcast reports, photos, documentary films and other contemporary documents are
the basis of the performance. Documentary theatre refrains from invention; it takes authentic material
and puts it on the stage, unaltered in content, edited in form [...]’ (cited in Wake 2010, p. 7).

This offers a useful insight into sources used by writers. In addition, Wake refers to
definitions of verbatim theatre given by American theatre scholars and British theatre
practitioners. For example, Favorini considers documentary theatre to be, "Plays
characterised by a central or exclusive reliance on actual rather than imaginary event [...] and
by a disposition to set individual behaviour in an articulate political and/or social context"
(cited in Wake 2010, p. 7). To illustrate the difference between Favorini’s definition and the
definition of English theatre practitioner Peter Cheeseman, Wake quotes Favorini as stating,
“‘Cheeseman is concerned with creating an audience of listeners rather than an audience of
believers’” (cited in Wake 2010, p. 7). This might be interpreted to suggest that whilst
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Cheeseman wants his audiences to listen to his performers, he is not concerned with whether
they believe the content being delivered.
Further along Wake's spectrum of practices, a step further away from the individual or 'real
person', exists the category of tribunal theatre. Wake states, tribunal plays "are based solely
on the 'official transcripts of judicial proceedings'" (2010, pp. 7-8). Wake quotes from Janelle
Reinelt to provide a description of tribunal theatre's characteristics. For Reinelt:
tribunal plays are 'the theatrical equivalents of the 1960s direct cinema': attempting objective reportage,
removing all marks of the film-maker of the film, claiming the ‘high ground of science to support its
superiority’ (cited in Wake 2010, p. 8).

Wake explains that tribunal plays "attempt to achieve some sense of objectivity" (2010, p. 8).
Hence tribunal plays might be expected to present multiple perspectives of a case, rather than
championing one individual’s version of events. Wake makes a comparison between
verbatim plays and tribunal plays. She states that "tribunal playwrights rarely conduct
interviews" (Wake 2010, p. 8). According to Wake, verbatim plays tell untold stories, she
states:
verbatim playwrights pride themselves on telling stories that aren't being told elsewhere and they often
describe what they are doing with phrases such as 'hidden histories', 'giving voice to the voiceless', or
'writing from the ground up' (2010, p. 8).

In comparison, Wake writes that tribunal plays tell stories which have already been told.
Wake explains, however, that this revisiting or reviewing of events is to question assumptions
(2010, p. 8). Tribunal plays offer a space to rethink and renegotiate judgements which have
already been made, providing audiences with the opportunity to make their own judgements
and to consider whether they think the accused were judged fairly.
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At the farthest end of Wake's spectrum of practices sits the history play. Of history plays,
Wake states, "the writers of history plays consult historical documents but tend not to
incorporate them into their play" (2010, p. 8). According to Wake, "[history plays] take
significant liberties with the facts and do not necessarily consult with the community" (2010,
8). For Wake, it seems, history plays may have an actual historical event as their starting
point, but they do not attempt to reflect that event accurately, that is not the aim. Rather, the
source event can even be the impetus for the fictional story which is written in response to it.
When a play contains elements of two or more of these categories Wake refers to that play as
a "hybrid" and a play containing elements of just one category on her spectrum is "pure"
(Wake 2010, p. 8). But Wake considers the inclusion of fiction within reality theatre as
"taking [liberties]" (2010, p. 8). It might be suggested that Wake's discussion of her spectrum
of the practices of reality theatre could be compared to the discourses surrounding adaptation,
regarding fidelity and infidelity to the source play (Bradley 2010; Fischlin & Fortier 2000).
Wake considers a blend of attributes from two or more of her categories to be hybrids, and
yet all theatre involves emphasis and interpretation. Despite its invaluable frame, Wake's
discussion of purity, hybridity and taking liberties seems to position purity as positive and
taking liberties as less so.
Robin Soans states that verbatim theatre often tells the stories of “‘people whose voices
would never normally be heard in theatre’” (cited in Hammond & Steward 2008, p. 29).
Describing a verbatim play which presented the interview responses of a man named Paul (an
individual in the advanced stage of heroin addiction) he states:
‘I wouldn’t say that verbatim theatre gives Paul a voice – he has a voice already – but it does provide
his voice with listening ears: mine when he tells me his story and those of the audience when the actor
tells it to them’ (cited in Hammond & Steward 2008, p. 32).
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For Soans, the ability to amplify “‘an otherwise lost voice’” (cited in Hammond & Steward
2008, p. 32) is what makes verbatim theatre important.

Melodrama, Comedy and Farce
In her extended discussion of realist theatre (and theatre that retreats from it) it seems Ruby
Cohn considers the actions that the character performs in opposition to their “roots” to
correlate to the realist narrative (1991, p. 3). However, Cohn considers the characters of
realism to be “often rooted in” stock types (1991, p. 3). For example, the ingénue 1 might be
described as a simple, unintelligent or naïve young woman or girl, and this character is
described by Cohn to be a “stock [type] of melodrama” (1991, p. 3). The difference between
an ingénue in a melodrama and an ingénue in a realist play is hinted at by Cohn when she
declares, “the character can wind away from its roots, but will nevertheless remain
psychologically coherent from first to last” (1991, p. 3). In addition, it is evident that
“[psychological gradualism]” and “credible gradualism” (Cohn 1991, p. 3) are viewed by
Cohn to be important elements in regards to the realist plot and characters. Perhaps it might
be said that the ingénue of melodrama is imbued with a level of complexity in her
manifestation on the realist stage. However, she remains at her core, an ingénue 2. There is a
relationship between character and genre which is longstanding in theatre.
Interestingly, feminist scholars have described comedy as inherently restrictive for its female
characters. Zvi Jagendorf states that, in comedy, “You must have a happy ending” (1984, p.
13). Just as Bentley states that the comic dramatist seeks to bring his/her audiences joy (1964,
p. 302), Jagendorf writes that the “end” (1984, p. 35) of a comic play is to please. According

1

The Australian Oxford Dictionary defines an ingénue to be “an innocent or unsophisticated young woman” or,
in the case of theatre, “such a part in a play” (Oxford University Press 2004).
2
Further stock types are introduced and discussed in Chapter Three.
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to Susan Carlson, “the women of British Comedy have exercised their wit and wisdom while
checked by comedy’s institutionalized limitations on their autonomy: sexual objectification,
isolation and marriage” (1991, p. 11). She states:
For comedy’s freewheeling women, the ending usually marks their retreat to more conventional
activities. In an overwhelming percentage of cases, the comic ending, for women is marriage. And
while marriage has been represented as a happy ending, even the highest reward, the comic heroine
usually finds love and happiness only at the price of freedom and power (Carlson 1991, p. 21).

Further, she asserts, even in comedies in which there is no wedding, “those comedies in
which women take on a central role almost always move toward an ending in which men and
women are joined” (Carlson 1991, p. 23). Whether the union is marriage or otherwise,
according to Carlson, it is likely that men and women will be joined at the end of a comedy,
and particularly if a woman (or group of women) takes on a central role.
For Jagendorf, “A study of comic endings is really a study of the mode itself” (1984, p. 11).
He states, “Nowhere is convention, the formal model, more obviously present than at the
ending of a novel, play, poem, or piece of music” (Jagendorf 1984, p. 11). In fact Jagendorf
refers to the comic ending as “a convention” (1984, p. 12). He states, “[it is] an agreement
between poet and spectator rather than a necessary outcome of the material” (Jagendorf 1984,
p. 12). Furthermore, Jagendorf argues that people must clap at the end of a comedy. He
states:
Applause, like laughter, is vital to comedy. Its absence at the end of tragedy may be a sign of deep
feeling; its absence at the end of a comedy is an unambiguous sign of disapproval. Without it, the play
may be said not to have achieved its ‘end’, which is to please (Jagendorf 1984, p. 35).

Applause might be the expression that the aim to please has been met. Therefore, it might be
suggested that the genre of a play could be said to be subjective.
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It might be argued that the comic playwright seeks to lift the spectator out of their misery,
into a comic, joyous unreality. Of comedy, Bentley states, “comedy, like tragedy, is a way of
trying to cope with despair, mental suffering, guilt, and anxiety” (1964, p. 301). For Bentley,
the point is to recognise the misery and to move forward to transcend it (1964, p. 303). In his
discussion of comedy Bentley writes of the characteristics of tragedy to provide a
comparison. In tragedy, the characters’ urge toward self-preservation may be overruled, in
comedy, this is not the case (Bentley 1964, p. 303).
According to Steven Wagg, however, “Comedy invariably has a political thrust and,
potentially, political consequences” (1998, p. xii). By Wagg’s account, whether the comedy
in question comes under the heading ‘political comedy’ or not it is, nonetheless, political.
Comedy has been used as a vehicle for the airing of complaints. But, as John McCallum
explains, “Much Australian humour is a type of comedy of embarrassment” (1998, p. 207).
He draws on Nadia Fletcher who states that theatre is “a Comedy of Inadequacy” (cited in
McCallum 1998, p. 207). “A distinguishing feature of such humour […] is its mixture of selfdeprecation and aggression-of apology and defiance” (1998, p. 207). The realm of Australian
comedy McCallum writes about seems to be one where the writer is either attacking
themselves (before someone else does) or attacking the other.
McCallum writes that, “Comedy, by tradition, has a special licence to speak of the
unspeakable, to call a spade a spade” (2009a, p. 202). McCallum claims, comedy is permitted
this licence on the basis of one special premise, “comedians do not tell the truth” (2009a, p.
203). This limitation is a challenge for comedians who are critical of society.
McCallum explores the ways “comic performance strategies” (1998, p. 206) operate “in postcolonial humour” (1998, p. 207). He explains that all comedy involves power and potentially
aggressive attitudes as it rebels (McCallum 1998, p. 202). Of Australian comedy he states,
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“[Australia is a] once-colonial society”, and that it is “continually looking over its shoulders
at its erstwhile imperial masters” (McCallum 1998, p. 203). For McCallum, this looking back
to England is a trait characteristic to Australian culture.
Jessica Milner Davis explains, that within Australian humour, joking functions to acculturate
the other, to force the other to become more Australian. She states, “Most surveys assert that
humour functions as part of an ‘Australian democratic tradition’ of irreverence and antiauthoritarianism” (Davis 2009, pp. 33-34). Davis makes reference to Christie Davies’
“uniquely large category of ‘dirt’ jokes, which defy normal social conventions on obscenity
and filth” (2009, p. 32). According to Davis, Davies’ findings suggest that a wide range of
confronting humour is accepted within Australia which might be considered inappropriate
elsewhere. Davis states “Humour can be dangerous” (2009, p. 36), but it is a central part of
Australian culture and identity.
Anne Pender writes about the comic performance of Barry Humphries. Of his “[early]
antics”, she states, “Provocation was the aim, and the behaviour of people when they
experienced disgust or terror was the key to the exercise” (Pender 2009, p. 191). According to
Pender, Humphries’ desire to shock audiences has remained consistent throughout his career.
Pender explains that complaints made against him by young women actually helped him to
get his first acting job (2009, p. 192). Humphries’ comedy might be described as a comedy of
offence. Pender describes Humphries as “a loved and loathed national clown” (2009, p. 200).
His fame and success are indicative of an acceptance of his cruel, satirical style, and he is one
of Australia’s most famous and most successful comic artists. Humphries (as Dame Edna
Everage or other characters) can find a way to criticise almost anyone and get away with it.
His work is a prime example of how comic cruelty can be divisive, as political correctness is
nowhere to be found within such comedy. It would appear that mocking and derision are not
merely accepted from Australia’s ‘national clown’, they are expected.
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Sue Turnbull also writes of the cruelty inherent in the Australian comic form. She illuminates
the tendency of Australian comedy not only to laugh, but to laugh at individuals. Turnbull
uses the character of Dame Edna Everage as her first example. Everage’s comedy, Turnbull
writes, draws attention to “otherness” (2008, p. 20). Turnbull quotes from Humphries’
autobiography, “Mrs Humphries […] seemed only willing to billet an athlete if he or she was
white, clean and spoke English” (cited in Turnbull 2008, p. 17). Within this quote, he is the
colonial figure and English is the only acceptable language. According to Turnbull,
Australian comedy has been largely concerned with laughing at the other and laughing at
ourselves. Further, it seems that within Australian comedy, racism, sexism and class-ism are
not depicted as problems to be fought, but rather opportunities for mocking.
When Bentley makes a comparison between comedy and farce he explains that comedy is
concerned with appearances and is individualised as specific to one character such as the
climactic unmasking of Tartuffe. But farce involves unmasking from the beginning (Bentley
1964, p. 242). Bentley identifies two categories of unmasking, the first, characteristic to
comedy, and the second, to farce. The unmasking of a character involves instances in the play
which show a character to be other than how they previously appeared, and the unmasking of
a situation in farce involves instances in the play which show the circumstance of the
characters to be different from how it previously appeared. The unmasking of characters is
characteristic of comedy, and the unmasking of situations is characteristic of farce.
Priscilla Melendez writes that “Spanish American farce is much more than a mere ‘laughing
machine’; it is also a fearless genre that exposes, assimilates, and critiques the most powerful
discourses in society” (2006, p. 42). Melendez identifies farce as a revolutionary political tool
which can be used to dismantle oppressive ideologies and bring liberation to the oppressed.
However, this transformative potential is not always drawn upon in other contexts, and when
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it is, it is not always directed at emancipatory-political ends. In fact, sometimes farce written
by women can function to reinscribe patriarchal oppression.
Bermel describes farce as a genre and a continent (1990, p. 53). Bermel states, “Farce might
be said to exist on the lunatic fringe of comedy and on the ludicrous fringe of tragedy and
melodrama” (1990, p. 53). But the genres are connected.
According to Bermel, an understanding of the distinction between wit and humour can begin
to assist spectators to “differentiate between farce and comedy” (1990, p. 53). He states, “Wit
is usually verbal, while humour is generally physical and visual” (Bermel 1990, p. 53).
Further, Bermel posits, “A character is only witty if [he or she] is drawn as a wit. That is, [he
or she] throws off clever remarks” (1990, p. 53). Whilst verbal wit is intended to amuse
(1990, p. 54) and belongs to comedy; farce involves laughing at characters (1990, p. 54). For
Bermel, the distinction between wit and humour is in their intentionality. Yet the distinctions
can be unreliable, as Bermel explains (1990, p. 55), because physicality and verbosity are not
straightforward distinctions. They are not particularly reliable. Situations which seem life-like
are comic, whereas those that seem unreal are probably farce. Bermel is aware that comedies
do often use elements of farce so that both genres can be present. As cruelty pervades
Australian comedy, the Australian spectator is offered a form of farce that becomes a genre
without limits.
Bentley finds farce offers a way of laughing at what happens in society. Further, he considers
there to be an underlying violence in the farcical text for the spectators (Bentley 1964, p.
229). It might be suggested that, for Bentley, farce permits the spectator to appear innocent
whilst silently collaborating in the violence taking place on stage.
Of the characters of farce Bermel asserts, “All characters are their creators’ puppets, but the
ones in farce seem especially impersonal” (1990, p. 24). He continues that the characters
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seem deluded as if their faculties are missing and they are unable to turn back from disaster
(Bermel 1990, p. 24). Rather than physical incapacitation, the sort of incapacity Bermel is
describing involves the character becoming someone at the mercy of the situation, including
what others do (1990, p. 25).
While Bermel is defining farce as not about actual life, he is suggesting it presents the worst
possible developments. He also recognises that no one is actually destroyed since farce does
not involve death, although it can involve colliding with objects. As Bermel notes, there are
violent images in farce (1990, p. 23).
Of the relationship between objects and human characters in a farce, Bermel explains that
there is a conjoining effect (1990, p. 27). Further, Bermel describes objects as characters. He
writes, “Objects as characters? The notion sounds bizarre; but as we will see, objects do
behave like characters in certain plays and in most farces” (Bemel 1990, p. 25). According to
Bermel, objects within farce take on human qualities. He explains how they further the action
(Bermel 1990, p. 28). But for Bermel, machines are quite different from non-mechanised
objects.
Machines can be a way of expanding character. Bermel identifies the following four ways in
which the characters are confronted by machines that misbehave (1990, p. 31): they break
down when a character needs them to work; they keep working when they should stop; they
go at the wrong speed, and they can go out of control. They do not necessarily perform the
functions which the human characters want them to and humour arises from these
interactions.
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Adaptation and Tragedy
The practice of adaptation is particularly evident in the production of classics. Lynne Bradley
states that by considering the relationship of the adaptors to Shakespeare’s texts, scholars
may better understand the changes which have taken place in relation to the very nature of
Shakespearean adaptation (Bradley 2010, p. 6). Further, she writes,
While Shakespeare is still recognized as a core of western literary heritage, he has become more and
more identified as a product of a particular age, class, race, nationality and gender (Bradley 2010, p. 6).

If Shakespeare’s works are being adapted to reflect identity difference (Bradley 2010, p. 6),
then so too are the adaptations which take his works as a springboard. According to Bradley,
both the period and place within which the source text is authored, and the period and place
within which the adaptation is authored, must be considered in order to begin to fathom the
relationship of the adaption to the source. In short, Shakespeare’s texts were written within a
particular historical and cultural context. But like all theatre, this can be adjusted. The
contexts impact on the shape of the adaptations, as well as their manifestations in
performance, as they also impact on the reading of the texts, and their adaptations. Within
any given historical period Shakespeare’s texts can be interpreted anew, and performances of
Shakespeare’s texts are made with different perspectives and emphasis. The intention of the
maker can be faithfulness to the text, or adaptation of the text, or even its demolition.
Bradley considers that the relationship of twentieth-century adaptors to Shakespeare’s texts is
more complex than those who wrote and staged Shakespearean adaptations prior to the
twentieth century (Bradley 2010, p. 6). Yet the adaptor is able to recognise the importance of
Shakespeare while adapting his work (Bradley 2010, pp. 6-7). Bradley seems to consider the
relationship of modern adaptors to Shakespeare’s texts to be double edged, as she identifies a
dichotomous pull. For Bradley, “modern adaptations need to be understood as anxious
intersections of collaboration and rejection through which playwrights both acknowledge
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their dependence on literary tradition and distinguish themselves as relevant modern authors”
(2010, p. 7). Hence, it might be suggested that, for Bradley, the position of the contemporary
adaptor is particularly fraught. It could be argued that the modern adaptation must articulate
both its relationship to the source text and its relationship to the context for its new, adapted
form.
Linda Hutcheon considers an adaptation to be both a product and a process. Hutcheon offers
three examples of what she understands an adaptation to be. She states:
In short, adaptation can be described as the following:
An acknowledged transposition of a recognisable work or works
A creative interpretative act of appropriation/salvaging
An extended intertextual engagement with the adapted work (Hutcheon 2006, p. 8).

The forms of adaptation which Hutcheon summarises indicate that adaptation is a creative
product, or process, which is created from, or occurs during the process of, the transposition
of a source text across mediums. It is this possibility that can bring a sense of new vitality to a
classic text.
The idea of tragedy has changed through time. Robert Bechtold Heilman states, “[in tragedy]
The character is not ‘one,’ but divided” (1968, p. 7). According to Heilman, this dividedness
means that each character contains both good and flawed aspects (1968, p. 9). Heilman
identifies three categories of tragic character dividedness. To describe his first category of
division Heilman borrows descriptive language from Eliseo Vivas, he writes, “Conflicting
‘values’ with ‘authentic claims’: here indeed is a primary source of ‘genuine tragic tension’”
(Heilman 1968, p. 9). He offers the characters of Hamlet, Orestes, Antigone and Creon as
examples of tragic characters whom, he argues, “[could not] refrain from the course that leads
to guilt without feeling acquiescent in a public evil” (Heilman 1968, p. 9). It appears that the
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first category of tragic division identified by Heilman presents a character in a situation in
which he or she must break a legal or moral code in order to follow what they perceive to be
the right course of action. The character feels they must go against the prevailing orders to do
right. In this situation it is as if there is no absolute correct choice which could be made to
evade all fault, evil or negative consequence. Heilman posits, “To describe this fundamental
human dividedness as it appears in characters like Hamlet and Orestes, we may say that they
are caught in a conflict between two ‘imperatives’” (Heilman 1968, p. 10). It would appear
that there is no good way out of this conflict that is completely morally justified.
In his second category of tragic division, Heilman describes a split between an imperative
over time and an impulse (1968, p. 10). Heilman writes that he employs the term “‘impulse’
to denote only the emotions of self-interest, whether momentary or of some duration” (1968,
p. 10). It might be understood then, that Heilman means to delineate a split between a wider
social imperative and a more self-centred impulse. He writes, “On one side we have the
moral ordinance, on the other the unruly passion” (Heilman 1968, pp. 10-11). Further,
Heilman makes a clear distinction between the two opposing positions and possibly laws, one
he describes as a “clear mandate” and “the moral insight earned by the race”, the other he
calls “personal desire or ambition” (Heilman 1968, p. 11). He uses the words “law and lust”
(Heilman 1968, p. 11) to summarise the dilemma.
Heilman’s third form of tragic division is between two different impulses (1968, p. 12). In
this scenario, Heilman states, “impulse denotes any kind of desire” (1968, p. 12). He gives
examples of what he means when he uses the term ‘desire’, as the contrasts of, “gross selfseeking” or “noble ambition” or “greed” or “lust” or “generosity” or “justice” (Heilman 1968,
p. 12). According to Heilman, this third form of tragic division, involving a conflict between
two impulses, is common in Henrick Ibsen’s drama.
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The Jukebox Musical and The Cabaret
In regards to Nick Enright and The Boy from Oz, Peter Fitzpatrick writes,
Enright sought to add psychological complexity to the characterisation of Peter Allen, and artistic depth
to the show, rather than simply [accept] the commercial priorities that customarily apply to the genre of
the 'jukebox musical' (2008, p. 27).

Fitzpatrick includes excerpts from Enright's 'Notes and Questions for a New Version,
February 2000': these are detailed notes which Enright made about the alterations to the script
of The Boy from Oz which may be necessary were the production to be taken overseas.
Enright makes reference to the arguments that he had with Ben Gannon and Robert Fox, the
show's producers; "Most of our arguments in the development period were about the balance
between [the] two Peter's in the show [...]" (cited in Fitzpatrick 2008, p. 28). Enright states
that he believes that the producers:
‘thought that [he] has taking the show to a darker territory out of perversity [, but that he was actually]
trying to do the task [he] had been hired to do: to fashion a book which would support a show
honouring Peter Allen as a songwriter’ (cited in Fitzpatrick 2008, p. 29).

It seems that Enright's desire to represent "two Peter Allens [:] the seemingly invulnerable
performer of sexual energy [and] the songwriter who mostly writes of the pain of
abandonment, transience, solitude, lost love and faded dreams" (cited in Fitzpatrick 2008, p.
28) was not completely compatible with the producers' global vision for the play. Fitzpatrick
notes that, another writer was hired, and that, Enright's illness from cancer in 2000, and his
limited ability to work and travel became issues in the development of the musical (2008, p.
30). Enright died on the 30th of March 2003, and The Boy from Oz opened on Broadway on
the 16th of October 2003. Fitzpatrick explains that Martin Sherman was given credit as the
writer of the show, and Enright—the book (2008, p. 30). It might be suggested that Enright’s
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original version of The Boy from Oz sought to represent the central character, a representation
of a real person, as a complex individual, with nuances and contradictions. However, the
producers of the show had an international imperative. Their goal, it seems, was less—to
accurately represent Peter Allen to their audiences, and more—to take their show to
Broadway and beyond. Fitzpatrick quotes from the 1996 media release describing the
creative team and stating that Robert Fox believed that Allen’s story was an American story
as well as an Australian one (cited in Fitzpatrick 2008, p. 27). For Fitzpatrick, Enright's The
Boy from Oz "was convincingly better than the arena show that has now effectively replaced
it" (2008, p. 44). He considers that Enright was able to give Allen psychological depth which
expounded the genre of the jukebox musical (Fitzpatrick 2008, p. 44). Fitzpatrick makes a
value judgment regarding the ‘jukebox musical’, by suggesting that Enright's The Boy from
Oz both occupies and surpasses this genre. Whilst Enright's The Boy from Oz exists within
and surpasses the genre of the ‘jukebox musical’, he describes a hierarchy of genres. In this
hierarchy it is evident that the ‘arena show’ is the lowest form, the ‘jukebox musical’ perhaps
a little higher, and the form which Enright's version of The Boy from Oz attains, higher still
(Fitzpatrick 2008, p. 44). Fitzpatrick does not offer a new name for the structural, narrative,
psychological and emotional space which Enright's version of The Boy from Oz occupies. It
might be suggested that the complexity which Fitzpatrick identifies as being present within
Enright's version of The Boy from Oz (and absent from Sherman's) is a large part of what the
producers resisted when mounting the show overseas. Whilst the jukebox musical is evident
as a genre category for Pennsylvania Avenue, so too is the cabaret.
Lisa Appignanesi writes of the cabaret:
the cabaret was marked by these two elements [:] It emerged as a testing ground for young artists who
often deliberately advertised themselves as avant-garde, or as the satirical stage of contemporaneity, a
critically reflective mirror of topical events, morals, politics and culture (2004, p. 5).
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The genre of the cabaret is identified as being present within one play analysed within the
body of this thesis. The defining characteristic of the cabaret which is particularly pertinent to
this play is illuminated by Appignanesi’s description of the cabaret and her understanding of
its political capacity (2004, p. 5). Within Pennsylvania Avenue, Murray-Smith presents
significant political and historic events and through her choice of framing, she adopts a
position on those events.
The genre itself is like a form of memory within the theatre and its practices. But then
memory is a distinct category of study and this can be brought to bear on the experiences of
characters. In his work on memory, Paul Connerton describes forgetting as an act which is
generally considered by society to be a failing, and remembering, to be a virtue (Connerton
2008, p. 59). According to Connerton, at least seven types of forgetting can be identified. The
types are as follows: “repressive erasure; prescriptive forgetting; forgetting that is constitutive
in the formation of a new identity; structural amnesia; forgetting as annulment; forgetting as
planned obsolescence; forgetting as humiliated silence” (Connerton 2008, p. 59). The types
of forgetting discussed by Connerton can be associated with national processes of forgetting
which occur within the nation of Australia.3

Maternal Discourses
Hansen presents various definitions of the term mother. She states “the position of the mother
in our culture and our language is riddled with its history of psychic and social
contradictions”, and furthermore “Motherhood offers women a site of both power and
oppression, self-esteem and self-sacrifice, reverence and debasement” (Hansen 1997, p. 3).
For Hansen, it is apparent that the position of the mother within western culture is fraught

3

Connerton’s types of forgetting are discussed in Chapter Two at length.
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with complexities. Hansen interrogates definitions of the term and concept of mother, stating
that she considers:
the relational aspect of the concept mother [to be] taken for granted [in the Oxford English Dictionary’s
definition and] in many recent feminist struggles to interrogate and revise nineteenth-century notions of
motherhood (1997, p. 4).

Hansen offers a definition of the term mother which she suggests reflects the Oxford English
Dictionary’s Definition, and “all subsequent formal definitions that [she has] found” (1997,
p. 4). She states:
[…] mother in the primary sense of the word is someone, maybe a woman or maybe not, who gives
birth to a child or seeks protection and control of a child or is affectionately reverenced and looked up
to by a child (Hansen 1997, p. 4).

Hansen explores relational understandings of the term and concept ‘mother’.
Drawing from the “‘practicalist’ conception of ‘truth’” (1990, p. 13) Ruddick proposes that
“thinking arises from and is tested against practices” (1990, p. 13). Upon the basis of this
preposition, Ruddick asserts that there is such a thing as “maternal thinking” (1990, p. 13)
and that this thinking arises from “maternal practice” (1990, p. 17). It is Ruddick’s position
that mothers engage in maternal thinking and practices “in response to the reality of a
biological child in a particular social world” (1990, p. 17). For Ruddick, an individual is a
mother “because and to the degree that they are committed to meeting the demands that
define maternal work” (1990, p. 17). Ruddick describes these demands (1990, p. 17) to be the
demand for preservation, the demand for growth and the demand for social acceptability. She
asserts that “to be a mother is to be committed to meeting these demands by works of
preservative love, nurturance, and training” (1990, p. 17). Ruddick identifies the demands for
preservation and growth to come from the child, and the demand for social acceptability to
come from the mother’s social group (particularly other mothers) and society more broadly.
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Jean Keller identifies Ruddick’s “birthgiver/adoptive mother distinction” (2009, p. 173) to be
problematic in relation to thinking, because it relies on the child being part of the process.
Further, Keller refers to the published letters of Korean birthmothers (Dorrow 1999) to argue
that birthmothers may engage in maternal thinking, even prior to the birth of their child.
Of the transition experienced by women who become mothers, Alison Stone states,
In many recent accounts […] to become a mother is to enter a chaotic time, in which one is no longer
recognised as a unified agent by others and can no longer easily regard oneself as a unified agent either
(2014, p. 325).

Stone’s description of the phase women step into when they engage in the care of a young
child suggests that instead of there being two separate individuals involved in the exchange,
there is only one individual, the child. The mother becomes a fractured creature that lives in
the child’s shadow.
Ann Oakley explains, “I was delivered of my identity at the same time [as my baby]” (cited
in Stone 2014, p. 325). For Oakley, it would appear that the instant a woman becomes a
mother she is no longer able to be identified without that label. It could be suggested to be
synonymous with the instant she loses herself. Describing Oakley’s experience of becoming a
mother, Stone writes, “Having formerly been the agent of her own life and having been
treated by others as a centre of agency, suddenly Oakley found herself perceived as
subservient to her baby” (2014, p. 325). Stone describes Oakley’s child as having been “at
least a potential subject” (2014, p. 325) within Oakley’s description of her experience of the
early stages of motherhood. However, Oakley as the mother is now the “background and
nourishing soil of her child’s subjectivity-to-be” (Stone 2014, p. 325). Stone reads Oakley’s
experience of becoming and being a mother to be an experience of loss. Stone’s assessment
of Oakley’s experience suggests that woman as mother becomes less complete. In relation to
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Oakley’s experience, it might be suggested that the mother is viewed only in relation to her
role as care giver for the potential subject—the child.
Stone quotes from Rachel Cusk’s writing which evokes powerful imagery of the mother’s
features becoming distorted in order to illustrate the chaotic state a mother enters into when
caring for a young child. Cusk writes,
‘In the morning I would sit up in bed, the room listing drunkenly about me, and would put a hand to my
face, checking for some evidence of disfigurement: an eyebrow, perhaps, slipped down to my cheek, a
deranged ear cluttering my forehead, a seam at the back of my skull gaping open’ (cited in Stone 2014,
pp. 325-326).

It seems that the mother’s loss of self might be linked to the sleep deprivation often
experienced by care givers in the early stages of a child’s life. It can be linked to the external
demands placed upon the care giver, to give appropriate care and be judged “good enough”
(cited in Stone 2014, p. 331). In Stone’s context, the phrase “good enough” (cited in Stone
2014, p. 331) is derived from Donald Winnicott’s concept of the “good enough mother”
(cited in Stone 2014, p 331). Stone considers Winnicott’s theories surrounding the “good
enough mother” (cited in Stone 2014, p. 331) to carry both positive and negative
connotations. Positive, because Winnicott (unlike Freud and Lacan) emphasises the
importance of the care giving which mothers do, and negative because Winnicott posed an
ideal standard for mothers to be measured against. By offering a description of what
constitutes a “good enough mother” (Winnicott cited in Stone 2014, p. 331), it means that
mothers face the possibility that they may be considered “[not] good enough” (Winnicott
cited in Stone 2014, p. 331).
Roszika Parker writes about the relationship between mothers and their children. Importantly,
she writes about the emotions mothers experience toward their children (Parker 1995, p. XI).
Parker suggests that mothers and children may experience the same events in different ways.
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Further, she states that “As a psychoanalytic psychotherapist [she] has tended to hear the
child’s ‘side’ from her patients” (Parker 1995, p. XI). She states, “[she] deliberately [shifts]
her focus to listen to the mother’s side – her version of events” (Parker 1995, p. XI). Parker’s
framing of the narratives of the mother and child as ‘sides’, and her claim to wish to listen to
the mother’s version of events suggests a pursuit of fairness, a hearing out, and an
acknowledgement, of both ‘sides’ of the story. Is this then able to be considered from a
feminist perspective? Certainly, motherhood might be questioned.
Astrid Henry defines the term “disidentification” to refer to “an identification against
something” (2004, p. 7). This can be applied to earlier ideas of motherhood. Henry quotes
from Diana Fuss who states, “What at first may appear to be a refused identification […]
might in some cases more accurately be termed a disavowed one” (cited in Henry 2004, p. 7).
Henry proposes that by disavowing second wave feminism (or the feminism of the second
wave), “younger feminists [are able to] create a feminism of their own” (Henry 2004, p. 7).
Certainly, Motherhood Studies does reflect a layering of feminist thinking. But it may also be
considered apart from it. As Lynne O’Brien Hallstein writes of popular writers who do not
necessarily identify as feminists, “Many of the popular writers are second wave beneficiaries
in that they all acknowledge feminism’s impact on their lives and women’s lives in general”
(2010, p. 65). Hallstein describes the act of acknowledging the benefits brought about by
second wave feminism but refusing to identify explicitly as a feminist as “[the second wave
beneficiary’s] first move in terms of employing disidentification in ways that support the
backlash against second wave feminism” (2010, p. 65). Hallstein identifies a second method,
or strategy, of disidentification used by second wave beneficiaries, which, she writes
“facilitates both matrophobia and contemporary backlash” (2010, p. 65). This allows them to:
both identify and disidentify with the second wave such that their writing acknowledges second wave
feminism whilst simultaneously blaming it for mothers’ contemporary problems (2010, p. 65).
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Henry suggests that second wave feminists might be suggested to have psychologically killed
their feminist mothers (first wave feminists). She suggests that the actions of the third
wave—disidentification with (or killing of) their second wave mothers in order to “‘step out
onto the stage of history’ as political agents and makers of change” (Chesler cited in Henry
2004, p. 9) are not new. Henry describes matricide as potentially psychological (2004, pp. 910), referring to the writing of Phyllis Chesler, who states, “When we [second wave
feminists] stepped out onto the stage of history we did so primarily as motherless
daughters/sisters/sibling rivals. Psychologically, we had committed matricide” (cited in
Henry 2004, p. 9). This thinking was only possible because of feminism. But the context for
thinking about mothering does have socio-political significance.
In her discussion of the presence and absence of mothers within Shakespeare’s plays, Mary
Beth Rose writes, “feminist inquiries [into Shakespeare’s plays] must involve a full scrutiny
of the discourses distinctive to, and options available in, Renaissance England” (1991, p.
291). Further, Rose argues that there were, in Renaissance England, specific options available
for the representation of mothering (in literature and on the stage). She considers the material
circumstances of mothers within the English Renaissance; that is, the legal status of women
and mothers. Further, Rose considers the mother characters that were represented within
drama and theatre in the English Renaissance, and the possible reasons for their being
represented in the manner that they were and what is missing. According to Rose, it is
apparent that when writing his plays Shakespeare chose from the options available to him.
Hence, in short, Shakespeare’s mothers do not break from the normative trends of his day.
Rather, he adheres to convention in his representation of mothers. Furthermore, Rose
suggests, Shakespeare’s mothers indicate that he chose from the more conservative options
available to him.
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Linda Ennis proposes that the tendency of contemporary mothers to engage in the practice of
intensive mothering “operates today” (2014, p. 9) within the context of neoliberalism. She
states that “The neoliberal model, […] emerged in the 1980s and 1990s” (Ennis 2014, p. 9).
Further, Melinda Vandenbeld Giles states “[mothers are] positioning children as social capital
to be invested in” (cited in Ennis 2014, p. 9). Intensive mothering operates, within the context
of neoliberalism, as the mother working to ensure that her child remains in (or surpasses) the
economic and social class of her/his parents. Sharon Hays explains the ideology of intensive
mothering to be “a gendered model that advises mothers to expend a tremendous amount of
time, energy, and money in raising their children” (cited in Ennis 2014, p. 1). Ennis proposes
that in order to “extend Hays’ conclusions” (2014, p. 2), it must be acknowledged that
intensive mothering occurs against a social background of capitalism and consumerism
(Ennis 2014, p. 2). For Ennis, it is crucial to recognise that intensive mothering occurs within
the context of the economics of a patriarchal society.
Kaplan considers motherhood to be both an institution and a social discourse (1992, p. 17).
She recognises the act of considering representations of mothers and of motherhood to be
complex and problematic. She writes:
mother-representations in any given period are […] always contradictory, multiple, many-sided; a
variety of images exists at the same time, and depending on how researchers look (with what questions
in mind) they may find something different (Kaplan 1992, p. 19).

Kaplan considers the “discursive properties” of “experts’ pronouncements” (1992, p. 19). As
this thesis seeks to trace patterns of mother representations within female-authored Australian
drama and theatre, like Kaplan, I consider the discourse of mother representations to be a
domain fraught with uneven and unstable values, yet I believe that traversing it is a
worthwhile, even necessary, endeavour.
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It is proposed within this thesis that specific genres invite specific readings of the mother
characters contained within (or released by) them. Furthermore, it is suggested that specific
genres are more likely to present mothers within a particular light. The genres of reality
theatre, verbatim theatre, theatre which contains social significance, comedy, farce,
adaptation, tragedy, the jukebox musical and cabaret were found to be present in the plays
selected for analysis, and often with metaphorical and allegorical significance. Links
between the genres identified as present within the plays selected for analysis and the
concepts found to be important within them are discussed in the following chapters.
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Chapter Two: Maternal Practices in Jane Harrison’s Stolen

This chapter offers an analysis of Jane Harrison’s play-text Stolen. The analysis considers the
representation of the mother characters who are presented largely as off stage voices within
the text. It is argued in this chapter that the writing of Aboriginal women about Aboriginal
women’s lives offers significant counter narratives which challenge the “culture of
forgetting” (Manne 1996) which is endemic in Australia. Helen Thomson states,
“Forgetfulness in Australia is a politically charged strategy that has characterised settler
history” (2001, p. 23). Further, Joy Hooyton asserts, “No document has a greater chance of
challenging the cult of forgetfulness than a black woman’s autobiography” (cited in Thomson
2001, p. 23). Harrison’s play-text Stolen (2007) offers significant representations of strong
maternal subjects, and it is argued in this chapter that those representations function as an
important rewriting of Australian history. Harrison represents the stolen children’s mothers as
active subjects who write to, knit for and never give up searching for their children. It is
argued in this chapter that the Aboriginal mother characters in Stolen undertake maternal
practices and that through their engagement in acts of mother work they are represented as
being responsive to the requirements of their children, despite their separation from “the
reality of a biological child in a particular social world” (Ruddick 1990, p. 17).

Maternal Practices
Elaine Tuttle Hansen (1997) contends that it is possible for a woman to be a mother without
engaging in caring activities for a child. According to Hansen, a woman who does not engage
in the practice of mothering may still wish to identify as—and to be identified as—a mother.
For example, Hansen suggests that a woman whose child has died may still wish to identify
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as a mother. Hansen’s position contravenes Sara Ruddick’s (1990) contention that a mother is
an individual who engages in maternal practices, and that all mothers are adoptive. Instead,
Hansen proposes that there are many different kinds of mothers. Further, Hansen’s concept of
the mother without child appears particularly important when considering women (or
representations of women) who wish to mother but cannot due to child removal, as with
Australia’s Stolen Generations.
Ruddick argues that “thinking arises from and is tested against practices” (1990, p. 13).
Further, she proposes that mothers engage in maternal practices in response to demands made
by children and that those practices elicit maternal thinking (Ruddick 1990, p. 17). According
to Ruddick a woman who gives birth to a child is a birthgiver, and there is a vast distinction
between birthgivers and mothers. Ruddick says that “all mothers are ‘adoptive’” (1990, p.
51), even mothers who engage in maternal practices for the children that they have given
birth to. To adopt, for Ruddick, would appear to signify the choice to take up—and the act of
taking up—maternal work.
Ruddick lists three maternal practices: preservative love, nurturing and training (Ruddick
1990, p. 17). The mother engages in preservative love in response to the child's demand for
survival; the mother engages in nurturing in response to the child's demand for growth; and
the mother engages in training in response to the demands made by her social group (and
society) for her child to conform to an acceptable set of behaviours. Ruddick proposes that
through engaging in these practices the mother develops a type of thinking which may be
referred to as maternal thinking.
Jean Keller proposes that Ruddick's birthgiver/adoptive mother distinction needs refining
(2009). She refers to the letters of South Korean birthmothers to their children (Dorrow 1999)
to argue that birthmothers engage in maternal thinking even prior to the birth of their
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children. While the practices and thinking of pregnant women are not considered within the
scope of this thesis, Keller's contention that a woman may engage in maternal practices and
maternal thinking without the presence of—or demands made by—a child, is argued to be
useful for the purpose of analysing ideas of mothers without their children.
Within this chapter, however, the Indigenous mother characters in Stolen are considered in
the context of Hansen’s concept of the mother without child (1997). Further, Ruddick’s
maternal practices (1990) are used to analyse their actions. The mothers in Stolen engage in
maternal practices and maternal thinking.
The telling of stories and the teaching of Indigenous languages performed by a mother (or
parental-figure) to a child can be understood to be indicative of Toni Morrison’s “African
American custom of culture bearing” (O’Reilly 2006, p. 133). Andrea O’Reilly states that,
“Toni Morrison, in a manner similar to the model developed by Sara Ruddick, positions
mother work as a practice committed to meeting specific tasks” (2006, p. 133). However,
Morrison “[amplifies] the aim of ‘training’ […] to include the African-American custom of
cultural bearing […]” (O’Reilly 2006, p. 133). Within this practice the mother shares stories
and/or traditions specific to her culture with her child as a way of passing on culture. This
imperative is one of the tragic losses in Stolen.

Play and Production
Stolen articulates some of the injustices perpetrated against Australia’s Aboriginal people by
showing the experiences of its five central characters and permitting those characters to speak
about their experiences. Harrison’s five central characters are stolen children. The play
depicts them at multiple stages of their lives, giving its readers/audiences the opportunity to
understand them as children recalling their experiences of being taken from their families.
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They are children suffering abuse after their removal, and as adults this severely impacts on
them because of their separation from their families, their communities and their culture.
Drama may be analysed independently from theatrical performances, but theatre scholar Rob
Baum writes that she approaches them as “scribed works and also anthropological
phenomena, as the writing of and about women’s lives” (2003, p. 13). Baum states that “the
work of theatre” is both “repeatable” and “never-to-be-repeated” (2003, p. 13), identifying
perhaps the most notable difference between the play-text and the staged performance. A
play-text is “repeatable” (Baum 2003, p. 13), a performance is not.
It is possible for a playwright to issue a call for mother characters to be presented as positive,
strong and active subjects from within a play-text. Further, this thesis suggests that this call
may be issued from the stage directions. Stolen calls for its mother characters to be presented
as positive, strong and active subjects. These characteristics are evident in its spoken dialogue
and monologues, and the visible depiction of these characteristics is called for by the stage
directions. These manifestations, in spoken dialogue, monologues, and stage directions, are
indicated later in this chapter.
Stolen was commissioned by Ilbijerri Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Theatre Cooperative. In 1992 they advertised for a writer and Harrison applied. Alongside a team of
researchers, most notably Antoinette Braybrook, Harrison interviewed community members
and commenced the process of devising a script in response to those interviews. Wesley
Enoch directed a reading of the play (then titled The Lost Children) in 1993. According to
Enoch, "The title changed when audience members argued that the children were never lost,
they were stolen" (2007, p. viii).
Stolen premiered in the Beckett Theatre at the CUB Malthouse, Playbox Theatre Company on
the 21st of October 1998 as part of the Melbourne International Festival (Ilbijerri Theatre
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Company). It received a standing ovation at its 1998 Melbourne premiere and sold-out
seasons across Australia (Enoch 2007, p. vii). Stolen has been staged in the United Kingdom,
Hong Kong and Japan, and has had readings in Canada and New York (Harrison 2007, p. i).
Through theatre, Harrison has shared the stories of the Stolen Generations with thousands.
Enoch writes, “Stolen is a play that helped to change the course of history” (2007, p. vii). It
might be suggested that, Stolen brought some of the injustices experienced by the Stolen
Generations and their families into the limelight and to the attention of audience members.
The use of symbolic objects in verbatim theatre is a characteristic which is significant within
Stolen. The children’s beds are an element of set which remains consistent throughout the
play’s scripted stage directions. The set links the children with one another and with a
common location, the children’s home. At times the set (comprised primarily of the
children’s beds) symbolises other places, for example: a pier or a gaol cell. The beds suggest
the future confinement which will occur in the children’s lives.
In writing about drama and theatre, it is necessary to remain mindful of the position from
which one writes. I watch, read and write from the place of a white feminist woman. Of the
significant and problematic issues related to a non-Aboriginal person writing about
Australian Aboriginal identity, Carolyn D’Cruz writes, “The matter of who speaks for and
about whom is possibly the most sensitive and impassioned issue circulating within
discourses of identity politics” (2001, para. 1). D’Cruz discusses the tumultuous ground a
scholar treads when speaking for or about an identity when they do not “satisfy the criteria of
bearing the marker of identity that [they are] speaking about” (2001, para. 1). D’Cruz in fact
problematizes my own self-identification. Writing of the matter of non-Aboriginal people
speaking about “Aboriginal identities and issues”, D’Cruz writes, “[…] each speaker
presumably enters some kind of power relationship with the investigated identity in the act of
participating in the debate” (2001, para. 3). D’Cruz says that non-Aboriginal speakers and
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writers are often compelled by this recognition “to declare a list of their identity markers”
(2001, para. 3), as I have done. She describes two possible uses of the declaration of the nonAboriginal speaker or writer’s “identity markers” (D’Cruz 2001, para. 4). She writes,
Sometimes the declaration is used to problematize the speaking subject’s ‘right’ to speak about the
particular identity in question (such as a non-Aboriginal person speaking about issues pertaining to
Aboriginal identity); at other times, the declaration acts as some kind of verifier of what is being said
(D’Cruz 2001, para. 4).

I hope that in this case my own declaration of identity will be received in the first instance. I
recognise that there are problems with the act of a white feminist woman writing about
representations of Aboriginal women. However, I perceive that highlighting the significance
of Australian Aboriginal women’s writing might be suggested to be an important feminist
responsibility, as it might be suggested to represent respectful analysis.
Aileen Moreton-Robinson considers that:
despite – or perhaps because of – feminism’s commitment to a politics of difference, thinking and
writing about whiteness has not yet had widespread impact upon theorising difference. Whiteness
remains the invisible omnipresent norm (2000a, pp. xviii-xix).

Yet, I believe that in identifying the place from which I write as problematic, I can begin to
approach the task called for by Moreton-Robinson. She writes, “To recognise that whiteness
has shaped knowledge production means academia would have to accept that the dominant
regime of knowledge is culturally and racially biased, socially situated and partial” (MoretonRobinson 2004, p. 88).
Moreton-Robinson suggests that Adrienne Rich may be the first scholar to have written about
whiteness. Moreton-Robinson states that Rich “argued that white feminists practice white
solipsism” (cited in Moreton-Robinson 2000b, p. 348). According to Moreton-Robinson,
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Marilyn Frye and Rich argued that feminists needed to work against the privilege accorded
by race and inclusion by association with white men (2000b, p. 348).
How might this disloyalty be manifest in writing? In order for white feminists to write with or
about Aboriginal women, perhaps it is necessary for them to recognise and identify their
whiteness and the potential that it has to bias their vision, and further, to appreciate the
disadvantage of black mothers.
Australian Aboriginal female playwrights have begun to influence the “cultural imagination”
(Fensham & Varney 2005, p. 63). Maryrose Casey states that:
[Stolen] provided a compelling force of resistance to the ongoing denial of indigenous realities by
white Australian culture, as well as a celebration of indigenous survival and diversity after nearly two
hundred and twenty years of white settlement (2005, p. 200).

Within the context of Rachel Fensham and Denise Varney’s “dolls’ revolution” (2005, p. 1),
Harrison’s play-text can be understood to have contributed to a significant shift within
mainstream Australian theatre. Fensham and Varney propose that in the drama and theatre of
the 1990s and early 2000s, a group of female playwrights instigated a “dolls’ revolution”
(2005, p. 1). This revolution was characterised by a shift in Australian drama, toward the
depiction of strong and complex female characters. Fensham and Varney use the metaphor of
the kewpie doll (from Ray Lawler’s Summer of the Seventeenth Doll) as an analytical tool,
moving away from its feminine connotations they imbue the doll with the power to create and
spread revolution. Fensham and Varney say that the effects of the “dolls’ revolution” (2005,
p. 1) have spread beyond drama and theatre, to “the cultural imagination” (2005, p. 63).
Fensham and Varney suggest that female playwrights are boldly depicting a range of
possibilities for being and playing female. Clearly, Aboriginal female playwrights have the
ability to speak to and transform the “cultural imagination” (Fensham & Varney 2005, p. 63)
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and to dismantle the “‘cult of forgetfulness’” (Hooyton cited in Thomson 2001, p. 23) which
permeates Australian society.

Indigenous Women and Mothering
Jane Moore and Lynette Riley state, “Prior to contact [colonization] the kinship systems
which operated across Australia provided complex and sophisticated reciprocal relationships
based upon both biological and kinship lines of descent” (2010, p. 176). According to Moore
and Riley, “In these social systems the role of ‘mother’ was performed by not only the birth
mother, but also those women who were at the same ‘kinship’ level as the birth mother”
(2010, p. 176).
The plight of Indigenous women is a global issue. Indigenous women in Australia have been
murdered and violated, and they have had their children stolen from them; it would seem the
experience of Indigenous women in Canada is much the same. Kathleen Jamieson stated in
1978:
‘To be born poor, an Indian, and a female is to be a member of the most disadvantaged minority in
Canada today, a citizen minus. It is to be victimised and utterly powerless, and to be, by government
decree, without legal recourse of any kind’ (cited in Lavell-Harvard & Brant 2016, p. 1).

Jamieson identifies poverty, being an Indigenous person, and being female, as factors which
position an individual within the most disadvantaged group in Canada. Further, she states that
individuals who are poor, Indigenous and female, are powerless. Lavell-Harvard and Brant
state:
In a country where the tragedy of more than twelve hundred missing and murdered Indigenous women
and girls has been denied, obscured, or simply ignored by those with the power and resources to
prevent the appalling rates of violence (not to mention the fiduciary responsibility and legal obligation
to do so), the personal is indeed political (2016, pp.1-2).
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According to Lavell-Harvard and Brant, Indigenous women experience a significant number
of violent events in Canada, and this fact has been denied by those with power.
Indigenous women, both in the nation of Australia, and the nation of Canada, continue to be
oppressed. Lavell-Harvard and Brant argue that in order to begin to comprehend the present
day experience of Indigenous women in Canada it is necessary to consider colonial settler
histories (2016, p. 3). They claim that there was effort to obliterate the Indian peoples. It
would appear that the colonial events in Canada match that of Australia’s history, which also
sought to eradicate the Indigenous peoples.
Writing specifically on motherhood, Lavell-Harvard and Brant paraphrase Andrea Smith:
[Indigenous women’s] role as the givers of life becomes a liability, as it is the Indigenous woman’s
ability to produce future generations and ensure the continuance of her people that threatens the entire
colonial project (Lavell-Harvard & Brant 2016, p. 4).

They suggest that the Indigenous woman’s position as a potential mother is powerful because
it continues the Indigenous nation and problematic because it threatens the whole
colonisation process (Lavell-Harvard & Brant 2016, p. 4). Hence, historically, the potential of
Indigenous women to bear Indigenous children clearly stands in the way of colonial control.
Lavell-Harvard and Brant argue that “The deliberate targeting of Indigenous women was
clearly […] an integral part of the larger historical effort to destroy Indigenous nations”
(2016, p. 4). Further, they quote from a Cheyenne Proverb which states, “a nation is not
conquered until the hearts of its women are on the ground. Then it is done, no matter how
brave its warriors or strong its weapons” (cited in Lavell-Harvard & Brant 2016, p. 4). This
proverb might be understood to be suggesting that without women a nation ceases to exist,
and cannot care for its children.
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Lavell-Harvard and Brant argue that “[Their] very reproductive rights as Indigenous women
and [their] ability to mother are the biggest threats to the colonial project” (2016, p. 4).
Further, they assert, a succession of processes to control them included sterilisation,
residential schools, child welfare and other aspects (Lavell-Harvard & Brant 2016, p. 4).
According to Lavell-Harvard and Brant the nation works to prevent Indigenous women from
reproducing, but when they do reproduce the nation works to monitor their parenting or
remove their children.
Therefore, Lavell-Harvard and Brant contend, “The destruction and elimination of
Indigenous women either physically or symbolically (through legislative acts) clearly benefits
the colonial state” (2016, p. 4). Lavell-Harvard and Brant state:
For Indigenous women […] the birthing and raising of children symbolizes a revolutionary act, a
grassroots rebellion against a system that would see the eradication of the ‘Indian problem’
accomplished through the elimination of the Indians themselves (2016, 5).

This did lead to direct confrontation over the protection of children.
Lavell-Harvard and Brant highlight one of the dilemmas of Indigenous parents. They must
simultaneously strive to protect their children and to teach them to protect themselves, and
yet, whilst warning their children of the dangers, they must endeavour not to show the world
as a place within which they must live in constant fear, though the danger remains ever
present.
Of the current political climate in relation to Canada’s Indigenous peoples, Lavell-Harvard
and Brant state, “With the recent change in government [...] Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
has followed through on his promise to call a national inquiry and has articulated that
‘Indigenous women’s lives matter’” (2016, pp. 6-7). Whilst there was an Apology delivered
to Australia’s Indigenous peoples by then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd in 2008, there is still
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much to be done in Australia and in Canada for our non-Indigenous peoples and the
governments to begin to contribute to the healing of our Indigenous peoples.

Verbatim Theatre’s Mothering
The process of development from which Stolen was devised fits within Deirdre Heddon’s
definition of verbatim theatre as “a form of theatre which places interviews with people at the
heart of its process” (2008, p. 127). Of the characteristics of verbatim theatre, Heddon
describes them as sharing an experience to represent multiple perspectives, albeit using a
common thread or story (2008, p. 128). Harrison’s play-text Stolen has a central thematic
thread and a common location. All of the central characters are, at different points in the play,
together at a children’s home. There is not a single or central storyline, but the stories of the
five central characters share significant commonalities. The play-text does not follow a linear
narrative, but rather, to adopt Heddon’s terminology, it creates a “collage” (2008, p. 128) of
multiple stories.
Harrison identifies Braybrook as the primary researcher in Stolen’s developmental process
(2008, p. 64) and she uses the stories of members of the stolen generations and their families
to create the play-text of Stolen. In a book chapter written by Harrison, entitled “My Journey
through Stolen” (2008, pp. 67-75), Harrison describes some of the stories she was told and
discusses the ways in which those stories influenced Stolen. She writes:
[She] heard of a mother who, having seen her child bundled into the welfare’s big black car without a
word said to her, was paralysed with grief and stood in the rain unable to move or to speak (Harrison
2008, p. 66).

Harrison states, “[this story] became the basis of two vignettes in the play for the character of
Shirley” (2008, p. 66). Hence, when audience members watch Shirley experiencing again her
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memories of her removal, they observe a dramatized event which is based upon a real-life
event. Stolen was inspired by the stories told to Harrison by members of the Stolen
Generations. Thus, Stolen invites audiences to collaborate in a remembrance of real and
traumatic events.
The Aboriginal mothers in Harrison’s play-text are represented as engaging in maternal
practices (when their children are present) and endeavouring to continue maternal practices
(after their removal). The Aboriginal mother and the stolen child characters within Harrison’s
play resist national and institutional operations of forgetting as they remember each other. By
representing the mothers of the stolen children as individuals endeavouring to engage in
maternal practices after removal, Harrison presents them as being aware of the requirements
of their children, and responsive to those requirements. Further, by representing the
operations of forgetting at work within the children’s home, Harrison illuminates the
resistance of the Aboriginal mothers, and their stolen children, refusing to participate in this
cultural process of forgetting.
Shirley is a stolen child and a mother whose children have been stolen from her, and she
makes clothes for her children, despite their absence. Shirley has two children, a son and a
daughter, both were taken from her. She believes, but does not know, that she has
grandchildren. In the scene entitled “Shirley knits for her family” (Harrison 2007, p. 19) the
stage directions state:
SHIRLEY has a big bag of knitting that she lays out-from small garments to large, representing the
years that she has knitted for her family without ever getting the chance to give them her symbols of
love (Harrison 2007, p. 19, italics in original).

Shirley tells the audience about her experience in the wool shop “the other day” (Harrison
2007, p. 19) and her experience is enacted upon the stage with an offstage voice speaking the
words which the shopkeeper said. The audience members learn that the shopkeeper asked
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Shirley how many grandchildren she had and that at hearing this Shirley had to leave the
shop, because she did not know how many grandchildren she had. Shirley knits, but it is
revealed that she is unable to give her children or grandchildren the clothes which she knits
for them. Shirley knits for her children, and the stage directions describe this knitting as
“symbols of love” (Harrison 2007, p. 19). It appears that Shirley longs to actively care for her
children, hence she knits for them persistently. Shirley’s unceasing search for her children
illustrates her longing for them, her persistent knitting indicates her wish to care for and
provide for them, which might be suggested to indicate the maternal practices of preservative
love and fostering growth (Ruddick 1990).
In the scene entitled “Shirley never gives up searching” (Harrison 2007, pp. 21-22) Shirley
calls the authorities to ask about her children. The stage directions state:
One by one all the others join her on the bed and they all make calls-to the authorities, social services,
anyone who might know anything regarding the whereabouts of her children. The voices crowd over
one another so it becomes a wall of sound (Harrison 2007, p. 21).

The scene ends with Shirley standing alone, spotlit. She speaks: “Put me on hold… […] You
people have been putting me on hold for twenty-seven years…” (Harrison 2007, p. 22). With
these words it is revealed that Shirley has been searching for her children for twenty-seven
years and still she refuses to give up searching.
Jimmy’s mother does not stop writing letters. In the scene entitled “Jimmy’s story” (Harrison
2007, pp. 26-28), Jimmy's mother sends another letter, this time to the authorities. She writes,
"I am writing to let you know that we would like our son Willy to come back home"
(Harrison 2007, p. 26). In this scene Jimmy's mother is named for the first time, she signs her
letter: “Nancy Wajurri” (Harrison 2007, p. 26). In her letter she states that she and her
husband are employed, clearly attempting to convince those in power that they are productive
members of society and well able to care for and provide for their son. Nancy is not present
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on stage, nor is she spotlit in the wings, although she is a voice, speaking her letters. As
Jimmy's mother speaks, however, Jimmy is present on stage, in a gaol cell. It is evident that
his mother believes that he is still in the care of those who took him, in foster care or similar.
Further, it is evident in this scene that Nancy wants to provide for Jimmy, wants to nurture
him. However, she does not know where he is and he does not know where she is, and the
authorities have no interest in addressing this.
In the scene entitled “What do you do?” (Harrison 2007, pp. 29-30), Jimmy and his mother
Nancy prepare to meet for the first time since he was taken. They speak, one after the other,
however, they do not hear one another. The stage directions state that:
NANCY pulls the twenty-six presents from out of the box and lays them on the floor. She takes the time
to consider each one, as they represent all the love she was not able to give her son (Harrison 2007,
30).

Nancy has a present for each of the years that has passed since Jimmy was taken from her.
The stage directions state that after considering each present, "NANCY collapses and dies"
(Harrison 2007, p. 30). The presents become tangible evidence of Nancy's active thinking of
Jimmy. The pathos here is potent, as Nancy dies before she is able to give Jimmy a single
gift, that is, the expression of her love.
Ruddick describes the maternal practice of nurturing, or fostering growth, as also relating to
the spirit of the child (1990, p. 82). She explains her meaning of the term, a child’s spirit
might be suggested to be “whatever in a child is lively, purposive, responsive” (1990, p. 82).
Ruddick positions the mother as the individual responsible for the nurturing of a child’s
“developing spirit” (1990, p. 82). Ruddick offers seven definitions of the term “development”
(1990, p. 82). Ruddick draws them from a speech delivered by Bhasin, to explain
development as:
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to ‘unfold more completely,’ ‘to unfold gradually, as a flower from a bud,’ ‘to free from that which
enfolds or envelops,’ ‘to form or expand by a process of growth,’ ‘to evolve the possibilities of power,’
‘to make active (something latent)’ to ‘perfect, advance, further’ (cited in Ruddick 1990, p. 82).

I suggest that the Aboriginal mother characters within Stolen foster their children’s growth
when they are with them, and seek to continue to do so when they are separated from them.
The mothers within Stolen attempt to foster the growth of their children through the telling of
stories intended to act as vehicles for passing on their culture. In the scene entitled “Sandy’s
story of the Mungee” (Harrison 2007, pp. 10-11), Sandy asks the children in the children’s
home if they want to hear the story of “the big bad Mungee” (Harrison 2007, p. 10). When he
begins telling the story he refers to the sun, speaking in his Aboriginal language (or dialect).
He says, “The yurringa” (Harrison 2007, p. 10). Shirley, as a child in the children’s home,
responds by saying “But you’re not allowed to say that…” (Harrison 2007, p. 10). This
reveals a cruel and racist rule within the children’s home, explicitly revealing that the
children are not permitted to speak in Indigenous languages. However, Sandy has the
memory of them. Further, in the scene entitled “Desert sands” (Harrison 2007, pp. 22-23)
Sandy tells the children a story that his mother told them about his people. He tells them that
“When [he] was a little boy, [his] mother would tell [him] the story of how the desert sands
were created, a long time ago” (Harrison 2007, p. 22). Sandy remembers the stories which his
mother told him, and he remembers his language, or at least a small part of it. It might be
suggested that Sandy’s memories of the stories that he was told and the language which he
spoke illustrate that his mother (and his extended family) sought to nurture his “developing
spirit” (Ruddick 1990, p. 82) to “‘unfold more completely’” (Bhasin cited in Ruddick 1990,
p. 82) and that they did so through the telling of stories and through the sharing of language.
The stories they told and the language that they shared with Sandy remain with him, and he is
able to share those stories and speak that language to the other children at the children’s
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home. Sandy clearly states, in the “Desert sands” scene (Harrison 2007, pp. 22-23), that the
story which he tells was imparted to him by his mother. The stories which Sandy remembers
provide him with a significant link to his culture, despite his removal from his family.
The definition of development which describes one function of development as unfolding
gradually (Bhasin cited in Ruddick 1990, p. 82) appears to be manifest most notably when
Sandy is cared for by his uncle. However, perhaps this is not so unique, as Ruddick states that
there is no reason for mothering not to be done by men (1990, p. 41). Ruddick considers
women and men to be equipped for the work of mothering. Within the text of Stolen, Sandy’s
uncle engages in the maternal practice of fostering growth. He says, “When I took the boy in
he had nothing but the shirt on his back and a wild look in his eye. He couldn’t sit still”
(Harrison 2007, p. 4). In order to help Sandy relax and feel settled, Sandy’s uncle takes him
fishing. He states, “I’d take him down to the river and slowly he’d start breathing again.
We’d catch a few fish and have a yarn, and he’d even crack a smile now and then” (Harrison
2007, p. 4). Sandy’s uncle cares for him practically, and, it is clear, from his description of
the changes which he could see in Sandy, that his methods are successful.
The Aboriginal mothers within Stolen attempt to preserve the freedom of their children. The
third definition of development offered by Ruddick, which involves types of freeing, (Bhasin
cited in Ruddick 1990, p. 82) is an aspect of development which two mothers within the text
of Stolen clearly attempt to foster. The most significant examples are the scenes in which the
Aboriginal mothers cry out to their children warning them to run or hide from ‘the Welfare’.
In the scene entitled “Hiding Sandy” (Harrison 2007, pp. 3-4) it is evident that Sandy's
mother is trying to protect him, and that she perceives that she must make him run from "the
Welfare" (Harrison 2007, p. 5). The scene is fast paced. The dialogue, comprised of short
sentences which express urgency, functions to create a rhythmic driving force. Sandy's
mother sends Sandy away from her so that ‘the Welfare’ will not catch him. In the scene
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entitled “It rained the day” (Harrison 2007, pp. 4-5) Jimmy's mother speaks the words "Don't
you get caught... The Welfare- Don't... or the Welfare... If you... the Welfare... Willy, hide!
Hide! The Welfare..." (Harrison 2007, p. 5). Like Sandy's mother, Jimmy's mother acts as a
voice of warning, telling him to hide, a voice telling him to run. Both mothers warn their
children to run and hide from ‘the Welfare’, and it might be suggested that they do so because
they recognise that ‘the Welfare’ will not foster the growth of their children.
Jimmy’s mother attempts to provide him with instruction, despite their separation. The fourth
and seventh definitions of the term development offered by Ruddick, involve advancing or
growth (Bhasin cited in Ruddick 1990, p. 82). It might be suggested to be these aspects of
development which Jimmy’s mother seeks to foster with her letters. She continues to write to
him year after year, never receiving a response.
The authority figures in the children’s home tell Jimmy that his mother is dead. In the first of
two scenes with the same title “Your mum’s dead” (Harrison 2007, pp. 11-13), Jimmy asks
for his mother. He says, “When’s my mum gunna come for me?” to which the Matron
responds, “Your mother’s not coming. She’s dead” (Harrison 2007, p. 12). Jimmy declares
that his mother is not dead, and almost instantly his mother is revealed to the audience, they
see her "standing offstage, isolated, spotlit, reading a letter" (Harrison 2007, p. 12). She says:
22nd October, 1963. Dear Willy, they say it's for the best, but I'm missing my boy. They won't tell us
where they took you, but perhaps you could write and tell us so we could come and visit you and your
sister. Now try to do nothing naughty... Love, Mum and Dad (Harrison 2007, p. 12).

The stage directions state that the letter which Jimmy's mother reads is to be projected upon
Jimmy's face, they also state that the audience will witness:
[…] a silent demonstration of JIMMY being subjected to humiliation. He's being beaten (we hear the
sound of the strap being applied), he's forced to clean shoes, he's sent to his room and an old tin plate
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of shapeless goo, his dinner, is slid across the floor in his direction. We see the once happy boy slowly
shutting down (Harrison 2007, p. 12).

Jimmy calls for his mother, he remembers her as someone who cared for him. The
representation of Jimmy's mother, elsewhere, but thinking of him, writing to him, asking him
to tell her where he is so that she can visit him, clearly presents her as a mother attempting to
engage with her child and to nurture him. Furthermore, when she tells him to "try to do
nothing naughty" (Harrison 2007, p. 12), it appears her instruction is for his preservation. She
seeks to assist him to behave in a way which will be acceptable to those around him, for his
own benefit. This might also be considered to be an act of training for social acceptability,
which is the third maternal practice identified by Ruddick.
Jimmy’s mother continues to write to him regardless of the fact that she does not receive a
response. In the second of two scenes entitled “Your mum’s dead” (Harrison 2007, p. 11) the
stage directions state that "JIMMY is whimpering in his bed" (Harrison 2007, p. 15). He says
the words "I wanna go home" (Harrison 2007, p. 15). This time it is unclear whom he is
speaking to; the voice that responds is not specified to be the Matron, it is simply referred to
as “voice” (Harrison 2007, pp. 15-16). It tells Jimmy to be quiet and the voice tells Jimmy
that his mother is dead, while she is offstage and spotlit. This time she reads the sentences of
her letter one by one. The characters do not hear or see one another, but they speak as if in a
dialogue. Jimmy's mother has aged. The stage directions tell us "She's aged - her hair is now
greyish" (Harrison 2007, p. 16). Jimmy's mother says that she has not received any replies to
the letters which she has sent, but she writes that she imagines that he is probably too busy to
write to her "with school and everything" (Harrison 2007, p. 16). She says that ‘the Welfare’
doesn't tell them much (she and Jimmy's father). Further, she writes that Jimmy's father is
unwell, and that they are poor, but that she found some red wool and has knitted him a pair of
warm socks. Jimmy does not receive the socks, nor does he receive the letter.
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The stage directions specify that the filing cabinet is "slammed shut" (Harrison 2007, p. 16).
However, the reader/audience member learns that Jimmy's mother continues to think of him
and to write to him, even though she has received no response to her letters. Jimmy's mother
sends him socks because she wants to make sure his feet are warm and she wishes to
contribute to his wellbeing. Jimmy's mother endeavours to preserve Jimmy and to mother
Jimmy.
When Jimmy's mother, Nancy Wajurri, sends clothes and letters, these actions can be
understood to be acts of mother work. It might be suggested that Nancy wants to participate
in caring for him, and because she wants him to know that she cares for him. She sends letters
because she wants to express her love and because she wants to know that he is well, and to
instruct him (or train him) regarding how to behave so that he can survive in his new
environment. Nancy is attempting to engage in Ruddick’s maternal practices of preservative
love and training. Sadly, the letters and clothes that Nancy sends are shut away in a filing
cabinet. Each letter is deposited within, and the filing cabinet is slammed shut. This object
reveals how the human relationships have been severed.

Overcoming Forgetting
Remembering is a significant theme within Stolen, expressed by the central characters
striving to overcome cultural forgetting which has occurred. One phrase which Paul
Connerton uses to describe the type of forgetting which he refers to as repressive erasure is
“damnatio memoriae” or “the condemnation of memory” (2008, p. 60). Of this type of
forgetting he writes that it was applied in Roman times as punishment to rulers:
and other powerful persons who at their death or after a revolution were declared to be ‘enemies of the
state’: images of them were destroyed, statues of them were razed to the ground, and their names were
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removed from inscription, with the explicit purpose of casting all memory into oblivion (Connerton
2008, p. 60; Meier 1996).

In this context, repressive erasure is enacted as part of the condemnation of memory. The
individual is condemned to death and all memory of them is condemned to die with them,
damnatio memoriae. Images are destroyed, statues dismantled and names are erased, no
material trace of their existence is permitted to remain.
Connerton offers a second context for repressive erasure in his discussion of The French
Revolution (which sought to eradicate the memory of an entire culture). He writes:
The French Revolution sought to eliminate all remnants of the ancient regime in a similar way [to the
condemnation of memory]; monarchical titles and titles of nobility were abolished; the polite forms of
address, ‘Monsieur’, ‘Madame’ and ‘Mademoiselle’ were eliminated; […] (Bertrand 1975; Connerton
2008, p. 60).

Repressive erasure was enacted in this process of forced forgetting which included erasure
through language. Titles were abolished, formal phrasing was forgotten and historical
province names were removed. The contexts offered by Connerton, for firstly, the erasure
from memory of an individual, and secondly, for the erasure from memory of styles
language, indicate that repressive erasure can be a forceful and enforced form of forgetting in
society. Repressive erasure can involve forgetting which includes the individual and the
culture, forgetting, in which society is not allowed to remember.
Connerton describes a form of forgetting which is particularly disturbing and brings with it a
sense of finality. In Stolen, Indigenous people are subject to repressive erasure, and
Indigenous mothers are sentenced to a sort of linguistic death. This is literally enacted when
the Matron in the children’s home pronounces Jimmy’s mother dead. She tells Jimmy
repeatedly that his mother is dead. However, this does not stop Jimmy from asking for her.
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Although the Matron pronounces Jimmy’s mother dead she does not destroy evidence of his
mother’s life and context; instead it is locked away, beyond Jimmy’s reach and knowledge.
Thus Jimmy’s memory of his mother is condemned, damnatio memoriae, and when Jimmy is
grown up and free (albeit temporarily) and others announce her alive, he finds it hard to
believe, because he has been told for so many years that she is dead. Before Jimmy is able to
meet his mother, after he has organised to meet her, tragically she dies. It is as if the Matron’s
words prophesied his mother’s death. Upon being told, in prison, that his mother is dead,
Jimmy takes his life by hanging himself. He leaves a letter written to his dead mother, and
like the letters sent to him by his mother, his letter is shut away in a filing cabinet. Sadly, only
in death it seems Jimmy and his mother are freed from the control of the white system of
control.
A single line of dialogue within Harrison’s play-text reveals a cruel and racist rule that is
internalised by the children within the children’s home. This is spoken in Scene Eleven, by
Shirley, who says: “But you’re not allowed to say that…” (Harrison 2007, p. 10). Shirley
makes this statement in response to Sandy speaking in an Indigenous language. He says the
word: “yurringa” (Harrison 2007, p. 10) which the stage directions specify is “local dialect
for sun” (Harrison 2007, p. 10). Shirley’s statement indicates explicitly that the children in
the home are not permitted to speak in Indigenous languages. The children are forced to
forget. The children lose their memory of their languages, and hence, do not have this
memory to pass on to their children. In this sense damnatio memoriae, the condemnation of
memory, becomes the condemnation and death of Indigenous languages.
Connerton’s concept, repressive erasure, is enacted within Stolen through multiple acts of
omission, suppression and falsehood. A drab green metal filing cabinet functions to make this
repression visible, this enforced forgetting. The stage directions state that the filing cabinet is
to be kept “on the far side of stage right” (Harrison 2007, p. ixx). It exists like a sort of
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inanimate monster that eats the letters, the tokens of love sent to the children by their
mothers. Whilst inanimate, it is powerful in that it functions as a cog in the mechanisms
which keep the mothers and children separate.
Connerton writes of the difference between prescriptive forgetting and repressive erasure:
Like erasure, it is precipitated by an act of state, but it differs from erasure because it is believed to be
in the best interests of all parties to the previous dispute and because it can therefore be acknowledged
publicly (2008, p. 61).

Connerton offers the Ancient Greeks as an example of this type of government—or state—
prescribed forgetting. He explains how in 403BC the dictators in Athens were defeated and
democrats attempted reconciliation (Connerton 2008, pp. 61-62). Connerton states, “it was
forbidden to remember all the crimes and wrongdoing perpetrated during the immediately
preceding period of civil strife” (2008, p. 62). He proposes, the Ancient Greeks considered it
to be of benefit to forget, in order to bring peace to Athens (Connerton 2008, p. 61). It would
seem, for Connerton, prescriptive forgetting constitutes a form of public forgetting with a
specific purpose; to treat a problem that may involve retribution or vengeance, which, it is
perceived, remembering would bring about.

Past/Present
The play moves backwards and forwards in time. The opening of Scene Two seems to
indicate that Ruby is creating an alternative world, imagined in order to escape from her
external reality. The stage directions state that “Ruby rocks and sings a crazy lullaby”
(Harrison 2007, p. 1). They suggest that Ruby is unable to cope with her life and hence
retreats into herself. Ruby rocks to forget, sings to forget, because her reality is more than she
can bear. But this has additional significance. Perhaps in her mind it is her mother who sings
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the lullaby; perhaps, she is a baby and her mother is rocking her. Her internal world is her
source of comfort, and her single line of dialogue in Scene One suggests that she remembers
her mother. Ruby is the only character in Scene One with a scripted line of dialogue: “My
mum’s coming for me” (Harrison 2007, p. 1).
It is evident from the very first line of stage directions in Scene Two that Ruby has been
damaged by her past, due to her removal from her family. The poor treatment she received
both inside and outside of the children's home after her removal compounded this damage.
The first three lines in Scene Two present three of the stolen children characters, now adults,
speaking about their homes. Ruby says she doesn't need a home of her own because she has
enough to do. Sandy says he carries his home with him, implying that his suitcase is his
home. Anne says that she has lace curtains and her own room. Ruby, Sandy and Anne
indicate their differing situations in these brief lines of dialogue. Jimmy is the fourth person
to speak in Scene Two. The stage directions which precede Jimmy's line of scripted dialogue
indicate his location, the place where he resides, though perhaps it may not be able to be
considered his home. Jimmy speaks from a prison cell. He speaks about how his mother is
alive, and he is going to meet her. The space of time between his removal and the present of
Scene Two is considerable.
Breaking from the pattern of the first four lines of scripted stage directions in Scene Two,
which speak of home and location, the stage directions which precede Shirley's scripted
dialogue merely state that: "SHIRLEY looks excited" (Harrison 2007, p. 1). Shirley’s future
is bright, because she has found at least one of her children and that child is about to give
birth to a baby. She states, "Eh! I'm gonna be a grandmother!" (Harrison 2007, p. 1). In Scene
Two, Shirley is not concerned with past experiences, she is too excited that there is a baby
coming, her grandchild. Shirley forgets her past, because the near future holds something
which she believes will bring her immense joy. It might be suggested that the form of
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forgetting Shirley engages in here could be aligned with the category of forgetting Connerton
refers to as "Forgetting that is constitutive in the formation of a new identity" (2008, p. 62).
Connerton explains how the individual self may selectively remember and discard some
memories to reconfigure the self in the present (2008, p. 63).4 The play text indicates that the
character of Shirley, though she has experienced terrible loss and abuse, chooses to look to
her future rather than to dwell on her past. Shirley's future is bright, because she has found at
least one of her children and that child is about to give birth to a baby. Shirley is joyful
because she now has the ability to directly mother her present child.
Later in Scene Two it becomes evident that Shirley has not forgotten the years in which she
could not hold her babies. She says:
Babies are so helpless, but it's funny you know. You hold a new baby again - and I had two of my own
- and it's you that feels vulnerable. Kate, I held you in my arms and I didn't get to hold you for another
twenty-five years (Harrison 2007, p. 2).

Her very next statement indicates that Shirley does not wish to speak further of her years of
loss, rather, she wishes to speak about her excitement, because again she states: "I'm going to
be a grandmother!" (Harrison 2007, p. 2) Shirley seems to consider the grandchild which is
coming to be an opportunity to actively mother once again, something which was cut short
with her own children, Kate and Lionel. She says: "This time I'm going to hold my baby and
never let her go" (Harrison 2007, p. 2). Shirley's dialogue reveals that her loss was mental,
emotional and physical. Shirley longed to hold her baby girl, and so she will hold her
daughter's baby girl as if she were her own.
Connerton writes that “structural amnesia” (2008, p. 64) is the form of forgetting which was
first identified by John Barnes in 1947, “in his study of genealogies” (Connerton 2008, p. 64).

4

I do not mean to suggest that the atrocities committed against Australia’s Indigenous peoples should be
forgotten, or that the Stolen Generations should simply forgive and forget.
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He discusses structural amnesia in relation to the passing on of knowledge and Connerton
offers the transmission of recipes as an example of knowledge which may be “acquired by
observation rather than by reading” (2008, p. 64). The children taken from their families as a
result of the government policies which permitted Indigenous child removal would have had
little or no access to details regarding their lineage, or the informal passing on of knowledge
which they may have acquired from their families regarding Indigenous cultural practices.
They lost the ability to learn from their families via observation and were assimilated into
white society to fulfil the roles deemed suitable for them by those in authority (typically
white men).
Connerton compares structural amnesia with forgetting as annulment. He explains that if the
former is about a loss of information, the latter is about a surfeit of information (Connerton
2008, p. 64).
Connerton relates planned obsolescence to “the capitalist system of consumption” (2008, p.
66). The stolen children in Stolen may be taken to be ‘cared for’ by the white system, but they
are also taken to become what the white system considers to be productive members of white
society. For the stolen children that means maids and labourers, as the white collar
professions are not open to them (due to the racism of white society). This is illustrated in
Scene Twenty of Stolen, titled Cleaning Routine 2 (Harrison 2007, pp. 17-19).
Scene Twenty presents the central characters performing their cleaning routine. The text
suggests that the performers are to deliver their lines as if they were a playful chant. Ruby
begins the dialogue. The text states that she delivers the following line "sarcastically"
(Connerton 2008, p. 17). Ruby says, or rather calls: "And what are you going to be when you
grow up?" (Connerton 2008, p. 17). The stage directions state, "The children call out together
and mime the actions to go with the profession" (Connerton 2008, p. 17). In this scene it is
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apparent that chanting, sing-song calling out and playful mime and gesture are used to
present pathos laden content. Perhaps, like song in a musical, the playful chanting, calling
and mime within Stolen function to make the tragic circumstances seem acceptable (or more
palatable to the audience).
The children call out white collar professional and semi-professional jobs initially, they then
call-out semi-skilled jobs. All of these jobs receive a "No" from the Authority Figure. For
example:
CHILD: A nurse!
AUTHORITY FIGURE: No.
CHILD: A fireman!
AUTHORITY FIGURE: No (Harrison 2007, p. 18).

Multiple jobs are called out, all but the last is met with a firm "No" from the Authority
Figure. The final job which is called out, the job which meets with an exclaimed "Yes!" from
the Authority Figure is "A domestic" (Harrison 2007, p. 18). The stage directions note that:
"The children - except for RUBY - start to dance around singing to the tune of 'We're happy
little Vegemites'" (Harrison 2007, p. 18). The children sing-song chant together the
professions they can and cannot do. The final lines of their sing-song chant expose the
sarcasm and pathos present in their feigned positive tone. They sing: "Because we love to
work like slaves, we all adore to work like slaves. It puts a rose in every cheek!" (Harrison
2007, p. 19). The sing-song chant ceases and the stage directions state that: "Ruby continues
to mop" (Harrison 2007, p. 19). The scene utilises playful song to express the sadness of the
children's resignation to their lowly work prospects.
In Connerton’s description of forgetting as planned obsolescence he refers to the act of
individuals designating themselves as members of a group (2008, p. 67). As the authority
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figures tell the children what they can—and cannot—be, or aspire to, they designate the
children as members of a particular social group: the working class.
Connerton writes about the terrible aftermath of war; the brutality experienced and the
injuries acquired. He writes about the individuals who are silenced, and the stories which are
suppressed and ignored. Connerton argues, in this instance, that humiliated silence is “[the]
most salient feature” of forgetting (2008, p. 67). Connerton discussed the mourning for the
dead; and the obscuration of the maimed. He draws attention to the fact that some of those
who die in war may be valorised and commemorated, whilst those who survive but are
traumatised or damaged, are hidden from society.
If the colonial past and its consequences seem to have had war like effects, then the stolen
children and their families deserve to be remembered and commemorated. Stolen was this
function. The children who were taken may not have been killed instantly, but their suffering
resulted in many suicides and those that survived were psychologically scared.
In his discussion of humiliated silence, Connerton initially refers to it as a type of forgetting
which is related to the state. He describes behaviour that involves the state and remains
masked (Connerton 2008, p. 67). It is evident that Australia has engaged in, and is engaging
in, a type of forgetting in relation to its treatment of Indigenous Australians. However,
forgetting through humiliated silence is a form of forgetting which has been exercised by
leaders on behalf of the nation and induces social forgetting. Stolen makes manifest many
forms of abuse, additionally, this abuse is identified as being “unspoken” (Harrison 2007, p.
8) by its victims. Perhaps it is not such a significant leap to move from considerations of
national forgetting to a discussion of a child depicted as remaining silent after experiencing
abuse; but the national forgetting which has occurred, and is still occurring, is an active
forgetting of the abuses experienced by many thousands of Indigenous children who were
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stolen. Hence, a discussion of Harrison’s central characters, and their humiliated silence,
might be considered to overturn this process of forgetting and contribute to the remembrance
of what has happened in Australia’s history and culture.

Stolen and Abused
In Scene Eight of Stolen, entitled Unspoken Abuse 1, Ruby returns from her weekend staying
at a white couple’s home. All of the children gather around her, they want to know what she
experienced, what it was like, and what she is holding. The children speak quickly. This is
suggested by short sentences and exclamation marks. First Anne speaks, and then Sandy, then
Jimmy, then the children start to clap and chant. The children ask Ruby questions about her
weekend with the white couple, and initially she gives reasonable answers. She says that she
went to the playground, ate fish and chips, and that the man gave her a doll. After all of these
responses, the children ask one last question: “What else did ya do?” (Harrison 2007, p. 8), to
this Ruby responds, “I promised not to tell” (Harrison 2007, p. 8). The implication being: the
white man, the man who gave Ruby the doll, sexually abused Ruby. The format and much of
the content of this scene is repeated. Scene Fifteen is entitled Unspoken Abuse 2 and Scene
Twenty Seven is entitled Unspoken Abuse 3. In Scenes Eight and Fifteen it is Ruby who
returns from the homes of white couples, however, in Scene Twenty Seven, it is Jimmy.
The scenes which precede the latter scenes of unspoken abuse strongly suggest that most of
the children become aware of what happens in the homes of white people. Scene Five is
entitled Line-Up 1. In this, the first of the line ups, the children are not aware of the dangers
of going home with white people. In this, the first line up, the children seem excited. The
stage directions state that they “[straighten] their clothes and [look] eager” (Harrison 2007, p.
6). The stage directions state that as each child is illuminated, “they sell themselves in their
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own particular way” (Harrison 2007, p. 6). For example, “SHIRLEY straightens her dress”,
“SANDY flattens his hair” and “ANNE sticks her little tummy out and looks cute” (Harrison
2007, p. 6). In this, the first line up, the children compete to be chosen, and Ruby “skips out
to stage right” (Harrison 2007, p. 6). Scene Thirteen is entitled Line-Up 2. The stage
directions state that this time: “The children line up a bit apprehensively, especially RUBY.
Only JIMMY looks expectant” (Harrison 2007, p. 13). The stage directions indicate that all
of the children except for Jimmy know that there is something to be feared. None of the
children, except for Jimmy, want to be chosen. The stage directions state that as each child is
illuminated “they shrink a little” and “RUBY looks shamed” (Harrison 2007, p. 13). The fact
that all of the children (except for Jimmy) seem to have an awareness of the danger of going
home with a white couple suggests that Ruby’s silence may not have been maintained.
It appears Ruby may have spoken to one or more of the other children about what happened
to her, or perhaps they just saw her fear and sensed that something happened to Ruby in the
house of the white people; something which they did not want to happen to them. Perhaps
Ruby cried in the night, or perhaps she had nightmares. Whatever the case, the other children,
Sandy, Anne and Shirley, know that they do not want to be the next chosen one; they do not
want to be chosen at all. Either Jimmy was not told, or did not interpret Ruby’s behaviour. It
is evident that he is unaware of the danger. Jimmy stands “[expectantly]” (Harrison 2007, p.
12). He announces to the white people, “I’m a real good boy!” (Harrison 2007, p. 13).
Scene Nineteen is entitled Line-Up Age Twelve. In this scene a child (Ruby) is chosen to be a
maid. Scene Twenty Four is entitled Line-Up 3. The stage directions state “the children line
up sorrowfully” (Harrison 2007, p. 20). In contrast to Scene Five, this time the children do
their best not to be chosen. In Line-Up 3 the stage directions state that: “RUBY is wooden
and stiff. SHIRLEY sneers. SANDY looks terrified. ANNE picks her nose and dirties her
face” (Harrison 2007, p. 20). It appears that Ruby stands “wooden and stiff” not by choice,
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but rather due to terror (Harrison 2007, p. 20). Shirley sneers intentionally, to put off the
white couple. Anne picks her nose and makes her face dirty to try to make herself
unappealing to the white couple. The extent of the children’s resistance to going home with
white people suggests that they have been taken home by white people before, as by Scene
Twenty-Four their terror and resistance has increased. They do not merely shrink, they do
their very best to avoid being chosen, all except for Jimmy.
The stage directions state that Jimmy “[is] in the dark about what happens when the white
family take home a child for the weekend” (Harrison 2007, p. 20). Jimmy announces
excitedly to the white couple: “I do what I’m told!” (Harrison 2007, p. 21) Shirley, the stolen
child whose children are later stolen from her, “tries quietly and urgently to dissuade
JIMMY” (Harrison 2007, p. 21), but he will not be dissuaded. He does not know what the
other children know. One rhetorical question asked by Jimmy could be interpreted to suggest
that Ruby may be the only child who has gone home with white people, and hence the only
child who has been sexually abused, so far. Jimmy tells Shirley to “Shut up!” (Harrison 2007,
p. 21) when she attempts to dissuade him from trying to go home with the white people.
Jimmy says, “Ruby gets treats, don’t she? Ruby gets good food to eat-” (Harrison 2007, p.
21). This time Jimmy is chosen and he goes happily. The stage directions state that he
“travels the path that RUBY does” (Harrison 2007, p. 21). In Scene Twenty-Seven,
Unspoken Abuse 3, Jimmy does not speak. Whilst Ruby answers the questions the other
children ask her in Scene Eight and Scene Fifteen, Unspoken Abuse 1 and Unspoken Abuse
2, all except for the last question in each scene. Firstly, “What else did ya do?” (Harrison
2007, p. 8), and secondly, “What did he do to ya?” (Harrison 2007, p. 15); when Jimmy
returns from the home of the white people, he does not speak. Whilst the other children
speak-chant in unison, Jimmy says nothing. The stage directions state, “[he] can’t answer for
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shame” (Harrison 2007, p. 33). Shirley goes to comfort Jimmy. The children are humiliated
by what the white people do to them, they do not speak of it, but they do not forget.
As the Matron in the children’s home pronounces Jimmy’s mother dead, she attempts to
engage in maternal practices. The Matron facilitates operations of erasure and forgetting. A
man in a bar tells Jimmy that his mother is alive, that he looks like her, and that she has been
searching for him.
MAN: He’s the one she’s been looking for, I bet. Hey bros, you here to see ya mum? (Harrison 2007,
p. 27)

Nancy’s search for her son does not go unnoticed. Decades after his removal she is still
searching for him, and the man that Jimmy meets in a bar knows this. The script suggests that
the two arrange to meet. In Scene Thirty-Two, entitled “What Do You Do?” (Harrison 2007,
p. 29), the stage directions state: “JIMMY and his MOTHER, NANCY (the actor playing
SHIRLEY), each speak alternatively, but without hearing the other. SANDY, RUBY and
ANNE are singing ‘Happy Birthday to You’ quietly” (Harrison 2007, p. 29). The scene
suggests that the two have learnt about one another somehow, and that they have organized to
meet. Both are very nervous. Both are unaware of what the other has been through. Nancy
does not know that Jimmy has experienced neglect and abuse. Jimmy does not know that
Nancy has sent him clothes and letters. At the end of the scene Jimmy’s mother, Nancy
Wajurri collapses and dies. When Jimmy is told in prison that his mother is dead he writes a
suicide note, part of which is addressed to his mother, and like the letters his mother sent to
him, his letter is shut away in a filing cabinet.
Within the play-text of Stolen it is particularly evident that Sandy was cared for by his mother
and extended family. Sandy’s memories of his life prior to removal include multiple members
of his family, including (but not limited to): his mum, his cousin, his aunt, his aunty, his
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uncle and his grandfather. Moore and Riley discuss “the ways in which the notion of being a
‘good’ Aboriginal mother is uniquely linked to Aboriginal kinship systems” (2010, p. 175)
and within Stolen it is evident that Sandy learns from, and is cared for by, many members of
his family. Ruddick permits that not only birth mothers have the capacity to mother. It is clear
that Sandy remembers the language which he was taught prior to removal. Further, it is clear
that he remembers the stories that he was told. Sandy tells the other children at the children’s
home two Indigenous stories. The first is his story of “the big bad Mungee” (Harrison 2007,
p. 10) which, he says, his grandfather told him. The second, is his story of the “red sands”
(Harrison 2007, p. 10). His mother told him the second. Sandy is the only central character in
the play who tells Indigenous stories and speaks in an Indigenous language. The passing on
of stories and language can be understood to be indicative of the maternal practice of training.
This is in addition to what the play’s genre (specifically verbatim theatre) reveals about
mothering.
Morrison’s concept of cultural bearing is evident within Stolen through the stories and
language Sandy remembers. He received stories and language from the “motherline”
(O’Reilly 2006, p. 188) and from his grandfather. O’Reilly describes black, African
American, mothers as “cultural bearers and tradition keepers” (2006, p. 118). O’Reilly makes
this proposition within the context of Naomi Lowinsky’s concept of “the Motherline”
(Lowinsky cited in O’Reilly 2006, p. 118). O’Reilly proposes, “Motherline stories, made
available to daughters through the female oral tradition, unite mothers and daughters and
connect them to their motherline” (2006, p. 119). O’Reilly states, “In [the context of]
African-American society the motherline represents ancestral memory, traditional values of
African-American culture” (2006, p. 119). O’Reilly further states, “Black mothers pass on the
teachings of the motherline to each successive generation through the maternal function of
cultural bearing” (2006, p. 119).
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Whilst O’Reilly and Morrison are speaking about African-American mothers, and the
motherline specifically refers to the passing on of culture from a mother to her daughters, I
would suggest that Sandy’s knowledge of Indigenous stories and Indigenous languages can
be understood within the context of culture bearing. He has received culture (language and
stories) from his mother and extended family, and he bears (or carries) that culture. He
remembers, despite the threat of punishment. Sandy appears determined to remember the
stories and language that he has received from his family, hence he tells those stories and he
speaks in Indigenous languages in order to remember them.
Edward S. Casey describes activities of commemoration (1987, p. 216). For Casey,
commemoration is something which can be done. Further, it is a choice. Casey writes of
commemoration, "It is a matter of something thoroughly communal" (1987, p. 217). It is
proposed that Harrison’s play-text Stolen has performed and continues to perform an
important role in informing white Australians about the traumatic separation of Indigenous
children from their families. This chapter explains that through acknowledgement of the past,
reconciliation may be instigated. The mothers within Stolen perform an important function
illustrating that the stolen children within the play-text are wanted. The manner in which the
actions of the mothers are depicted separately from, but parallel to the children’s
remembering functions to suggest (or perhaps reflect) a maternal bond which survives despite
decades of separation.
The Aboriginal mothers and the stolen children within Harrison’s play resist national and
institutional operations of forgetting to remember each other. Stolen tells the stories of the
stolen generations through the mode of theatre enabling spectators to both see and hear their
stories. By representing the mothers of the stolen children as individuals endeavouring to
engage in maternal practices both prior to and after the removal of their children, Harrison
presents them as being aware of the requirements of their children, and responsive to those
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requirements. Further, by representing the operations of forgetting at work within the
institution of the children’s home, Harrison illuminates the resistance of the Aboriginal
mothers and their stolen children, refusing to forget.
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Chapter Three: Allegorical Significance in Hannie Rayson's Inheritance

This chapter provides an interpretation of the mother characters within Hannie Rayson’s
play-text Inheritance. It argues that they are much more than the “nourishing” environment
for their children’s subjectivity (Stone 2014, p. 325). Furthermore, it discusses Inheritance
within the context of theatre which expands realism, asserting that the mother characters
within Inheritance bear a great weight of “allegorical significance” (Cohn 1991, p. 19).
Rayson's Inheritance (2003) presents maternal love as a complex and varied set of emotions
which are often contradictory. As Adrienne Rich says, her children "cause [her] the most
exquisite suffering of which [she has] any experience" (1977, p. 235). She terms this
suffering "ambivalence" (Rich 1977, p. 21). Rich describes ambivalence as "the murderous
alternation between bitter resentment and raw edge nerves, and blissful gratification and
tenderness" (1977, p. 21). Rich's acknowledgement of her experience of maternal
ambivalence dispels myths which suggest a mother's love should be perfect and
unconditional. Rayson's mother characters love in a way which is neither ideal, nor
unconditional. The representation of Rayson's mother characters as individuals who love and
hate and do not sacrifice everything for the sake of their children, might be considered to be a
more accurate representation of maternal love than if they were represented as mothers who
loved in a wholly positive and self-sacrificing way. As Stone points out, the mother’s
subjectivity becomes subservient to the child’s, almost to the point of disappearance (2014, p.
325). It might be argued that the mother characters in Inheritance are much more than a
nourishing environment for their children. Whilst they do engage in maternal practices for
their children (Ruddick 1990), their children do not appear to eclipse or diminish their
identities. The mother characters in Inheritance are framed in a negative light due to their
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treatment of their children; they are never positioned merely as the background for their
children's subjectivity.

Play-Text and Production Details
Sisters Dibs Hamilton and Girlie Delaney are the matriarchs of the Hamilton and Delaney
families. They are twins. Dibs and Girlie appear to consider it a moral right for Dibs to rip up
the will in which Farley Hamilton gives the Myrtle family farm to his Indigenous son, Nugget
Hamilton, and for her and Girlie to write a new will giving Farley’s white, alcoholic nephew,
Lyle Delaney, all the rights to the farm. Dibs and Girlie do appear to be the heads of the
family, in control of the land. However, their power is rendered null and void when Lyle
hangs himself from the rafters of the wool shed; Dibs and Girlie’s father also hung himself.
Lyle’s death means that he cannot take possession of the land which the matriarchs have
unlawfully given him. After his death, Maureen Delaney, Lyle’s wife and Girlie’s daughterin-law, inherits the farm and the land is now passed on through the female line. An aspiring
politician, Maureen sells the Myrtle family farm to fund her political campaign and is
successful in gaining a seat in parliament.
Nugget, Lyle’s Indigenous son, is the rightful owner of the Myrtle family farm. He is
intelligent, practical and well able to manage and maintain the farm effectively, yet Dibs
determines that he has no right to the farm. Dibs effectively steals the farm from Nugget. This
reflects how white colonists stole Australia from Indigenous Australians. As young women,
Dibs and Girlie flip a coin to determine who will acquire ownership of the Myrtle family
farm after their father’s death. Dibs and Dibs’ husband Farley acquire the family farm and
Girlie and her husband receive money, with which they purchase a pub. Due to this coin toss,
whilst both families work on the farm, the legal ownership of the farm is all Farley’s. Farley
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comes to have an Indigenous son through an affair he has with a young Indigenous woman
who works for the Delaneys. This is kept a secret. It is unclear who knows that Nugget is
Farley’s biological son prior to his death; Nugget’s mother died after being hit by a car and
Nugget was taken to live with Dibs and Farley. Dibs pretends that she accepts this
arrangement because she is a good Christian woman. It becomes evident that Dibs is aware
that Nugget is Farley’s biological son (and may have known all along), yet she keeps it a
secret from her own children.
Inheritance was first staged by the Melbourne Theatre Company in the Playhouse, at the
Victorian Arts Centre, on 5 March 2003. After the premiere of Rayson's play Life After
George at the Melbourne Theatre Company, Simon Phillips writes that Rayson was asked
"what she wanted to write about next for the company" (2003, p. xvii). In response to this, he
states, she told them she wanted to write "a huge family saga about the land" (Phillips 2003,
p. xvii). Of Rayson’s choice to write Inheritance, Phillips writes:
[...] after probing the corporatisation of the tertiary education system in Life After George, she turned
her attention to the farming community with two objectives: to collect first-hand what the central
concerns of that community are in the twentieth-century, and to try to better understand the
circumstances in which a figure like Pauline Hanson might have found a foothold in Australian politics
(2003, p. xvii).

As a playwright with political awareness and a social conscience, Rayson clearly understood
rural-urban divisions. Phillips refers to the methodology Rayson employed to research and
write Inheritance as “the magpie approach” (2003, p. xviii). Apparently Rayson worked on
the play over two years and in that time visited the Mallee area of Victoria on a regular basis.
She “[collected] stories” and “points of view”, and, Phillips states that Rayson “[inhabited]
the lives and minds of the people about whom she wished to write” (2003, pp. xvii-xviii).
This suggests a real-life dimension to her characters and the play’s realism.
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Inheritance explores the attitudes which may have led to the development and widespread
support of Pauline Hanson’s political party, One Nation (Usher cited in Sherman 2005, p. 1).
This party represents conservative values and traditional ideas of Australian nationalism
which include equative attitudes based on race. Whilst the play may seek to expose racist and
bigoted attitudes, some of its representations might be suggested to be problematic. The
central villains of the play are three female characters and they are mothers. Whilst the
representation of strong and powerful mother characters could arguably be a positive choice,
the burden of “allegorical significance” (Cohn 1991, p. 19) these characters bear seems to
suggest that motherhood can be of concern.
The characters of Dibs, Girlie and Maureen provide powerful signs of the conservative One
Nation values. Maureen/Pauline, there is a similarity in names. Maureen represents the type
of politics espoused by Pauline Hanson. Sue Sherman identifies the similarities in Maureen
and Hanson’s election to parliament (2005, p. 3). Additionally, Sherman makes reference to
Eddie Mabo in the background in relation to Rayson’s complex play, when she explains, “In
June 1992, six months after his death, Mabo achieved national prominence as the successful
principal plaintiff in the landmark High Court ruling on native land title” (Sherman 2005, p.
4). According to Sherman, it is quite possible that Rayson’s representation of Nugget as the
rightful owner of the family farm could quite possibly have been a reference to this historic
event, though Nugget does not receive what is rightfully his. Further, although the
resemblance is not quite as overt, Dibs’ actions resemble those of Prime Minister John
Howard. Girlie, however, seems not to represent any particular political figure, but rather, she
appears to represent a general support of racism, homophobia and hatred of the other. She
vocalises her support of this ideology.
Inheritance depicts a dysfunctional extended family. The family dynamics also reflect
racism, homophobia and a twisted code of ethics. That which occurs within the Hamilton and
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Delaney families seems to explicitly reflect larger political, cultural and humanitarian issues
which exist within Australia.
Inheritance shows that political correctness is a foreign language to many of its characters.
Bad language and verbal cruelty are delivered in a manner which is at once tragic and comic.
This comic tragedy (or perhaps tragic-comedy) is framed by the genre of realism. The
political dimensions have significant implications for the representation of the mother
characters in particular in this genre.

Battler Dolls
Fensham and Varney state that Rayson has made a significant contribution to what they term
a "doll's revolution" (2005, p. 285). They consider that:
her major contribution is to represent the female subject as a woman who works and who, through her
participation in public life, offers us an expanded and differentiated view of the nation (Fensham &
Varney 2005, p. 285).

Unpacking this statement, it may be understood that Fensham and Varney consider Rayson's
female characters to advance gender issues (Fensham & Varney 2005, p. 285). Fensham and
Varney describe Rayson's characters as women who work, this is true, however, it might be
suggested that writing over three decades after the heyday of the women's liberation
movement (Inheritance premiered in 2003) the fact that Rayson's female characters have jobs
might not be considered especially revolutionary. However, her characters might be
suggested to point out the paucity of dramatic representations of working women.
In the play-text of Inheritance, two of the four adult female characters, Maureen and Julia
have jobs, as they are the two women of working age. Julia is a public servant, and Maureen
works in a shop and has political aspirations which are ultimately realised when she is elected
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as the Member of Parliament for the area of the Mallee. Dibs and Girlie do not have paying
jobs, however, they appear to be involved in the running of the farm, in a management
capacity. Both appear to be mentally quick for their age as the two are about to turn eighty.
Rayson's mother characters in Inheritance are productive in the business of providing for
their families. Julia is divorced, or separated in the very least. The reader/audience member is
not told whether her ex-partner provides her with child support for their son, though it is not
clear whether or not Felix is of the age where Julia would typically receive child support for
him. It is clear that he is young, and he appears to be educated. He speaks clearly; this is
indicated by the fact that his sentences are structured with good grammar, in contrast to the
speech of the 'other-side' of the family, the Delaneys. Maureen works in a shop to subsidise
her family's income, but her husband, Lyle, makes poor financial decisions in relation to the
management of the section of the farm that they rent and operate. Maureen’s family depend
upon her income and they would not get by otherwise. Julia and Maureen could be said to be
the bread-winners of their families: Julia with Felix, and Maureen, with her family of four,
Maureen, Ashleigh, Brianna and Lyle. Her mother-in-law, Girlie, makes five. Lyle’s poor
choices in relation to their section of the farm are compounded by drought.
Whilst it might be said that Rayson’s female characters have jobs, considering when the playtext was written, it may be more important to note that they are the 'bread-winners' for their
families. There is not a consistent partner in Julia's life, and Julia and Felix have a home in
Melbourne. Their car is not always reliable, but they do not appear to be struggling
financially. Rayson’s mother character, Julia, provides an illustration of a single mother
adequately providing for herself and her child.
Fensham and Varney state that, Rayson's female characters "[offer] us an expanded and
differentiated view of the nation" (2005, p. 285), and, according to Fensham and Varney, they
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do this, "through [their] participation in public life" (2005, p. 285). This may not be
appropriate to the four mother characters represented in Inheritance, Dibs, Girlie, Maureen
and Julia (a fifth mother character is referred to in the play, this character is Nugget’s late
mother). It might perhaps be argued that Dibs, Girlie, Maureen and Julia certainly offer the
reader/audience member a view of women’s work and public life that is that is
"differentiated" (Fensham & Varney 2005, p. 285). The four women do not share identical
principles, but represent a spectrum. Of the four, Girlie is the most outspoken about her
racism and she appears to neither have the ability nor desire to censor her bigotry, a feature
perhaps indicative of her age. Maureen appears to share Girlie's views, however, at times she
tones them down in an attempt to be less overt about her racism for public appearances.
Instead, Maureen delivers her racism couched in the language of political rhetoric, as if her
views and policies were in the best interests of the nation. Dibs’ bigoted beliefs are less overt
in her speech, until it comes to making significant choices, and she has a clear bias regarding
men. She thinks Julia did not try hard enough to save her marriage and that Hamish (Julia’s
ex-husband) can do no wrong. Dibs will not permit Nugget to inherit the family farm, and
Dibs will not openly admit that Nugget was Farley's biological son. Dibs resents Nugget. She
perceives him as unworthy of inheriting the family farm for two primary reasons: firstly,
because he is Indigenous; and secondly, because he is illegitimate. Importantly, Dibs does not
consider her own children to be appropriate to inherit the family farm. William is
homosexual, and Julia is divorced/separated and pregnant outside of wedlock to an Indian
gentleman. Dibs disqualifies and disinherits her family because they do not meet her criteria
for an appropriate person. Her nephew, Lyle Delaney, however, meets her criteria, because he
is a white, heterosexual, married-man and father. Neither his poor management skills, nor his
violence, disqualify him from inheriting. He is Dibs and Girlie's first and only choice to
inherit the family farm.
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Julia is perhaps the farthest to the left of the four women in her politics, though she may not
be considered to be left wing. Rather, Girlie and Maureen inhabit the far right of the political
spectrum, and Dibs inhabits the right, if not the far right, of political beliefs and principles.
Julia seems to believe that Nugget has as much right to a share of the family farm as she does,
and her son speaks the language of the left wing. She is comfortable with separation and
divorce, sex outside of marriage, and dating (and sleeping with) a gentleman from India. She
is pregnant outside of marriage to a man with whom she may or may not pursue a
relationship. Julia is good at fixing cars, she took a course, and is, for the most part, a
liberated woman. However, she is not entirely free from the world view that she was brought
up with. Julia describes races that the townsfolk used to engage in when she was a young
woman, she does so using the language of homophobia. The ease with which she delivers the
content of her speech suggests that she has not entirely escaped from the language of bigotry
to which it appears she would have been consistently exposed to as a child. This is contrasted
with Felix’s response to her story, and he is not impressed by her description of the races,
does not find them or his mother's description of them to be at all funny. Julia has attempted
to move away from her family's legacy of bigotry, and has succeeded, to an extent. However,
the next generation, represented by Felix, is far freer from the bigotry.

Stock Types
Ruby Cohn’s explanation of the continuities between realism and melodrama provides a
useful framework by which to analyse Inheritance. Whilst Inheritance might be identified as
realist drama, it is possible to identify the stock types of melodrama as present within the
play-text. Cohn argues that the characters of realism are, “often rooted in the stock types of
melodrama – innocent ingénue, beleaguered hero, benign older man, eccentric older woman,
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and (modified) nefarious villain” (Cohn 1991, p. 3)5. Furthermore, she describes the
characters of contemporary stage realism by stating:
Today, stage realism may be recognised as a code of conventions – picture-frame proscenium bounding
a room furnished with three-dimensional objects and peopled with characters who behave predictably
according to their heredity and environment, and who speak in clear sentences and concepts (Cohn
1991, p. 3).

It might be suggested that the stock types of melodrama provide easily recognisable
frameworks upon which to build theatrical characters. Their positioning within a realistic
narrative world might be considered to merely change the location and trajectory of the

5

The Australian Oxford Dictionary defines an ingénue to be “an innocent or unsophisticated young woman” or,
in the context of theatre, “such a part in a play” (Oxford University Press 2004).
The Australian Oxford Dictionary’s definition of the term “beleaguered hero” (Cohn 1991, p. 3) will be
discussed later in this chapter, in the footnote pertaining to the subsection titled “Hero”.
The Australian Oxford Dictionary defines the term “benign”, the adjective, to mean “gentle, mild, kindly” or
“fortunate, salutary” (Oxford University Press 2004). It defines the medical term, benign, to mean “(of a disease,
tumour, etc.) not malignant” (Oxford University Press 2004). Furthermore, the Australian Oxford Dictionary
states that the word “benign” originates from the Latin “benignus”, “from bene ‘well’ + -genus ‘born’” (Oxford
University Press 2004). Hence, it can be understood that the original Latin word for benign, “benignus” was
construed to mean well-born, and in its current usage, benign is commonly understood to mean “gentle, mild,
[or] kindly” (Oxford University Press 2004). The Australian Oxford Dictionary defines the word “old” to mean
“advanced in age; far on in the natural period of existence”, “not young or near its beginning” (Oxford
University Press 2004). The term man is stated as meaning “an adult human male, especially as distinct from a
woman or boy” (Oxford University Press 2004). Hence, the phrase “benign older man” can be understood to
mean a “gentle, mild, [or] kindly”, “adult human male” (Oxford University Press) who is advanced in age.
The Australian Oxford Dictionary describes the adjective “eccentric” to mean “odd or capricious in behaviour or
appearance; whimsical”, it states that the noun indicates “an eccentric person” and that the word “eccentric”
originates from the Latin eccentricus and from the Greek ekkentros (Oxford University Press 2004). It states that
the Greek word ekkentros was derived from “ek ‘out of’ + kentros ‘centre’” (Oxford University Press 2004). As
previously stated, the Australian Oxford Dictionary defines the word “old” to mean “advanced in age; far on in
the natural period of existence”, “not young or near its beginning” (Oxford University Press 2004). The noun
woman is described as “an adult human female” (Oxford University Press 2004). Thus, an “eccentric older
woman”, may be understood to be “an adult human female” who is “advanced in age” and behaves in a manner
which could be construed to be “odd or capricious” (Oxford University Press 2004).
The Australian Oxford Dictionary describes the word “nefarious” as an adjective, which means “wicked
[and/or] iniquitous”. It states that it originated with the Latin word “nefarius”, which was derived from “nefas
‘wrong’, from ne- ‘not’ + fas ‘divine law’” (Oxford University Press 2004). The Oxford Dictionary of English
(Oxford University Press 2014) describes the word iniquitous as an adjective which means “grossly unfair and
morally wrong” (Oxford University Press 2014). The Australian Oxford Dictionary describes a villain to be “a
person guilty or capable of great wickedness” (Oxford University Press 2004). Hence, a nefarious villain may be
understood to be “a person guilty or capable of great wickedness” (Oxford University Press 2004), who behaves
in a manner which is “grossly unfair and morally wrong” (Oxford University Press 2014). In short, a nefarious
villain is a bad individual-who behaves badly.
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characters. One of the character types which Cohn considers may often be represented within
realism could be described to be a simple, unintelligent or naïve young woman or girl,
otherwise known as the innocent ingénue. The difference between an ingénue in a melodrama
and an ingénue in a realist play is hinted at by Cohn when she declares, “the character can
wind away from its roots, but will nevertheless remain psychologically coherent from first to
last” (Cohn 1991, p. 3). It seems that Cohn considers that the actions the character performs
in opposition to their “roots” correlate to the realist narrative. In addition, it is evident that
“[psychological coherence]” and “credible gradualism” are important elements in regards to
the realist plot and characters (1991, p. 3). Perhaps it might be said that the ingénue of
melodrama is imbued with a level of complexity in her manifestation on the realist stage.
However, she remains, at her core—an ingénue (Cohn 1991, p. 3).
Dibs and Girlie might be suggested to be the equivalent of melodrama’s nefarious villains.
They commit acts which could be considered to be grossly unfair and even criminal. They are
depicted as individuals who behave badly, and their repetition of acts seems to add up to
them being bad individuals and bad mothers. But they were not always this way. Dibs and
Girlie were not born-bad. In the Prologue, Dibs and Girlie are depicted at age fourteen,
"dressed in blue" (Rayson 2003, p. 1). Norm, who is their father, describes them as "[his] two
favourite girls - the Myrtle twins" (Rayson 2003, p. 1). They are depicted as innocent young
girls having innocent fun. The stage directions state that they "burst through 'the curtains' to
sing 'Two Little Girls in Blue'" (Rayson 2003, p. 1). Dibs and Girlie are innocent ingénues,
singing and dancing young girls who reflect the characters that the lyrics speak about. In the
Prologue, it is almost as if Dibs and Girlie are ‘blank slates’. It represents a moment in time
when Dibs and Girlie were new, naïve, and as yet unchanged by life. The space between the
prologue and Act One, Scene One, represents sixty-six years. In those sixty-six years Dibs
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and Girlie are transformed from innocent ingénues to nefarious villains. Traumatic life events
are a catalyst for this change.
The first line of dialogue spoken by Dibs in Act One, Scene Two, expresses Dibs’
disappointment at Julia’s separation from her husband. Dibs says, "[to the audience] We were
all very disappointed when Julia and Hamish separated. I'm Dibs. Julia's mother. She's
coming up this weekend, for our birthday. Girlie's and mine. We're eighty tomorrow"
(Rayson 2003, p. 5). Dibs addresses this text to the audience. Both Dibs and Girlie are on
stage, but at times they speak text which it seems cannot be heard by the other character.
These lines of text commence with the stage direction: "to the audience" (Rayson 2003, p. 5).
Whilst Dibs' statement may seem relatively benign and far from 'bad', it becomes evident
later in the scene, when Girlie exits, that Dibs' feelings regarding Julia's separation are much
stronger than disappointment, and Dibs could not have spoken the forthcoming monologue in
Girlie's presence. It is private, just between her and the audience. When Girlie exits the space,
Dibs delivers a private, secret monologue to the audience. She moves from a light tone,
expressed by the word "Righto" (Rayson 2003, p. 5), to a very serious, and it might be
suggested, hushed tone. Dibs begins by announcing, "[To the audience] It's a terrible thing
when a marriage ends" (Rayson 2003, p. 5). These words may be relatively passive, neutral,
broad and general, they merely introduce the theme of the monologue which she is about to
deliver. In the very second sentence Dibs reveals her true feelings, "Mind you, I don't think
Julia tried hard enough" (Rayson 2003, p. 5). With this, Dibs delivers almost an aside-withinher-aside. "Mind you" (Rayson 2003, p. 5) she says, speaking to the audience as though they
were her close personal friends, but she says nothing of Hamish's efforts. Hence, she reveals
that she considers the blame to reside firmly with Julia and by extension, Hamish to be the
innocent party. She considers there to be a significant problem with young women in general.
Dibs criticises her sex, stating "That's the thing with young women: too selfish by half"
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(Rayson 2003, p. 5). The absence of negatively critical words regarding men implies that she
thinks young men are not selfish. She explains that she "thought [Hamish] was lovely" and
she "[misses] him" (Rayson 2003, p. 5). She says:
He came up one Easter and helped me plant the lavender hedge, over there. Sometimes in spring when
I come out for herbs and I see the lavender in full bloom, I say, 'Hello Hamish' (Rayson 2003, pp. 5-6).

Dibs associates Hamish with the lavender that he helped her to plant, a memory which is
clearly dear to her. This monologue blatantly displays Dibs' preference for men and the
disdain that she holds for her own gender. This monologue is the audience's first opportunity
to begin to understand adult Dibs and the picture it paints is of a heavily biased and
judgemental older woman, a woman who defends men in general and Hamish in particular.
Dibs is sexist in the way that she praises heterosexual men and berates women in general, but
she might also be suggested to be emblematic of her generation.

Mother Blame
Vanessa Reimer and Sarah Sahagian propose that “We live in a culture where mother-blame
is omnipresent” (2015, p. 1). It might be suggested that it is because of this culture, and the
prevalence of mother-blame within it, that Rayson chose three mother characters to play the
villains within Inheritance. It might even be suggested that the unquestioned mother-blame
which occurs in society is reflected by and perpetuated within theatre. Mothers are held
responsible for the problems of their children and therefore for problems which exist in
society. In Inheritance, Australian politics is reflected within the Hamilton and Delaney
families.
Representing right-wing racist politicians and small-minded bigots, three of Rayson’s mother
characters bear the weight of blame by enacting a larger national story, robbing Nugget of his
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inheritance, and symbolically, Indigenous Australians of their land. The male characters in
Inheritance are largely ineffectual: for example, Lyle’s alcoholism and poor business sense
render him largely incapacitated. This might be suggested to be comparable to the
incapacitation frequently experienced by the characters of farce (Bermel 1990). When it
appears that Lyle may be in a position to gain power, when Dibs and Girlie put his name on
Farley’s last will and testament, he kills himself. This repeats the tragic death of Dibs and
Girlie’s father. Within Inheritance it appears that men fear failure, and that they perceive
suicide as their only option if they fail. Farley dies ‘in-the-throws’ of dementia, his choices
are not respected in the lead up to his death, and not at all after.
The three matriarchs (Dibs, Girlie and Maureen) are framed as nefarious villains; they
possess power and the will to use it for their own ends. The three patriarchs, Norm, Farley
and Lyle, are powerless in death (two die by suicide and one by dementia). Julia and Felix are
not villains, but neither are they heroes, they seem to represent members of the Australian
population with left wing politics. Whilst Julia, and Felix (to a greater extent) have some
positive political and cultural beliefs and ideologies, their beliefs and ideologies do not have
much effect. At the end, when Julia and Felix end up living with Nugget, and Julia’s new
baby, it is still Maureen who inherits and sells the farm.
It might be suggested that Rayson chose three mother characters to perform the roles of her
nefarious villains because within our society mother-blame is a phenomenon which is largely
ignored. Yet it saturates everyday life. Reimer and Sahagian propose that “the world is
structured to persecute mothers” (2015, p. 3). Further, they state, “Mothers are blamed for
everything from a nine-year-old child’s lack of proficiency in math to the horrific crimes
committed by adult serial killers” (Reimer & Sahagian 2015, p. 3). It might be suggested that
this mother-blame is perpetuated in theatre. That mothers are prime targets for many forms of
blame appears to lead Rayson to hold Dibs, Maureen and Girlie accountable for crimes
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committed within the context of their families, and symbolically for crimes committed within
the context of the nation. Inheritance explores where its female characters might be to blame
for what happens. Yet, for the most part, they are not to blame for what happens to the male
characters. This is a complex idea of villainy.

Racism as Villainy
In Act One, Scene Ten, Girlie displays her racist beliefs in conversation with her daughter-inlaw, Maureen. When she talks about the individuals who are now running the pub that she
used to own, she says,
Girlie: You'll never guess what she's done now.
Maureen: Who?
Girlie: Dibs. She's gone and asked the wogs (Rayson 2003, p. 13).

Next, Girlie proceeds to declare that the new owners of the pub that Dibs has invited to their
birthday party are a "Pack o' cheats!" (Rayson 2003, p. 15). She accuses them of selling
watered down vodka and of over-charging for the meals that they sell. She states, "They're
thieves, those Greeks!" (Rayson 2003, p. 15). Furthermore, the prejudice continues when she
states "they don't pay taxes" (Rayson 2003, p. 15). Maureen responds with a concession,
"Their boy put in a good game in the ruck last Saturday" (Rayson 2003, p. 15), which Girlie
dismisses immediately by stating that he is "Still a wog" (Rayson 2003, p. 15). The scene
progresses as Maureen changes the subject, from the people who are now running the Pub to
Felix, Girlie's great-nephew and Maureen's nephew. Apparently he has a new girlfriend, and
it is apparent that the only characteristic of this girlfriend that Girlie and Maureen consider to
be important and noteworthy, is that she is Japanese. Maureen considers it necessary to pause
before making this identification, as if indicating that it were a declaration that may shock
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and appal. Girlie responds to this by blaspheming. Maureen says that she thought Felix "was
a homo" (Rayson 2003, p. 15), and in doing so illustrates that people of other nationalities are
not the only individuals that she and Girlie take issue with. Offensive words are used, such as
"wog" and "homo", and negative characteristics are associated with race. Furthermore, the
scene seems to illustrate that Girlie has a general disregard and perhaps even hatred for
individuals that are not like her. She does not like people who do not eat meat. Maureen
seems to hold similar beliefs. However, she is willing to acknowledge sporting ability, and
she is willing to suggest that food be prepared for "the vegetarians" (Rayson 2003, p. 16).
Girlie is an individual who hates those who are different.
In Act One, Scene Twenty-Two it becomes evident that racism is something which is passed
on within the Delaney family. This is illustrated when Ashleigh, Maureen's daughter and
Girlie's granddaughter, asks the question, "What do coons mean when they say the land is
'my mother'?" (Rayson 2003, p. 38). Maureen dismisses the thinking described by Ashleigh's
question as "tribal oogy-boogy" (Rayson 2003, p. 39). She states, "Aboriginal people
themselves don't all believe that stuff. It's your university types and do-gooders from the city"
(Rayson 2003, p. 38). Maureen belittles the Aboriginal people's connection to the land and in
doing so, it seems, dismisses their claims to it.
Maureen predicts forthcoming events when she says, "I wouldn't put it past Farley to leave
the farm to [Nugget]. He's going soft in the head. [...] Mind you, that'd be letting the cat out
of the bag" (Rayson 2003, p. 38). Here Maureen is alluding to the fact that Nugget is Farley's
illegitimate son. Lyle hushes Maureen at this point, to prevent her from saying this in front of
their daughters.
The Delaney family refuse to acknowledge that Nugget could have any claim upon the
Hamilton family farm, and they are dismissive of Aboriginal claims upon "millions of acres
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of Crown Land" (Rayson 2003, p. 38). But Brianna (Maureen and Lyle's other daughter)
speaks as a voice of opposition to her family's values, although, her opposition appears
ineffective. She continues, "Don't call them that!" (Rayson 2003, p. 38), when her sister calls
aboriginal people "coons" (Rayson 2003, p. 38). She speaks the words, "That's just racist.
Yous are so racist" (Rayson 2003, p. 38), when her father says that when aboriginal people
say the land is their mother, "It's like us saying we believe in the Easter Bunny" (Rayson
2003, p. 38). Brianna indicates that even in the midst of a family in which racism is the norm,
children can grow up to question racism, and even oppose it.
In Act Two, Scene Six, Dibs and William discover Farley's will. The will states:
After payment of my just debts, testamentary and funeral expenses and any taxes or duties payable as a
result of my death, I give my entire remaining estate to my son Neville Hamilton, known as Nugget
(Rayson 2003, p. 75).

This legal document provides a deeply moving part of the text. Nugget is given the land
which he worked so hard upon, which he knows so well and rightly deserves. William begins
to ask, "My son, Neville Hamilton. Known as Nugget. [...] What are we to understand from
this?" (Rayson 2003, p. 75). To which Dibs responds, "He didn't have anywhere else to go.
So we adopted him" (Rayson 2003, p. 75). Dibs’ sense of shame at Farley fathering a child
outside of their marriage is compounded by the fact that Nugget’s mother was Indigenous.
Dibs denies that Nugget is Farley’s son; she does not want William to know. When William
asks, "But who's his father. Who is Nugget's father?" (Rayson 2003, p. 75), Dibs responds by
saying, "Unknown. It says 'Unknown' on his birth certificate. Give me that" (Rayson 2003, p.
75). Dibs proceeds to rip up Farley's last will and Testament. After she rips up Farley’s will,
Dibs justifies her actions, "This is not Farley's farm. This is my farm. And I will decide how
it's to be operated from now on. No one gets anything until I say so" (Rayson 2003, p. 75).
The act Dibs performs in ripping up Farley’s will might be understood to bear a great weight
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of symbolism. Farley gives the land which is legally in his name to his Indigenous son. This
might be interpreted as returning the land to one of its rightful owners, or one of its original
owners. However, Dibs’ act of ripping up the will prevents this return from occurring.
Rayson wrote Inheritance during the period when John Howard was Prime Minister of
Australia, from 11 March 1996 to 3 December 2007. As previously mentioned, Inheritance
was first staged in March of 2003. Howard chose not to apologise to Australia’s Indigenous
peoples for past wrongs. The next Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, chose to apologise to
Australia’s Indigenous peoples and is now remembered as the Prime Minister of Australia
who said sorry to Australia’s Indigenous peoples. Following Rudd’s apology, Howard was
reported to have said:
‘I do not believe as a matter of principle that one generation can accept responsibility for the acts of
earlier generations, [...] In some cases, children were wrongly removed, in other cases they were
removed for good reason, in other cases they were given up and in other cases, the judgement on the
removal is obscure or difficult to make’ (cited in Davies 2008).

Howard’s attempts to downplay the widespread Indigenous child removal which occurred
over generations rather than a single generation during the twentieth century suggest some
form of institutionalised racism. Howard declared that the present generation should not be
held accountable for the crimes of its ancestors. Hence, he separated himself from the acts of
child removal, and questioned whether those acts were so very wrong at all. Dibs exemplifies
similar values. Though she permits Nugget to live in their home, she will not permit Nugget
to have the farm. She is angry. The possibility that Farley’s infidelity is a significant factor
does underlie the wider racist attitudes.
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Political Values
Cohn writes about play-texts which she says “may at first glance look realistic” (1991, p. 19).
Regarding the protagonist of John Osborne’s Look Back in Anger, Cohn states:
It is doubtful that Osborne reached beyond the creation of a specific impassioned character, but the
protagonist of that play was interpreted to speak, if not for modern England, at least for an energetic
and voluble part of that island, newly stripped of an overseas empire (1991, pp. 19-20).

This alignment of a character with an ethos within a nation can be applied to Inheritance.
The reactions of an audience may differ from the message which the playwright and/or
director may have intended to communicate. It is also important to consider the fact that
audiences are not a homogenous mass of individuals (Dolan 1988). Audience members differ
in the ways in which they receive and respond to performances. If it were possible to ask
audience members whom or what they thought Dibs represented, audiences in 2003 may have
mentioned Howard’s actions or values.
Growing up in England and coming to Australia in 1995, the year before Howard was elected
as Prime Minister, it is my position that in Act Two, Scene Six of Inheritance the symbolism
appears quite specific. The values of Howard’s denial of the Stolen Generations, and his
refusal to say sorry, stand out in history. Dibs’ verbal denial of Nugget as Farley’s son, and
her act of tearing up Farley’s will impact upon Nugget, and the Hamilton and Delaney
families, just as Howard’s refusal to apologise to Australia’s Indigenous peoples impacted
both Indigenous Australian’s and non-Indigenous Australians.
Dibs breaks the law, and disregards her dead husband’s wishes. She does not appear to
experience any remorse and she appears to believe that her actions are right and justified, and
that she has the authority to perform them, or, if she does not, that she should have. In this
moment she stands in for Howard, and for all of those who stole from Australia’s Indigenous
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peoples and found ways of justifying their actions, through their bigotry, racist misconception
and wrongful sense of white entitlement. It might be argued that, within the context of this
narrative, arguably evil actions are performed in order for reality to be represented. However,
the choice to put this wrong-doing into the hands of a strong female character, older woman
and mother, has significant repercussions for the representation of mothers within Rayson’s
play-text. Dibs’ actions are allegorical of evil acts performed upon and against Australia’s
Indigenous peoples. Given the prevalence of the phenomenon of “mother blame” (Reimer &
Sahagian 2015) it might be suggested that it is not surprising that when choosing a character
to symbolise this evil, a mother was chosen.
Using Cohn’s framework, Farley could be argued to fit the stock type of a benign older man.
He becomes the legal owner of Allandale farm, which Dibs won in a coin toss (though Dibs
won the farm, the farm was not signed over to her, but rather her husband). The gender
implications of how Farley obtained the farm may seem unjust, however, the era and the rural
social traditions need to be taken into account when considering this. Girlie and her husband
received ten thousand pounds inheritance with which they purchased a pub (Rayson 2003, p.
57). Girlie states, “Our mother did what you told her. There you were with your fighter pilot.
[…] She thought he was Christmas, so she signed over everything-” (Rayson 2003, p. 57).
Girlie describes Farley as her mother’s ideal choice. With Dibs’ and Girlie’s father dead, by
suicide, Girlie suggests that Farley fulfilled what her mother was looking for: “fighter pilot”,
“Wing-Commander”, “flash uniform”, “big moustache” (Rayson 2003, p. 57). Perhaps Farley
seemed like the son she never had, but always wanted, or the husband she might have had if
circumstances had been different. The image Farley projected, and, perhaps, the role he
performed, permitted him to gain legal ownership of Allandale. However, as an old man, his
idealised persona has faded away and he is no longer a dream-like, heroic figure. Rather, he
is depicted as an old man who is experiencing dementia, or perhaps even Alzheimer’s.
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Regardless of his exact diagnosis, it is evident that Farley has problems with his memory.
This is used against him, to question his judgement and decision making capacities. However,
it might be suggested that, regardless of any question she may have had about his ability to
make a logical decision about who the farm should be left to, Dibs would have done the
same. She does not believe Nugget should be the owner of Allandale, and she believes that
the choice regarding who should inherit Allandale should be hers.
As an older man Farley is described as harmless, or perhaps ineffectual. It could be that
Farley feels closer to Nugget than he does to his other children; it could be that Farley
recognises that Nugget is a better farmer than his other children; or it could be that Farley
believes that Indigenous Australians are the rightful owners of Australia. Perhaps Julia does
not receive the farm because she is a woman, and perhaps William does not receive the farm
because he identifies as homosexual. It is clear that Farley treats William poorly due to his
homosexual orientation. It is difficult to say why Farley chose to give Allandale to Nugget.
Dibs receives the following:
I do hereby devise and bequeath the old house block... matrimonial home and garden... motor vehicle...
money held in my name... Commonwealth Bank, Swan Hill, to my spouse Elizabeth Hamilton, known
as Dibs (Rayson 2003, p. 75).

It is evident that Farley did not intend for Dibs to have nothing. However, it is clear that
whilst the farm did not seem to be significant to Dibs and Girlie as young women, as older
women it is very important to them. Farley says unpleasant and homophobic things to his son
William. He is emotionally hurtful, but it does not appear that his effects reach beyond this.
He has homophobic and bigoted views, but he chooses his Indigenous son as his preferred
recipient of the land. It might be suggested that Farley can see that Nugget is the best
individual to own and run Allandale.
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In Act Two, Scene Twelve, Dibs appears to experience a moment of remorse for her actions,
but it is not entirely clear whether her sobbing is at all related to the fact that she robbed
Nugget of the farm, or whether it is because Farley changed his will without telling her. In
this scene Dibs and Girlie are alone together in the kitchen of the Hamilton home (Dibs’
home). The Delaneys have been evicted from their home (Girlie’s home) due to Lyle’s poor
financial choices. Dibs confesses to Girlie, “I’ve done something terrible. [Pause.] Farley
changed his will. William found it this morning. [Pause.] He left the farm to Nugget”
(Rayson 2003, p. 85). To which Girlie responds, “He can’t do that” (Rayson 2003, p. 85).
Dibs proceeds to tell Girlie that she “tore it up” (Rayson 2003, p. 85). Girlie’s first response
to this is “Good” (Rayson 2003, p. 85). Dibs continues to express her true feelings to her
sister, “What sort of marriage is it where a husband’d change his will and not tell his wife?”
(Rayson 2003, p. 85). With this she expresses the primary reason for her grief, which is not
an epiphany of personal wrong doing or feelings of guilt, but rather that her husband would
change his will and not tell her. Dibs appears to be buoyed by her sister’s support for her
actions and makes it clear that she is not sorry for what she has done. Dibs declares of her
dead husband, "[...] He expects me to hand over my family farm to his bastard son. What sort
of a man does that? I am not giving Nugget a single handful of this dirt" (Rayson 2003, p.
86). Act Two, Scene Twelve, is intense and revealing. Girlie provides support for Dibs,
which is not so much loving care, or the comforting of a grieving sister, rather it is support of
Dibs’ actions.
Girlie is vocal regarding her racist and bigoted views, and it becomes clear that these views
are held by most of her immediate family. Girlie’s son Lyle is a violent alcoholic, and he has
a false sense of entitlement to the Hamilton farm. Lyle is not a good farmer and he seems to
hate all Indigenous people, and Nugget in particular (who is a good farmer).
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In Act Two, Scene Eleven, the suggestion that Maureen Delaney could be attempting to
assume an acceptable public persona to gain election is supported. In conversation with her
nephew Felix, Maureen says:
[…] There is nothing racist about my policies. That’s why you’re so dumb. You can’t see. I’ve spent
every day this past year – telling the people out there that Aboriginals are just the same as what we are
(Rayson 2003, p. 84).

To which Felix responds, “You don’t believe that” (Rayson 2003, p. 84). Felix’s refusal to
buy into Maureen’s political rhetoric causes her to reveal some of her negative cultural and
political beliefs. Maureen spouts a well-worn cliché, “It’s just the extra privileges they get
which make people round here mad” (Rayson 2003, p. 84). She defends herself and her
politics, explaining that she is trying to “stand up for Australia” (Rayson 2003, p. 85).
If Dibs Hamilton appears, at times, to echo the perspectives of Howard, Maureen Delaney
echoes some of the perspectives and rhetoric of controversial conservative politician Pauline
Hanson. Further, it is shocking to observe those perspectives and actions, this rhetoric,
concentrated into one extended family. So, if Dibs, at times, represents the worst politics
associated with the Howard era, and Maureen represents, consistently, the worst politics
associated with the One Nation party, it might be asked, who else is represented within this
extended family?
Julia has more compassion, and, it might be suggested, left wing views. Unfortunately, it
appears that Julia’s views are ineffectual within her extended family; she does not have much
impact upon Dibs, Girlie, Maureen and Lyle; and she has minimal interaction with Ashleigh
and Brianna (Lyle and Maureen’s daughters).
Girlie’s persistent hate speech positions her as an extremist, and she is surrounded by family
who (for the most part) support and agree with her racist views. Girlie is a stock type, and a
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racist, homophobic, rural Australian. Whilst Dibs’ actions have immediate and immense
results, Girlie argues that Nugget has already gotten much more than he deserves, and, by
extension, that Indigenous Australians have received much more than they deserve.
Julia could be described as an “eccentric older woman” (Cohn 1991, p. 3). Julia’s car fixing
abilities are contrast against her son’s lack of car fixing abilities, and this is illuminated when
she asks him for a spanner and he hands her a screwdriver. In Act One, Scene Five, Felix
calls his mother “a very strange woman” (Rayson 2003, p. 8), after she responds to his
question “How long before we die of thirst, do you reckon?” (Rayson 2003, p. 8), by joking
that “[They] may have to drink [their] own urine” (Rayson 2003, p. 8). Like Brianna (Rayson
2003, pp. 38-39), Felix questions that which most of his family think is given (Rayson 2003,
p. 8). Julia is complicated. Dibs says that Julia “[isn’t] good on the follow-up. Seeing things
through” (Rayson 2003, p. 50). Unfortunately, this extends beyond Julia’s career aspirations.
Whilst Julia professes to believe that Nugget has a right to the farm, whilst she proposes that
she, William and Nugget should be tenants on the farm, she does not act to make her
compassionate views have real life effect. It is evident that Julia believes that Nugget has a
right to a share of the farm even prior to discovering that he is her biological half-brother.
Whilst Julia speaks much, her speaking comes to little avail. Farley’s will is ripped up, Lyle
kills himself, Nugget disappears, and Maureen is elected to Parliament. It might be suggested
that Julia’s compassionate speech, coupled with her lack of action/ineffective actions, might
be said to be a type of activism. Perhaps, in Rayson’s writing of Julia, a practical person with
skills and some humanitarian views, Rayson may have been sending a message.
The premise of Julia, as a character, is frustrating, in that some of what she says suggests a
way out of bigotry. Her son, Felix, seems to exist as a testament that she has, to some extent,
escaped her family’s dark legacy of bigotry, but even Brianna questions, and everyone in her
immediate family accepts racism, homophobia and bigotry as the right way of thinking.
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Perhaps Rayson wants audiences to be frustrated with Julia, because she has some
humanitarian and compassionate views, but does not act to bring about change within her
extended family. Julia speaks, but few listen, and those who do, are dismissive. It is
challenging to observe the individuals with racist, homophobic and bigoted views and politics
have greater control within the world of the play than those with compassionate and
humanitarian principles and politics.
Inheritance quite clearly contains a “beleaguered hero” (Cohn 1991, p. 3)6, and that hero is
Nugget. Nugget is a hero with a problem, or rather, a hero with many problems. His family
members constitute and create his problems. Nugget is an Indigenous Australian in a family
comprised predominantly of racist bigots. Nugget is treated as an outsider in his own family,
and the farm which he has worked so hard to maintain and make prosperous, is stolen from
him. Nugget has every reason to hate, and get depressed, and become bitter, and yet, he does
not. Perhaps Nugget recognises that hatred, depression and bitterness would not harm those
who have harmed him, but rather harm him more. It appears that whilst Nugget may have
heroic qualities such as courage and exceptional achievement, for the most part these go
unrecognised. It might be suggested that Nugget’s emotional intelligence could be described
as heroic and might be suggested to include: the ability to forgive, resilience in the face of

6

The Australian Oxford Dictionary defines the word “beleaguered” to mean to besiege, to vex or harass (Oxford
University Press 2004). The Australian Oxford Dictionary describes a hero to be, “a person, typically a man,
noted or admired for nobility, courage, outstanding achievements” (Oxford University Press 2004). It states that
a hero may be “the chief male character in a poem, play, story etc” (Oxford University Press 2004), or “a man of
superhuman qualities favoured by the gods; a demigod” (Oxford University Press 2004). In a play in which
suicide is a strong thread, it may be of interest to note that “Hero” in Greek Mythology, was “a priestess of
Aphrodite at Sestos on the European shore of the Hellespont, whose lover Leander, a youth of Abydos on the
opposite shore, swam the strait nightly to visit her until one stormy night he was drowned and Hero in grief
threw herself into the sea” (Australian Oxford Dictionary 2004). This description of the Mythological individual
that bears the name hero is interesting to note, as her actions do not seem in line with common understandings of
heroism. The priestess character in myth committed suicide in response to her grief for her dead lover. The noun
“Hero” is usually associated with men or male characters, and yet the name “Hero” in Greek Mythology,
belonged to a priestess. Furthermore, the noun, “hero”, is associated with heroism, courage or superhuman
qualities, whilst the name, Hero, from Greek Mythology, belongs to a priestess who throws herself into the sea
because she cannot bear to live without her lost love. So, it could be said that the masculine-hero is praise
worthy, whilst the feminine-hero is tragic.
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irrational hate, and the ability to remain at peace when those around him treat him in a
manner which is detestable. Despite having every reason to hate, Nugget chooses not to.
Instead, he chooses to cherish what he has.
Within the dramatic world of Inheritance, there are four mother characters present, Dibs,
Girlie, Julia, and Maureen. While there is not a specific stock type that Cohn associates with
mother characters, three of the mother characters in Inheritance can be associated with
Cohn’s nefarious villain (but with a contemporary villainy), for their racist, homophobic,
right wing and bigoted views. The fourth has not entirely escaped the language of bigotry
which she learnt from birth. However, she is learning. Julia questions, and she believes that
Nugget has a right to at least a share in the family’s land. Maureen, at times, tempers her
language and speaks rhetoric, which she seems to think might suggest that she views all
people as equals. However, it is evident that she does this with her political interests and
reputation in mind. She needs her public image to be well received. However, it is apparent
that beneath her modified exterior her views and politics are as sinister and ugly as Girlie’s.
The mother characters in Inheritance are very important to the world of the play. However, it
is unfortunate that it is the racist, homophobic, bigoted, far right wing characters that are the
most successful in their pursuits. Dibs succeeds in withholding the farm from Nugget; Girlie
succeeds in depriving Nugget and Dibs’ other children of the farm, however, her own son,
Lyle, doesn’t live long enough to receive it. Maureen, the (perhaps) modified villain, is the
most successful in her pursuits. Her, very slightly, more restrained brand of hate speech is
received by the Australian population, and with the money she receives from the sale of the
farm (which she inherits after Lyle’s death), she is able to fund her political campaign and
win a seat in parliament. Dibs’ act of ripping up Farley’s will ultimately ends with Maureen
receiving a platform from which to spread her hateful views. In tearing up Farley’s will, Dibs
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gives Maureen the ability to spread the family’s racism, homophobia, bigotry and hatred from
the family to the masses.

Epilogue
The realist form of Inheritance is highly emotional, like that indicative of melodrama. But
this is an early twenty-first century political drama of emotional familial relationships. At the
beginning of the Epilogue the stage directions read:
“Melbourne. Julia’s house. One year later” (Rayson 2003, p. 97).
Within the Epilogue it is evident that Julia has had her baby, and it appears that she, the baby,
Felix and Nugget are living together in Julia’s house in Melbourne. What has become of Dibs
and Girlie is not explained. In the Epilogue, Julia, Felix and Nugget are watching the Federal
Election on the television and the reporter on the television reveals that Maureen Delaney, the
new Independent candidate, has been elected to the seat of Murray. Maureen is interviewed
on the television, and she delivers political rhetoric. When she is asked if it was a hard
decision to sell the family farm to fund her political campaign, she responds:
“[…] who wouldn’t sell their farm to save their country?” (Rayson 2003, p. 97).
It appears that, to Maureen, the farm meant little more than something which could be used to
further her political career. However, to Nugget, the farm had much greater value than
money. The last line of spoken dialogue in the play-text is given to Nugget, he speaks to
Felix, “Turn it off, will you?” Nugget is given the last word, and with it he expresses that he
no longer wishes to hear Maureen’s political rhetoric and watered down racism. The stage
directions read: “Felix clicks the remote control” (Rayson 2003, p. 98). Felix turns off the
television (and by extension, turns off Maureen and her supporters) in an intentional gesture.
Felix might be said to represent young Australians. He is descended from a family with
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bigoted views, which his mother has tried to walk away from. He is given the opportunity to
listen to Nugget, and to respond. He illuminates the responsibility which young Australians
bear. Like Felix, they have the choice and the ability to metaphorically switch off the watered
down hate speech of racist, homophobic, far right wing views of bigots like Maureen, and to
listen to and responds to the voices of Australia’s Indigenous peoples. In the Epilogue, the
play illustrates a pattern to be followed and suggests that Indigenous Australians need to be
given the opportunity to speak (and to speak for themselves). Further, Inheritance seems to
be saying that Non-Indigenous Australians need to act to heal the wounds that their ancestors
have inflicted.
The mother characters in Inheritance are complex, despite the way that they might be aligned
with the stock types of melodrama. Cohn posits that a character within a play may be used as
the mouth piece for a nation or a large sub-section of the population of a nation (Cohn 1991,
pp. 19-48). It is evident that Rayson uses such stock types to voice the concerns of, and enact
the bigotry of large sub-sections of Australian society and specific political figures. The
mother characters within Inheritance are, for the most part, negative representations of
values, yet Maureen, though she may have bigoted views, is elected to parliament. Her effect
will go far beyond the domestic, and her family’s farm, and encompasses political influence
on a national scale. Whilst there are questions to be asked in relation to why Rayson chose to
frame three of her four mother characters as villains, it must be recognised that Rayson’s
mother characters (at least the villainous ones) prove powerful and effective within the
narrative world of Inheritance. Prioritising the mother in its analysis might be suggested to be
both important and fruitful. After all, Dibs and Maureen stand in for the values of Howard
and Hanson within the context of the play. That the playwright chose two mother characters
to represent these significant political figures cannot be ignored.
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Inheritance is political. It manifests racism, homophobia, bigotry and cruelty. Political
correctness is a foreign language to many of its characters. Bad language and verbal cruelty
are delivered in a manner which is at once tragic and comic. This comic tragedy (or perhaps
tragic-comedy) is framed by the genre of realism. However, its characters bear "allegorical
significance" (Cohn 1991, p. 19) and this has significant implications for the representation of
the mother characters. The central characters of the play are two eighty year old matriarchs,
they are twins, and both are mothers. In addition, these mothers bear a great weight of
allegorical significance. Within the play-text of Inheritance, Rayson uses the characters of
melodrama to provide the foundations for characters that would bear a great weight of
political allegory. By framing these melodramatic figures against a realist narrative it is as if
Rayson excuses herself from the weight of the political allegory. However, it remains clear
that the three central villains of Rayson’s play-text are mothers, and this is not eclipsed by the
play’s realist narrative.
As indicated, it is argued that mother blame is all-pervasive in society and Inheritance
elaborates upon this aspect through the representation of clear avenues of blame within its
multiple perspectives on the female villain as mother. In this play these characters are villains
in the political sense, in addition to manifesting the typical traits of nefarious villains
associated with the genre of melodrama.
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Chapter Four: Joanna Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species

This chapter offers an analysis of the play-text and one live performance of Joanna MurraySmith’s The Female of the Species. It argues that The Female of the Species interacts with
both the genres of farce and comedy. Furthermore, it accepts that these genres might be
argued to be distinct genres (Bermel 1990). The Female of the Species has a cultural character
who is a well-known feminist and a mother. This chapter proposes that the treatment of the
second wave feminist mother character in The Female of the Species echoes the matrophobia
identified by D. Lynn O’Brien Hallstein as being characteristic of the writing of “second
wave beneficiaries” (2010, p. 65).
The central character within Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species is a second wave
feminist. Her name is Margot Mason. Margot is a famous, feminist writer trying to write her
next book and it isn’t going very well. The play begins with her in conversation with her
publisher, Theo Hanover. She pretends that she is working hard, but it is clear that she is not.
The phone conversation is cut short. At first it seems Theo has hung up on her, but then it is
revealed that the phone line is dead. Margot sits down to think of a title for her book, a
starting point. Molly Rivers, a stranger, appears suddenly. Molly offers a title, “The Female
of the Species” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 2). Margot convinces herself that she thought of the
title, Molly then shatters her illusion. Then Margot realises Molly is in her home uninvited
and asks who she is. Molly says that Margot should know already because it is not the first
time they have met. Margot asks Molly to leave and Molly pretends that she is willing and
manipulates Margot into asking her to stay with false flattery. Molly gradually reveals that
she is in fact not a fan of Margot and that she believes Margot has a lot to answer for. Molly
pulls a gun on Margot. Molly makes Margot handcuff herself to her desk. As Margot
complains about her daughter’s life choices, Molly gags Margot. Molly goes into the kitchen.
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Margot’s daughter Tess appears. Margot asks Tess to get help. Molly comes back in. Tess
hides. Tess picks up a “heavy stone bust/statue” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 18) to smash over
Molly’s head. Molly brings up the negative things that Margot said about Tess, Tess lowers
the “heavy stone bust/statue” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 18). Molly leaves the room. Tess
responds to what Margot said about her and Molly re-enters, “gun poised” (Murray-Smith
2008, p. 21). It is revealed that Tess has left her children home alone and Molly calls the
police with regard to Tess’ children. Bryan, Tess’ husband and Margot’s son-in-law, appears
and he gets soup. Frank, the taxi driver, appears wanting to use a phone to “call Road
Service” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 44), but Molly will not let him. Meanwhile, Tess responds
to Frank’s “manly behaviour” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 45). Frank and Margot have a
conversation. Frank gets angry and grabs the gun, he takes control. Theo appears. As the
chaos escalates, Frank tells a story and Margot experiences a conversion of sorts. Theo
discovers that he is Tess’ father. Theo starts offering people book deals. Margot throws a
book and it hits a gun which goes off. Margot is shot dead.
Murray-Smith is a well-known playwright. Furthermore, she has a reputation for being a
successful female playwright and a successful female writer. Her plays have been staged at
mainstream theatre venues in Australia, and many of her plays have been staged at
mainstream theatre venues internationally. Her plays have attracted celebrity performers and
large audiences. Fensham and Varney write:
While not a radical innovator, her rewriting of modern drama as female-centred and her involvement
with women as actors and in production have advanced the functions of aesthetic realism on the
Australian and global stage (2005, p. 155).

The Female of the Species could be argued to be one of Murray-Smith’s most successful
plays. Reviewer Alison Croggon writes of Patrick Nolan’s 2006 staging of The Female of the
Species at the MTC:
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People have already said that the laughter in the theatre, which must be music to the MTC finance
officer’s ears, reminds them of the heyday of David Williamson. I think that Murray-Smith is much
funnier than Williamson. Her writing is more fluently intelligent, and she handles dramatic form with a
sharper imagination (2006).

The Female of the Species has attracted large mainstream audiences and big-name celebrity
performers. Annette Benning played Margot in director Randall Arney’s 2010 staging of The
Female of the Species at the Geffen Theatre in Los Angeles, and Dame Eileen Atkins played
her in director Roger Michell’s 2008 staging at the Vaudeville Theatre in London’s West
End.
Murray-Smith identifies Germaine Greer’s hostage experience in 2000 as the inspiration for
her play The Female of the Species (2008, p. vii). On Monday 24 April, in the year 2000,
Greer’s Georgian home in Great Chesterford, near Saffron Walden, in Essex, received an
“unwelcome” visitor (Greer 2000). Greer was on her way to a dinner engagement when
Karen Burke leapt out of the bushes in her garden. Greer attempted to get back into her home
to call the police. However, her attempts were flouted as Burke flew at her. Burke jumped
upon Greer’s back shouting “Mummy, mummy, don’t do that” (Vasagar 2000). Greer and
Burke struggled for two hours and both were injured. When Greer’s friends came to the
house to see why she had not come to dinner they found Burke holding onto Greer’s legs and
screaming. This is the “real life event” which Murray-Smith chose to use as “a springboard”
(Murray-Smith 2008, p. vii) for her play, The Female of the Species. According to MurraySmith, the idea to make it funny came from Simon Phillips (former Artistic Director of the
Melbourne Theatre Company), but Murray-Smith states “It felt instinctively right to use
humour to liberate the theatrical invention from the real life event” (2008, p. vii).
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According to London theatre critic Michael Billington, Germaine Greer was not very happy
with Joanna Murray-Smith when The Female of the Species played in London (2008).
However, he states:
But while the latter’s new play was confessedly inspired by the hostage-taking of Dr Greer, it is clearly
about something even bigger: the confusion faced by men and women in the post-feminist age
(Billington 2008).

Of “‘post-feminism’” Jacki Willson states: “There are two evident readings, directions or
slants on post-feminism” (2007, p. 8). According to Willson, the first reading of its meanings
can be associated with Post-feminism. This form of Post-feminism is associated with a
progression from the second wave, which involves including other minority groups in the
struggle (Willson 2007, p. 9). The second form of Postfeminism (Willson does not hyphenate
the term when offering her alternative definition) involves a complete disassociation with, or
disidentification from (Hallstein 2010) second and third wave feminisms and their goals
(Willson 2007, p. 9). Within the play-text of The Female of the Species and within director
Patrick Nolan’s 2006 staging, it might be suggested that the latter of Willson’s readings of
Postfeminism is evident.

Mother Feminism
The narrative takes prominent second wave feminist Germaine Greer’s hostage experience in
2000 as its starting point. Margot has been suggested by critics to be representative of Greer.
However, Murray-Smith has argued that she is not. Whether Margot is representative of
Greer or not, what is clear is that she is the only second wave feminist in the play, and in that
role she bears the brunt of the blame targeted at second wave feminists and second wave
feminism.
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The central character in Murray-Smith’s play The Female of the Species is both a biological
mother and a feminist mother. Further, it is argued, she might be suggested to stand in for
“mother feminism” (Henry 2000, p. 213). The killing of the central character in The Female
of the Species might be considered to be a response to matrophobia, in this case, the fear of
the feminist mother (Rich 1977, p. 235). Further, it is suggested that Murray-Smith’s choice
to kill her might be read as an act of “psychological matricide” (Henry 2004, p. 9).
According to Astrid Henry (2000), third wave feminists write the relationship between
themselves and second wave feminists as a filial relationship. Henry states:
By examining the writing of so-called third-wave writers, such as Katie Roiphe, Rebecca Walker, Rene
Denfeld, and Naomi Wolf, it becomes clear that the mother daughter relation has become a central
trope in depicting the relationship between the second and third waves of U.S. feminism (2000, p. 213).

Further, she states, the generational structure is complicated by the fact that it appears two
mothers exist side by side in this writing, “biological, or ‘real,’ mothers [and] ‘mother
feminism’” (Henry 2000, p. 213). The central character in Murray-Smith’s play The Female
of the Species is a biological mother and a feminist mother. Further, her physical body
provides a target for the blame attributed to “mother feminism” (Henry 2000, p. 213). The
farce enacts aspects of this theory.
Tess and Molly both frame Mason as responsible for the problems of contemporary mothers
and contemporary women more broadly. Tess chooses a conventional life in opposition to the
wishes of her mother. She marries a man, has two children and decides to be a stay at home
mother, all this in opposition to her mother’s hopes and wishes for her. Tess rebels by living a
conventional life. She tries her very best to be nothing like her mother.
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Margot’s daughter Tess, and the character who takes Margot hostage (Molly Rivers) might be
suggested to be “second wave beneficiaries” (Hallstein 2010, p. 65), rather than third wave
feminists. Both Tess and Molly attempt to disidentify with Mason and all that she stands for.
Henry (2000) introduces the concept of mother feminism as a way of talking about the
relationship which exists between second and third wave feminists. She describes second
wave feminists as mothers and third wave feminists as their daughters. Further, she describes
their relationship as antagonistic and derisive. According to Henry, third wave daughters
harbour resentment towards their second wave mothers and seek to differentiate themselves
from them.
Henry identifies the term “disidentification” to refer to “an identification against something”
(2004, p. 7). Of disidentification, Diana Fuss states, “‘What at first may appear to be a
refused identification […] might in some cases more accurately be termed a disavowed one’”
(cited in Henry 2004, p. 7). Henry writes that by disavowing second wave feminism “younger
feminists [are able to] create a feminism of their own” (2004, p. 7). Henry is sceptical
regarding whether third wave feminism is actually a new wave, however, she uses the term to
denote a “generational difference [and] to represent the desire of those who embrace this term
to signal a ‘new’ feminism” (2000, p. 213). According to Henry, Rebecca Walker has been
cited as the individual who coined the term ‘third wave’. Henry writes that Walker first used
this term in an article published in 1992 entitled “Becoming the Third Wave” (cited in Henry
2000, p. 214). Henry suggests Walker emphasises: “both that feminism is not dead and that a
new generation of feminists are beginning to mobilize. As she states, ‘I am not a postfeminist
feminist. I am the Third Wave’” (Walker cited in Henry 2000, p. 214). In the act of
disassociating herself from postfeminism Walker declares that there is still a requirement for
feminism. However, by calling herself “‘the Third Wave’” (Walker; in Henry 2000, p. 214),
she also disassociates herself from second wave feminists.
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Henry (2004) identifies psychological matricide (mother killing) to be one possible outcome
of this metaphoric matrophobia. Phyllis Chesler states that this form of matricide is not new,
second wave feminists psychologically killed their first wave feminist mothers too (cited in
Henry 2004, p. 9).
Rose Glickman states:
In a profound sense all women roughly between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five, whether they
embrace or reject feminism, are the daughters of feminism, heir to its struggles, failures, and successes;
inheritors, willy-nilly, of the heroic phase of the modern women’s movement (cited in Henry 2000, p.
213).

Murray-Smith’s drama is following in the tradition Glickman is referring to. Whilst the
central character in Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species (Margot) is both a second
wave feminist and a mother, in her introduction to the published script Murray-Smith refers
to feminism as “a big girl now” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. xi). Murray-Smith personifies
feminism as a female able to deal with positive and negative criticism. She continues,
“Investing feminism with comedy is a mark of respect. Feminism is a big girl now-it’s strong
enough to laugh at itself” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. ix). While Murray-Smith refers to
feminism as something which she has respect for, she proceeds to mock and deride her
feminist mother character. Further, the ultimate end for this character is death. Within The
Female of the Species Margot is framed as having much to answer for. She bears the burden
of blame for not only her own child’s circumstances, but for the supposed crimes of
feminism. Her punishment is humiliation, degradation and ultimately death.
Within Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species, mother feminism is mocked and killed.
However, whilst Murray-Smith’s characters hold Margot (mother feminism) responsible for
the problems of contemporary mothers, contemporary women and society more broadly, the
sometimes tenuous link between the characters’ accusations and Margot’s writing and ideas
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suggests that Murray-Smith may be illuminating rather than echoing the mother blame which
is occurring. Still, if Murray-Smith means to illuminate the blame which contemporary
society puts upon second wave feminists, it might be considered strange that Murray-Smith
chooses to have her second wave feminist character die and die by her own ideas.

Second Wave Beneficiaries
Motherhood has returned to the feminist agenda. According to Hallstein, the late 1990s and
early 2000s saw a large increase in the number of academic feminist and popular writers
writing about contemporary mothers (2010, p. 47). Hallstein argues that in order to analyse
this writing it is necessary for scholars to understand the context for this writing, which she
identifies to be the discursive context in the 1970s which produced second wave feminism
(2010, p. 48).
Hallstein states, “[contemporary women] struggle to negotiate their new post – second wave
contradictory context” (2010, p. 62). She describes this context as being unable to move
beyond second wave triumphs, which leaves it somewhat trapped between old and new
feminist forms (Hallstein 2010, p. 62). Peggy Orenstein refers to the context of contemporary
women as “half changed” (cited in Hallstein 2010, p. 62). Hallstein extrapolates on
Orenstein’s claim to argue that contemporary women are stuck between new and old gender
expectations (2010, p. 63). According to Hallstein, while contemporary women can choose
whether or not to mother, significantly they do not have much choice in regards to how to
mother (2010, p. 63). Referring to the work of Sharon Hays (1996), Hallstein asserts, “even
though not all women practice intensive mothering […] it is the proper ideology of
contemporary mothering that all women are disciplined into and judged against, across race
and class lines” (2010, p. 63). Hence, contemporary women may choose to mother or not to
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mother, but if they choose to mother they must mother intensively. Anything less is deemed
bad mothering. Given the “half changed” (Orenstein cited in Hallstein 2010, p. 62) context of
contemporary women and the demands upon contemporary mothers to practice “intensive
mothering” (Hays cited in Hallstein 2010, p. 62) it might be suggested that academic feminist
and creative writers are writing in a fraught terrain.
Usefully, Hallstein (2010) frames the relationship between second and third wave feminists
as a mother daughter relationship. However, she introduces a third group of individuals into
the mix. This third group are “second wave beneficiaries” (Hallstein 2010, p. 65). According
to Hallstein, many popular writers are second wave beneficiaries (2010, p. 65). She states,
“they acknowledge feminism’s impact on their lives and women’s lives in general” (Hallstein
2010, p. 65), however, they do not identify as feminist. Hallstein identifies the act of refusing
to personally identify as a feminist, to be the popular writer’s “first move in terms of
employing disidentification in ways that support the backlash against second wave feminism”
(2010, p. 65). This is followed by a second act, which, she states, “[is to] strategically situate
their writing both with and against second wave feminism” (Hallstein 2010, p. 65).
According to Hallstein, they do this “[by acknowledging] second wave feminism while
simultaneously blaming it for mothers’ contemporary problems” (2010, p. 65). Hallstein
suggests that writers use “the anti-motherhood discourse” to “[disidentify] from and [blame]
second wave feminism for contemporary mothers’ struggles” (2010, p. 48). Importantly, she
also notes, “matrophobia continues to be entrenched in the wave metaphor” (Hallstein 2010,
p. 49), and is perpetuated in popular writing “to support contemporary backlash” (Hallstein
2010, p. 49).
Hallstein finds that popular writers place a large portion of the blame for contemporary
mothers’ problems with second wave feminism (2010, p. 69). She identifies a number of
concerns which she argues are important to popular writers, and she discusses the ways in
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which popular writers hold second wave feminists responsible for these concerns. Hallstein
argues, “popular writers [perpetuate] matrophobia primarily via disidentification” (2010, p.
72).
In The Female of the Species, Murray-Smith frames Margot as bearing the blame for
contemporary mothers’ problems. However, though Murray-Smith’s second wave feminist
character (Margot) is held responsible for a multitude of supposed crimes, it might be
suggested that Murray-Smith could be illuminating the tenuous nature of some of
contemporary women’s (and contemporary feminists’) accusations of blame which have been
targeted at second wave feminists. Tess holds her mother responsible for her problems though
her life choices were made in opposition to the choices her mother would have chosen for
her. This seems to suggest that the play is illuminating Tess’ questionable allegations of
blame rather than merely echoing them in petulant distancing.

Farce and Comedy
As happens in farce, romantic coupling groups characters. The Female of the Species
suggests imminent couplings between Frank and Tess, and Bryan and Molly, and draws
attention to the prior interlude of Margot and Theo. Each male character is paired off with a
female character. Even Theo is revealed to be Tess’ father. The initial coupling (marriage) of
Tess and Bryan seems dissolved, and Tess is coupled with Frank, and Bryan with Molly. Eric
Bentley states:
In the application of the formula which is bedroom farce, we savour the adventure of adultery,
ingeniously exaggerated in the highest degree, and all without taking the responsibility or suffering the
guilt. Our wives may be with us leading the laughter (1964, p. 229).
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“The adventure of adultery” (Bentley 1964, p. 229) is more than hinted at in The Female of
the Species; it seems explicit.
The Female of the Species is a farce. What Bentley refers to as ‘unmasking’ (Bentley 1964)
saturates its pages, and object machines (Bermel 1990) are personified to the point of acting
out homicidal impulses independently of human will. However, within The Female of the
Species, Murray-Smith breaks what Albert Bermel refers to as “One of the clauses in an
unwritten contract between farceurs and their audiences” (1990, p. 23). Bermel writes, this
clause “used to state that the characters will […] come out of their ordeals unscathed, because
the audience must be permitted to laugh” (1990, p. 23). Within The Female of the Species,
Murray-Smith breaks this end rule, when at the end of her farce her central character
(Margot) is shot and killed. But Bermel concedes that this clause is no longer a given. He
states, “In recent times, and with the advent of film, the contract has undergone revision, and
justly so: there are no rules in art” (Bermel 1990, p. 23). However, in a play that adheres to so
many of the characteristics of farce, that this artistic adjustment was made might be suggested
to be of importance in relation to the overall meaning. Perhaps Margot is being punished for
the supposed crimes of feminism.
Australian comedy is sometimes cruel and mocking. As deviance and cruelty pervade in
Australian comedy, the Australian spectator is taught that cruelty is the norm. Thus, the
already violent and dangerous form of farce becomes a genre without set limits. According to
John McCallum, “The Anglo-Celtic tradition is that Australian humour is very dry, laconic,
self-mocking, cynical and irreverent”, and, McCallum argues, “the tradition remains strong”
(1998, p. 204).
Bentley states:
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“The student of laughter should study the whole curve of which the burst of noise is but the final inch.
Before people will burst out laughing they have to be prepared to burst out laughing. The only sure
preparation is a particular state of expectation and sensitivity that amounts to a kind of euphoria”
(1964, p. 234).

It might be argued that the cruelty of Australian comedy permits the already dark genre of
farce to plunge to new depths. As The Female of the Species takes Germaine Greer’s hostage
experience in 2000 as its starting point, it makes a farce of Greer’s negative (and potentially
traumatic) experience, as well as of second wave feminism. It is argued that The Female of
the Species might be understood to be both symptomatic and reflective of post-second wave
matrophobia, and that the killing of the feminist mother within Murray-Smith’s play might be
suggested to leave the boundaries of farce, because it is an act of psychological matricide.
Adrienne Rich states “‘Matrophobia’ […] is not the fear of one’s mother or of motherhood
but of becoming one’s mother” (Rich 1977, p. 235). One possible outcome of matrophobia
has been identified to be matricide (Henry 2004, p. 11). That is the term for mother killing. In
The Female of the Species mother feminism herself is killed, though not by a person, but by a
book that is thrown and collides with a gun. An object and a machine conspire in the
assassination of mother feminism (objects and machines perform important roles in farce).
The gun is loaded, and Margot’s ideas might be suggested to possess comparable power.
Whilst no human character could be said to be responsible for Margot’s death, it appears that
it was deliberately crafted. Neither farce nor comedy require the death of characters to
prompt laughter from their audiences. In fact, death might be suggested to be a little too
‘heavy’ for the genres which The Female of the Species utilises. As Mason flings a book, the
gun goes off. Thus, Murray-Smith spares herself from the accusation of having her second
wave feminist character kill herself. Instead, Margot shoots herself with her own ideas. At the
play’s end, it might be argued, the only comic aspect is the round-about way Murray-Smith
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has Margot shoot herself. Further, it might be suggested that there is an element of tragedy, as
feminism dies.
Bermel describes farce as a genre and a continent (1990, p. 53). Bermel states, “Farce might
be said to exist on the lunatic fringe of comedy and on the ludicrous fringe of tragedy and
melodrama” (1990, 53). Bermel describes farce, comedy, tragedy and melodrama as four
separate genres, and four continents, which stand simultaneously next to and separate from
one another. Whilst farce might be suggested to occupy a space which is separate from
comedy, it both impacts and is impacted by comedy. Comedy and farce may be two separate
genres, but that which occurs within one affects that which is permissible and acceptable
within the other.
Bermel states:
[he] still [believes] that farce is better described than defined, if only because definitions, even those
laden with qualifying clauses, are by their very nature exclusive, restrictive, whereas farce during its
long lifetime has shown itself to be by its very nature inclusive and expansive (1990, p. 9).

In the Introduction to the published script of The Female of the Species Murray-Smith writes
of the character of Margot, “I wanted to create a lovable monster: most of the time you’re
with her you want to kill her, but the thought of not having her around makes the world seem
inherently less interesting” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. viii). In the light of this statement, that
the decision in the play is to kill the “lovable monster” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. vii) seems
extreme.
According to Bentley:
Farce in general offers a special opportunity: shielded by delicious darkness and seated in warm
security, we enjoy the privilege of being totally passive while on stage our most treasured
unmentionable wishes are fulfilled before our eyes by the most violently active human beings that ever
sprang from the human imagination (1964, p. 229).
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For Bentley, farce permits the spectator to appear innocent whilst silently collaborating in the
violence taking place on stage. Further, according to Bentley, the spectator is meant to take
delight in the cruelty which occurs on stage.
When I watched The Female of the Species in performance, I perceived that I was the only
one not laughing. I felt as if every other spectator in the audience but me was roaring with
laughter. This observation may very well have been incorrect and perhaps there were others
not laughing and feeling like there was something occurring which made them very
uncomfortable.
Of the characters of farce Bermel asserts, “All characters are their creators’ puppets, but the
ones in farce seem especially impersonal” (1990, p. 24). Further, he states:
To enhance their unreality, the author of a farce will frequently put them under a spell, rob them of
some of their senses or faculties, and make them behave like zombies who walk into trouble with their
eyes open in a glassy stare (Bermel 1990, p. 24).

Rather than physical incapacitation, the sort of incapacity Bermel is describing involves the
character being unaware of what is about to unfold and what he or she is capable of doing
(1990, p. 25). According to Bermel, the incapacitated character “is a natural target for
aggression and mishaps” (1990, p. 25).
Bermel explains that farce might present the worse-case scenario, and in doing so it can be
very cruel (1990, p. 21). He states, despite farce’s cruelty:
In farce, characters seldom get badly injured, almost never die. Although a character doesn’t merely
clash with other characters but also collides with scenery and props, he stays more or less intact
(Bermel 1990, p. 23).

Bentley explains that slapstick farce is violent in physical ways (1964, p. 219). In The Female
of the Species, however, the violence is abstract. Human beings do not physically harm one
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another, though they may profess time and again that they intend to. Within The Female of
the Species, fantasy gives perfect aim to a machine character which would, in realism, be
perceived to be without the will or ability to independently impact upon the characters or the
plot.
Of the relationship between objects and human characters in a farce Bermel explains that the
distinction between them is minimised (1990, p. 27). He describes objects as being like
characters. He writes, “Objects as characters? The notion sounds bizarre; but as we will see,
objects do behave like characters in certain plays and in most farces” (Bemel 1990, p. 25).
According to Bermel, objects within farce take on human qualities. He states, “The objects in
most farces play a continuing role. They are thematic and wind into and out of the action,
much as the characters do” (Bermel 1990, p. 28). For Bermel, object machines are quite
different from non-mechanised objects, but serve the farce fully.
As Bermel explains, though a type of object, machines are not “ordinary [objects]” (Bermel
1990, p. 30). They extend human actions and human characters (Bermel 1990, p. 30). Bermel
identifies the following four ways in which object machines enhance the farce by becoming
difficult for human characters (1990, p. 31), he states:
They break down when somebody depends on them to keep working; they go on working normally
when it’s important that they stop; they go at the wrong speed or go out of control; and they get
destroyed (1990, p. 31).

As previously indicated, in The Female of the Species, objects and machines facilitate the
demise of the central character.
Both Murray-Smith and Greer, it might be suggested, have “[lobbed] ideas like grenades”
(Murray-Smith 2008, p. ix). In the case of The Female of the Species, Murray-Smith takes
Greer’s hostage experience and turns it into a farce. She writes that it is her job to “lob ideas
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like grenades and to not know how or where they’ll land until the audiences tell [her]” (2008,
p. ix). The Female of the Species has had success on a global scale, and, when I watched it,
the majority of the audience laughed throughout. However, there are ethical questions which
might be raised regarding taking the negative and potentially traumatic experience of a
prominent feminist and turning it into a farce. Greer was attacked for the ideas she embodied.
Further, I would argue, there are ethical questions which should be raised regarding the
mockery and psychological matricide of our feminist mothers.

Blamed for Everything
It is suggested that Tess chose her husband, and chose to be a stay at home mother, to oppose
her mother’s wishes for her. Hence, Tess holds her mother responsible for her life choices,
because although Margot would not have chosen them for her, it might be suggested that her
wishes for Tess drove Tess to rebel in the opposite direction.
Tess’ bewilderment with her life leads her to (accidentally) leave her children home alone.
Tess goes for a little walk and keeps walking, until she is far away from her children. She
does not mean to leave her children home alone, but her little walk turns into a very long
walk, a train journey and a taxi ride, at the end of which she finds herself at her mother’s
house, far away from her children.
Tess expresses dissatisfaction with her life. Furthermore, she expresses dissatisfaction with
her husband. She states, “[she doesn’t] want nice”, she wants a “bad [man]” (Murray-Smith
2008, p. 36). To which Molly responds, you’re never going to find one of those anymore.
They’ve gone. And you’ve got your mother to thank for that” (Murray-Smith 2008, pp. 3637). Hence, Molly states that Margot (aka mother feminism) is responsible for Tess’
dissatisfaction and the lack of “bad” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 36) (aka desirable) men.
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Tess holds Margot responsible for her life choices, because although they are not what her
mother would have chosen for her, she chose them in opposition to her mother’s wishes.
Tess, Margot’s daughter, and Murray-Smith’s contemporary mother character, holds her
mother, the second wave feminist character, responsible for her problems.
Tess describes her mother, Margot, as an industry. She states, “Molly’s mother gave her up at
birth because she’d been brainwashed by the Margot Mason industry” (Murray-Smith 2008,
p. 33). Tess states that Molly’s mother “threw herself under a train clutching a copy of The
Cerebral […] Vagina” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 33), one of Mason’s books. Further, Tess
states, “[Molly] had an operation so she’d never have kids because for just a fleeting moment,
Margot [...] Mason told women to do just that” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 33). Tess tells her
husband, Bryan, of her mother’s terrible influence. By Tess’ reckoning, Mason is responsible
for Molly’s abandonment, Molly’s birth mother’s suicide, Molly’s sterilisation and Molly’s
psychological instability, by means of the ideas expressed in her books. While this suggests
that feminism is mixed up with the social outcomes, Tess suggests that life would have been
better without it.
Molly identifies her birth mother as her mother, and she holds Margot responsible for her
choice to relinquish custody of her. Further, she holds Margot responsible for her mother’s
choice to commit suicide. Whilst Molly is not a mother, she might be considered to have been
a potential biological mother. However, she chose to sever this possibility (through
sterilisation). Molly holds Margot responsible for that choice. Even though Molly remains a
potential adoptive mother, she seems to view biological parentage as superior.
It might be argued that Tess and Molly are represented as blaming Margot as being
responsible for their problems for two possible reasons. Firstly, the play may be illustrating
the way in which contemporary women blame second wave feminists for the problems of
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contemporary mothers and women more broadly. Secondly, and alternatively, the playwright,
Murray-Smith might be using Tess and Molly to represent her own views as a second wave
beneficiary. Tess and Molly are contemporary female characters who blame a second wave
feminist for all of their problems. Hallstein states that popular writers use “the antimotherhood discourse” to “[disidentify] from and [blame] second wave feminism for
contemporary mother’ struggles” (2010, p. 48). It might be suggested that the play uses Tess
and Molly as vehicles through which to disidentify from and blame second wave feminism.

Unmasking Illusions
Greer writes of second wave feminism, “The new emphasis is different. Then genteel middleclass ladies clamoured for reform, now ungenteel middle-class women are calling for
revolution” (Greer 1972, p. 11). The mask of gentility is the first mask to be shattered within
the The Female of the Species. This happens through the unmasking of the central character,
Margot. As the set is described the reader/audience are told that Margot lives in:
A charming house in the country. [An] elegant study, filled with a lifetime’s collection of books,
including a shelf dedicated to Margot Mason’s own works. Adding to the sense of cultivated taste and a
life well-lived, are beautiful rugs and paintings, European and indigenous art works acquired during
world travels, antiques, modern pieces-all working beautifully but without design. The room features a
large desk, a daybed and French doors opening to a bucolic setting. On either side of the stage are the
suggestions of open, painting-lined hallways, one leading to the kitchen, another upstairs. In the study,
amongst the objets d’arts, is one bust or small statue (Murray-Smith 2008, p. xii).

This description suggests that the individual that lives in the space is genteel and refined.
When Margot is described in the stage directions, her gentility is brought into question. The
stage directions read:
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MARGOT MASON, an attractive late middle-aged woman, elegantly and casually dressed, wanders
around the study speaking on her cordless phone. On her desk are her laptop and a copy of her famous
book The Cerebral Vagina. MARGOT is imperious, theatrical and a show-off, but there are signs here
of a certain faltering (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 1).

Margot’s appearance matches the setting so that the illusion of middle class refinement is
sustained. When the reader/audience member is told that Margot is “imperious, theatrical and
a show off” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 1) the unmasking process commences, these are not the
character traits of a genteel and refined woman. The mask of gentility is finally ripped off
when Margot utters her first words, “MARGOT: Oh, f*** off! No, you f*** off!” (MurraySmith 2008, p. 1), and the audience discovers that Margot has a tendency to swear ‘like a
sailor’.
The second instance of the unmasking of a character occurs following Margot’s statement,
“No, no I’m working hard” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 1). The validity of this statement is
shattered immediately, as the stage directions which follow state that Margot is, “[Lolling,
enervated, on the daybed]” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 1).
Lolling (or lying back) does not give the impression of working hard, rather the opposite of it.
Margot wrestles with the actual truth, as she repeats that she is working, again and again, and
finally, the stage directions state that she, “[Ingeniously and casually (divests) herself of her
bra as she talks without taking anything else off]” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 1). There is a
double-unmasking in this instance. The play shows us that Margot is not working hard and
simultaneously Murray-Smith seems to make a much larger statement about the significance
(or rather in-significance) of bra removal, a reminder of the bra burning of the 1960s and
1970s. As Margot takes off her bra it seems that the action is treated flippantly. It might be
suggested that having Margot flippantly remove her bra robs the protest action of its
meaning. This could be said to suggest that Murray-Smith is attempting to reveal or hint at a
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lack of meaning in the bra burning protests of the 1960s and 1970s. This removal of meaning
might be suggested to represent a revealing of Murray-Smith’s personal ideology, rather than
the tearing back of a fiction to reveal a ‘truth’.
This theory is supported by a statement made by Molly. Molly says, “You do a nice theatrical
line in setting your people on fire, but genuine conviction got eaten by ordinary ego around
the time all those bras went up in smoke” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 14). This makes fun, or
farce, of the removal and burning of bras; diminishing its political and historical significance.
Greer writes that the bosom is “The most highly prized curve of all” (1972, p. 34). Further,
she discusses the biology of the breast, and the ridiculous expectations surrounding it. Greer
states:
The actual gland that forms the base of the breast is a convex structure extending from the second rib to
the sixth beneath: the fat which gathers around it and forms the canyon of cleavage is not itself a sexual
characteristic; in cases where the owner of huge breasts is not fat elsewhere the phenomenon is usually
caused by endocrine derangement (1972, p. 34).

Greer proposes:
The only way that women can opt out of such gross handling is to refuse to wear undergarments which
perpetuate the fantasy of pneumatic boobs, so that men can come to terms with varieties of the real
thing (1972, p. 34).

Greer emphasises the ridiculous expectations surrounding breasts and the manner in which
“foam and wire” (1972, p. 34) has served to perpetuate unrealistic expectations and fantasies.
Murray-Smith’s action serves to diminish the significance of the acts of bra removal and bra
burning, and to make fun of the feminists who chose to perform these acts.
The fourth type of unmasking that occurs in the play involves the unmasking of
circumstance. Margot appears to be alone, as she sits at her computer attempting to think of a
title for her book:
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The Dialectical Experiment of the Patriarchal Paradigm. Who the […] is going to buy that? [Thinking]
It’s got to be sexy. Mmm... Something dignified, yet au courant. Sex, Death and... no, The Feminine
something, The Feminine... no... Got to get shopping in there somehow, or stilettos or lipstick...
Perhaps something that enters the lexicon, some new coining: Clitorism! With an exclamation mark.
The Utopian Fallopian? No. No. My […], woman, think! If I could only get the title, the rest would
follow! Something simple (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 2).

Suddenly Molly appears, and she offers a title for Margot’s book, MOLLY: “The Female of
the Species” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 2).
Bentley explains that farce needs to capture a sense of aggressive exchange, but in a flippant
way. It needs to alternate hostile and light tones (Bentley 1964, p. 244). Bentley states, “[this]
dialectical relation is one of conflict and development” (1964, p. 244). This is so within The
Female of the Species. The dialectic is evident within the dialogue, which oscillates between
threat and comfort. The reader/spectator is told at times that all is well and at other times that
each character is in danger. The initial thrust of an intruder instigates the manifestation of this
dialectic in action.
The fifth unmasking which becomes evident in the play-text is an unmasking of
circumstance. Margot hears the title proposed by Molly, “The Female of the Species”
(Murray-Smith 2008, p. 2) and manages to convince herself that she thought of it, as she
repeats the words again and again. And with Molly’s “But I thought of it” (Murray-Smith
2008, p. 3) she shatters Margot’s illusion. Thus, the illusion is lifted. The reader/spectator
always knew the idea was not Margot’s, and observed as Margot managed to convince
herself that her words were her own. All it takes is for Molly to say: “But I thought of it”
(Murray-Smith 2008, p. 3) and she is convinced no more.
The next illusion to be shattered is that Molly belongs in the space. Because Margot is so
caught up in her work (or lack of it), consumed with titles, she forgets that Molly does not
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have her permission to be in her home. She realises that Molly is in her home and has no
reason (or authority) to be.
Margot has no idea who her intruder is, or so she thinks, and so she asks “MARGOT: [calm,
but suddenly realising] Who are you?” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 3). Margot believes that
Molly is an unknown person in her home, someone whom she has never met in her entire life.
We may very well be under this illusion also. This is how it appears. The illusion, that Molly
is an entirely unknown intruder is broken as Molly says:
“MOLLY: You don’tMARGOT: “Should I? I’m sorry butMOLLY: “You really don’t know?” (Murray-Smith 2008, pp. 3-4).
When the reader/spectator reads or hears these words they are told that in the very least Molly
believes that she has met Margot and that Molly is surprised that Margot does not remember
who she is. “MOLLY: You gave me a lift into town. February. From the campus.
Remember? The horse on the road, you swerved.” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 4). As Molly’s
story is revealed, we are told that Molly is someone that should be known to Margot. Hence,
the illusion that she is an unknown intruder is shattered. Margot does not remember Molly.
She says that she does, but the stage directions tell the reader that she is lying, or rather,
going along with the story:
“MARGOT: [not recognising her at all] Oh, yes, yes. Yes. [Confused] You were in the car
when the horse swerved! (...)” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 4).
That there has been some prior history between Margot and Molly is revealed. This happens
despite Margot’s perception, still she does not remember their encounter.
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Unmasking eight and nine intermingle. The first, is the false impression that Margot is in
control, and that Margot has any control for that matter is dispelled. In response to Molly
telling Margot her name, Margot offers to phone a taxi for her. The script reads:
MOLLY: Who am I? [Beat.] Molly. Molly Rivers.
MARGOT: Molly Rivers. I tell you what, I could make you a quick cup of tea-such a long way-and
then call a cab. On me. My dime. To the station. (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 5).

Molly knows why she is there. Margot attempts to persuade Molly to leave and cannot. At
one point Molly pretends that she has been persuaded. The stage directions read: “MOLLY
slips on her coat, hat and scarf.” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 6). When this occurs, the illusion
that Margot possesses a degree of control over the situation instigated. Despite Molly’s prior
resistance to leaving, she now appears willing; it seems that Margot has succeeded in her
persuasion. The situation reversed and Margot and the reader/spectator are again deceived.
The second of the two intermingling deceptions, is that Molly has an admiration for Margot.
Molly speaks manipulative words of flattery which bring Margot, and potentially the
audience, under her pretence, which convince Margot of the illusion that Molly actually
admires and respects her. This illusion is created when Molly says:
MOLLY: Of course you’re right. I’m such an idiot!
MARGOT: We-ell, I wouldn’tMOLLY: An idiot! I’m so embarrassed! I got carried away because I’m so sick of wasting time with
those moribund, tenured, overweight, dead white males running that decrepit institution.
MARGOT: [delighted] I’m flattered by the exclusion.
MOLLY: I was over-excited. Like a silly schoolgirl! Fantasising to be here, here, in Margot Mason’s
house with Margot Mason-the Margot Mason! (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 6).
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The illusion, that Molly admires Margot, is maintained until Molly asks Margot a question
and Margot asks Molly to answer her own question:
MOLLY: “Do writers feel things more deeply?
MARGOT: “What do you think?
MOLLY: “I think they’re good at faking it. I think that words take the place of feelings.” (MurraySmith 2008, p. 10).

With this answer, cracks appear in the facade perpetuated by the supposed ‘fan’. Margot
appears to remain under the impression that all is well and Molly is an ardent fan, but the
reader/spectator begins to see that there is something sinister going on and Molly is not the
fan she seems. When Molly says “People change their lives because of you. Do you believe it
or is it just the thrill of creating a storm?” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 11). The illusion that
Molly admires Margot continues to be stripped away. The illusion is shattered with Molly’s
words “Isn’t it about keeping a little industry going? The Margot Mason industry. The whole
Schtick.” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 11) and “Wouldn’t you say that, in a sense, you’ve dragged
society around in the wake of your personal revelations?” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 12). It
becomes clear for the reader/spectator that Molly most certainly does not admire or respect
Margot when Molly questions Margot’s motives and accuses her of having “dragged society
around” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 12). This represents the shattering of the illusion that Molly
admires Margot.

The Violence
The dismissal of the illusion that Margot possesses any power is not totally complete until
Molly responds to Margot’s question “What exactly did you come here for?” (Murray-Smith
2008, 13). The stage directions read that upon hearing this:
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MOLLY pulls out a gun and aims it at MARGOT.
MOLLY: To kill you. [Beat.] I want an apology!
MARGOT: For what?
MOLLY: Everything!
MARGOT: I don’t apologise!
MOLLY shoots into the ceiling, plaster falls. (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 13).

And with this revelatory act it is revealed that Margot has no control, and the power is in
Molly’s hands. Molly is not a fan of Margot, rather the antithesis of it. Molly might be called
a fan who has turned sour. The power dynamics are reversed, as happens in farce. Margot is
powerless, the victim, and Molly is angry and aggressive. The positions are reversed, Margot
wears the mask of power, while Molly wears the mask of admiration. But the masks are
situational. When Molly shoots it is revealed that Margot’s words do not have the power to
save her. Molly’s mask of admiration also creates an illusion that the situation is something
other than what it is revealed to be. Molly’s plan is revealed when she pulls a gun out and
shoots at the ceiling.
There is another fantasy. It concerns not the power of Margot’s spoken words, which are
shown to be unable to protect her (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 13), but the depicture concerns
Margot’s written word. Molly tells Margot that she has “had a big influence on so many
women” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 7) through the power of her written words. This statement is
not brought into question as to whether Margot’s written words are powerful, but rather, what
is brought into question is whether Margot is in control of her written words. Further, is
Margot responsible for her written words? Are they something which comes from her which
she has no control over? Does Margot, like Murray-Smith says she does with her plays,
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“throw ideas out there and see how they land” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. ix), or does she try to
direct their power?
Margot’s actions, from the very start of the play, suggest that Margot does not care very
much about her written words. They suggest that what Margot says in her books is not very
important to her, that her words are written on whim, and that her books address whatever
catchy, potentially controversial ideas strike her at the time of their writing. The illusion that
is created is that Margot’s written words are only a danger to others, the ones who read and
respond to them. We are told by Molly that her mother died “with a copy of The Cerebral
Vagina in her hands” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 29). Molly tells Margot that she “stole [her]
mother from [her]” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 15). Molly says: “MOLLY: It was all rhetoric!
You told women that if they were unhappy they should just dump their kids!” (Murray-Smith
2008, p. 15). She later tells Tess that she never knew her mother, her mother gave her up at
birth, she tried to find her, but she was dead. As indicated, Molly also blames Margot for her
choice to be sterilised, because Margot “wrote that ‘For every child, a great novel goes
unwritten” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 28). According to Molly, Margot’s written words are
dangerous, to others. Molly poses a danger to Margot in response to the negative effects she
perceives Margot’s words have had on her life, but Margot’s written words themselves do not
appear to be dangerous to her. Clearly they have bought her an affluent lifestyle, because of
them she is able to purchase oil paintings at Sotheby’s (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 1). Because of
her writing she is able to holiday in Umbria, Theo reminds her of this, “THEO: It’s for
Umbria, Mags! It’s for first-class travel and lovely little etchings at Sotheby’s! Keep your eye
on the ball!” (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 53). Margot’s written words have not had any visible
negative effects upon her and have made her successful. Molly actually does not physically
touch Margot, the only negative physical action she performs upon Margot is to present hand
cuffs to her and order her to put them on. The script reads:
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“MOLLY: It’s okay. Okay? All right. It’s okay. [She pulls out some handcuffs and dumps
them on the desk.] Put these on!”
Molly threatens Margot time and again, but other than dropping a book and shooting at the
ceiling, her threats do not follow through into physical actions. Margot’s books appear only
to be of harm to others, until in the final scene Margot experiences a sort of euphoria, a
moment which could be referred to as her comic conversion (Jagendorf 1984). Jagendorf
writes, “Satire and farce are constructed on the hypothesis that characters act with a rigorous
consistency that may be interrupted or reversed like an act of religious conversion” (1984, p.
27). Margot experiences a conversion of sorts, and it is at this point that it is revealed that her
words have immense power to harm, and immense power to harm her.
MARGOT: I feel so light! I feel so free! I feel as if the burden of the planet has lifted from my
shoulders and I’m letting it all go…
She picks up the copy of The Cerebral Vagina on her desk and hurls it across the room where it lands
on a gun.
Isn’t it funny the way life justThe gun goes off. Everyone cowers. MARGOT slowly collapses to the floor, spotlit as the lights slowly
dim on the others who watch, shocked, as she collapses (Murray-Smith 2008, p. 60).

It seems that Margot dies by her own hand, Margot dies by her own book. With this action it
is revealed that Margot’s written words do have the potential to be harmful, even deadly, to
others, and to herself. Margot’s written words ultimately kill her. As Murray-Smith describes,
they become a literal weapon (2008, p. ix). Molly, the apparent aggressor, may not have the
gumption to follow through with her plans, but the object, the book is ready and does the
work of killing off the feminist mother.
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Is it Funny?
The section which follows presents the author’s experience of watching The Female of the
Species in the Fairfax Theatre at the Arts Centre in 2006. I believe that when I went to watch
The Female of the Species in performance I went with a sense of guarded hesitancy. Knowing
that the script was inspired by Greer’s hostage experience, I believe that I sensed what was
coming was not going to necessarily be positive for feminists or feminism. I went wondering
how I might react if my ideology was about to be mocked, and it was. I might assume that the
audience members whom I heard laughing throughout the play did not enter the theatre venue
with the uncomfortable hesitancy, that they were not concerned that feminists and feminism
were about to be made farcical.
I remember feeling as if I was the only one not laughing. There were moments when I asked
myself if I should have been laughing. There may have been moments where I let out a
tentative laugh. Perhaps some of the audience members around me were laughing with the
crowd, or perhaps they felt released to laugh all the more loudly because those around them
were laughing. My experience of feeling as if I were the only one not laughing amidst a
crowd of people laughing loudly made me feel as if perhaps I was in the wrong, as if my
viewing perspective were incorrect. Perhaps the joke was acceptable and I just did not get it7.
Whether Murray-Smith sought to make light of the ideologies of second wave feminism, and
to blame second wave feminists for the problems of contemporary mothers and contemporary
women more broadly, or whether she sought to expose the ridiculousness of the blame
heaped upon second wave feminists and second wave feminism, there are ethical questions to

7

This was what I was told at the tram stop afterwards. I spoke to a female teacher from a Melbourne private
school whilst waiting to catch the tram home after the performance. I recall that the teacher expressed that she
thought the play was wonderful. When I expressed my hesitancy to say the same and when I expressed my
uncomfortable feelings regarding the treatment of the ideology of feminism and the mockery of the central
character I was told (rather sternly) that I was wrong, that I had it all wrong.
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be raised surrounding her choice to make a farce of Greer’s hostage experience. Further, it
seems of some importance that Murray-Smith chose to make her second wave feminist a
mother and to have her daughter blame her for all of her problems. I would suggest that the
mother daughter metaphor which exists between the feminist waves that is manifest within
The Female of the Species was disturbing when interpreted in this way. Furthermore, whilst I
would argue that there is not a third wave feminist to be found within the play-text of The
Female of the Species, both Tess and Molly might be identified as the beneficiaries of second
wave feminism (Hallstein 2010); as might Murray-Smith.
The Female of the Species can be said to be at times a farce and at times a comedy.
According to Bentley (1964) farce allows the spectator to seem innocent, whilst they
collaborate in the violence taking place on stage. As stated, Bentley writes that “we [the
spectators] enjoy the privilege of being totally passive while on stage our most treasured
unmentionable wishes are fulfilled before our eyes by the most violently active human beings
that ever sprang from the human imagination” (1964, p. 229). It is the conventions of this
genre which permit Murray-Smith’s feminist mother to be mocked, ridiculed and physically
restrained. Her death (by gunshot) occurs outside of the conventions of this genre. However,
outside of the genre of farce, Margot’s treatment may not have been as acceptable to
audiences.

Representations of Older Women’s Sexuality
Margot is depicted as asexual. This counteracts what is a traditional focus of comedy and
farce in representations of older women’s sexuality. I attended a staging of British female
playwright April De Angelis' play Jumpy on Wednesday 18 February 2015. This staging was
directed by Pamela Rabe. It was unfortunate that, in this certainly very entertaining play, the
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sexuality of fifty year old women was made to seem a farce. Whilst Hilary's young daughter
Tilly was depicted as a sexual being in a manner that was explicit and accepted, Hilary's
sexuality was depicted as ridiculous. As was the sexuality of her fifty year old unmarried
friend, who was identified quite specifically as not a mother. Frances takes to learning
burlesque in order to improve her success with men and, perhaps, in order to make herself
feel more attractive, like she still has 'it'. The 'it' that the play suggests that Tilly has, even at
the age of fifteen.
There are problematic issues with this play. It is likely that the actors were over the age of
eighteen, but the sexualisation of the characters of Tilly and Lyndsey when they are identified
to be fifteen years old is a serious issue. Certainly, some fifteen year old girls have sex, but
the representation of sexualised characters whom are stated to be fifteen years old on stage in
front of an audience of adults is problematic.
Frances, Hilary's single friend, is represented as possessing inappropriate desires. It seems
that because she is overt and forward with her sexual desire it must be represented as
challenging society's standards. Hilary admits to having intentionally walked very closely to a
man that she was attracted to in a bar so that he could feel her body against him, she notes
that he responded with a look of disgust. This act may in fact be considered to be an act of
sexual intimidation. She performs a similar act upon Roland, who likewise recoils in disgust.
It seems that the advances of men and young women are considered sexy and appropriate,
however, the advances of older women are identified as being ridiculous, inappropriate and
not sexy.
Cam (20) is the only individual that Hilary (50) has sex with over the duration of the play. It
seems apparent that Hilary's sexuality is represented as something which should remain under
control. And that if it cannot be controlled, it should not be exercised at all. Hilary is sexual,
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until she has sex with her daughter's boyfriend. After that, she is no longer sexual, but
socially shocking. After Hilary manifests her apparently monstrous sexuality there is no
longer anything sexual in the play, it is as if the mother's monstrosity renders sex something
bad and dirty, something which should not be spoken of.
In The Female of the Species Murray-Smith’s feminist mother character, Margot, is not
represented as having a love interest. Whilst Molly flirts with Tess’ husband Bryan and Tess
with Frank, Margot is not represented as desiring anyone, at least not anymore. Theo is noted
to be the father of Tess. However, it appears that he and Margot only had a one night stand,
many years ago. The representation of the sexuality and desire of older women, and older
mothers, in Australian theatre is an area which certainly warrants closer attention.
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Chapter Five: English Renaissance Motherhood in Performance and
Intensive Mothering in a Neoliberal Society

This chapter presents an analysis of the unpublished play-text and two live performances of
Rachel McDonald’s adaptation Queen Lear. It argues that the negative critical response to
Queen Lear may have been in response to McDonald’s choice to replace Shakespeare’s
father-King with a mother-Queen rather than due to the quality of her direction, and asserts
that the criticism of McDonald’s adaptation has thus far lacked depth. This chapter argues
that by considering Queen Lear in the context of the options for the representation of mothers
within the English Renaissance (Rose 1991) and contemporary “intensive mothering” (Ennis
2014; Hays 1996) analysis of McDonald’s adaptation may be given greater depth of
understanding.
This chapter provides a discussion and analysis of the adapted play-text of Queen Lear
(McDonald, unpublished script, 2012) and its 2012 staging (directed by McDonald) at the
Melbourne Theatre Company. It considers the changes that were made to William
Shakespeare’s play King Lear, and the negative criticism that McDonald’s 2012 staging of
her adaptation received.
When a writer or director engages in the adaptation of a Shakespearean play-text they might
be said to be entering into an unspoken contract, in which their characters will have a
relationship with those characters who were represented within English Renaissance
performance. Shakespearean adaptations connect the time of their writing (the English
Renaissance) and the time of their staging (Bradley 2010, p. 7). Yet, it is not taken for
granted that the characters of Shakespearean adaptations will, or must, be like those that were
represented on the stage in the English Renaissance. However, it is proposed that when the
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characters of Shakespearean adaptations differ in a significant way from the representational
options available within the English Renaissance, it is possible that those differences may be
resisted by critics that are familiar with Shakespeare’s plays (which are almost sacrosanct).
Queen Lear is the tale of a mother and her daughters. Myra Glazer Schotz has referred to the
depiction of “mothers and daughters in Shakespeare” as “the great unwritten story” (1980, p.
44). In McDonald’s Queen Lear, there is an added dimension. Whilst the interactions
between Queen Lear and her daughters are not much changed from those which occur
between King Lear and his daughters, the fact of a Queen being a woman and a mother
significantly changes the implications of those actions. In summary, what might be
considered excusable (or at least sympathy inducing) between a father and his daughters
becomes inexcusable (and gleans no sympathy) when it occurs between a mother and her
daughters.
It might be suggested that, in the light of the options available for the representation of
mothers within English Renaissance performance, Queen Lear cannot be considered to fit
within the same category of options from which Shakespeare’s mother characters were taken,
or that, in the least, within this category she is rendered “[not] good-enough” (Winnicott
1964, p. 38). Rather, Queen Lear may be associated with a different category of options
available for the representation of mothers within Renaissance England, and that category is
the category offered by the female writers of the English Renaissance, who were writing new
possibilities for the performance of motherhood. These include unruly mothers.

Text, Production and Criticism
Shakespeare’s narrative King Lear is the tale of a King who seeks to divest himself of his
responsibilities and “Unburdened crawl toward death” (I. I. 41). In short, he wants to keep his
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crown and all of the respect, authority and entitlements that come with it, yet give up all of
the associated responsibilities. He wants the benefits without the hard work. King Lear
decides that he will divide his Kingdom amongst his daughters whilst he is still living, so that
they can take up his “cares and business” (I. I. 39). He asks his daughters to declare their love
for him, telling them that the one whom he perceives loves him most will receive his “largest
bounty” (I. I. 52). Goneril and Regan profess great love for their father, whilst Cordelia
responds “Nothing […]” (I. I. 78). When King Lear declares “Nothing will come of nothing.
Speak again” (I. I. 90). Cordelia responds that she loves him “According to [her] bond, no
more nor less” (I. I. 93).
Within Shakespeare’s narrative Cordelia has suitors for her hand in marriage. Burgundy and
France speak with Lear regarding ‘taking possession’ of Cordelia as their wife. However,
Lear informs Burgundy that Cordelia’s “price is fallen” (I. I. 197) and that she is now
“Unfriended, adopted to [his] hate, Dowered with [his] curse and strangered with [his] oath,”
(I. I. 203-204). At hearing Cordelia has lost Lear’s blessing, and that she will not be
accompanied by a dowry, Burgundy decides that he does not want to have her for a wife. He
states, “Pardon me, royal sir, Election makes not up in such conditions” (I. I. 205-206).
France, on the other hand, responds quite differently. Lear informs France that he would not
even deign to offer Cordelia to him. He says, “[He] would not from [his] love make such a
stray To match [him] where [he hates]” (I. I. 209-210). When France enquires to Lear’s
change of heart he learns it was not “[a] vicious blot, murder or foulness” (I. I. 227), but
rather a “tardiness in nature Which often leaves the history unspoke” (I. I. 235-236). In
response to this, France exclaims that Cordelia “is herself a dowry” (I. I. 241). France takes
Cordelia for his wife. In Shakespeare’s narrative France sees the value in Cordelia, and in her
honesty, which Lear cannot.
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Shakespeare’s King Lear follows the journey of Lear from metaphoric blindness to sight.
Kent foreshadows Lear’s tragic journey when he tells him to “See better” (I. I. 159).
Shakespeare’s Fool might be interpreted as an idiot-savant, when he performs a similar
function to Tiresias, the blind seer in Sophocles’ Theban tales. The Fool speaks in metaphoric
riddles. He speaks sense, in the only manner Lear is willing to receive. Kent and Cordelia are
banished for speaking the truth plainly. However, the Fool is permitted to remain with Lear
because he speaks in a manner which Lear cannot fathom.
Shakespeare’s parallel plot includes another type of blind fatherhood, but in reverse.
Gloucester moves from metaphoric to literal blindness. He is deceived by Edmund (his
illegitimate son) to believe that Edgar (his legitimate son) is plotting to kill him. Edmund tells
Edgar that Gloucester is convinced that he plans to kill him and Edgar flees for his life.
Edmund seduces both Goneril and Regan, and Cornwall (Regan’s husband) gouges out
Gloucester’s eyes. Edmund meets his father on the hearth and acts as a guide for him, though
does not reveal his true identity.
King Lear is a tragic tale. It has been suggested that it may have been inspired by The True
Chronicle Historie of King Leir, which Janet Adelman refers to as King Lear’s “source play”
(1992, p. 104). Adelman states of Leir:
the emotional starting point is the king’s dismay at the death of his wife and the motherlessness of his
daughters; in that play the king’s decision to abdicate and divide the kingdom is presented in part as his
response to her loss (1992, p. 104).

Michael Drayton is the author of The True Chronicle History of King Leir which was first
published in 1605, whilst Shakespeare’s King Lear was published in 1608. Adelman
identifies the source of her reference to The True Chronicle History of King Leir to be
Geoffrey Bullough’s Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare, volume 7 (1973).
Bullough cites Drayton’s work as just one of a number of possible sources for Shakespeare’s
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King Lear. In addition, he offers Cordel Annesley’s defence of her father as a possible
historical source for the play8.
McDonald’s Queen Lear is a twenty-first century adaptation of Shakespeare’s tragic play
King Lear. This chapter considers two performances from the play’s 2012 production run at
the Melbourne Theatre Company, viewed on Monday 9 July 2012 and Saturday 18 August
2012. Further, this chapter draws on the unpublished script used in McDonald’s 2012 staging.
The female monarch makes the law within the social world of the play, and in the mother’s
act of asking her daughters to declare their love for her, Queen Lear sets forth an imperative
to be obeyed. Goneril, Regan and Cordelia are required to adhere to Queen Lear’s imperative.
They are required to obey Lear’s imperative by offering her flattery, and by declaring their
love. Lear’s word, as Monarch, is the law, and whatever their motive for obedience, Goneril
and Regan obey the imperative set forth by Lear. Further, they appear single minded in their
act of obedience. Whether genuine or false, and actions make Goneril and Regan’s words of
flattery appear false, Goneril and Regan seem undivided in their obedience to the initial
imperative set forth by Lear. They appear aware that in order to gain their inheritance they
must obey their mother, who is also the Queen. They speak words of flattery to gain the
reward which they have been promised as payment for their words. However, Cordelia
disobeys the imperative set forth by Lear. It might be suggested that Cordelia breaks the law.
In her refusal to obey her mother, the ruling Monarch, Cordelia transgresses against royal
imperative. Cordelia’s disobedience might be interpreted to be indicative of both the first and
second form of tragic division described by Heilman. It would appear that it is both
Cordelia’s imperative and impulse to be honest with Lear. This seems to indicate both a

8

Bullough (1973) identifies Hisyoria Angelicana as a probable source; and The Second Booke of The Historie of
England, An Historical Description of the Iland of Britaine, Remaines Concerning Britaine, The Mirror for
Magistrates, The Faerie Queen, Albion’s England, The Countesse of Pembrokes Arcadia and A Declaration of
Egregious Popish Impostures are also listed by Bullough as possible sources for King Lear.
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moral code and an “emotion of self-interest” (Heilman 1968, p. 10). Cordelia will not, and
perhaps cannot, bring herself to speak words of flattery to Lear, her mother and her Monarch.
In response, within McDonald’s adaptation Queen Lear (McDonald, unpublished script,
2012), Cordelia responds,
Unhappy that I am, I cannot heave
My heart into my mouth. I love your Majesty
According to my bond, no more nor less (1.1.74-76).9

The bond which Cordelia speaks of would appear to be familial, rather than that which may
exist between a subject and a ruler. Cordelia’s refusal to comply with Lear’s request costs her
dearly. It could be said that Cordelia’s tragic division meets with tragic consequences. Lear
punishes Cordelia with banishment. The final consequence is death.
In the two performances of Queen Lear which I observed the third form of tragic division
identified by Heilman seemed to be, for the most part, absent (1968, 10). It appeared that
many of the characters were undivided in their selfish impulses, and desires. However, when
Cordelia spoke the words, “Unhappy that I am” (1. 1. 74/91), in reference to her inability to
speak falsely, it seemed that she was suggesting that she was experiencing two impulses
simultaneously. It seemed that she wanted to please her mother, and that she wanted to be
honest with her, perhaps because she had a strong moral code and wished to remain true to it.
McDonald adapted and directed Queen Lear. The script is not much changed from
Shakespeare’s original text. However, McDonald replaces Shakespeare’s King with a Queen,

9

Within Shakespeare’s original text King Lear (Harrison 1972), Cordelia responds identically,

“Unhappy that I am, I cannot heave
My heart into my mouth. I love your Majesty
According to my bond, no more nor less” (1.1.91-93).
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so McDonald’s adaptation can be understood to be a “gender-switching” (Kelly 2005, p. 221)
adaptation. In addition, McDonald also chose to remove the Duke of Burgundy and the King
of France from her adaptation, hence in McDonald’s adaptation, Cordelia has no suitors.
There is no France to see or name her worth. Further, McDonald chose to remove the Fool
from Queen Lear. The adapted play-text includes the lines of dialogue that are spoken by the
Fool, and the Fool is listed as one of the characters. However, in the role doubling list, it is
specified that the performers who play Queen Lear’s daughters are also to play the Fool. In
McDonald’s 2012 staging of Queen Lear, when Lear’s daughters spoke as the Fool(s) it
appeared that they were voicing Lear’s internal thoughts. They were playing Lear’s internal
voices, the thoughts of her madness. Thus, the relationship between Lear and Kent seemed
somewhat changed by Lear’s gender switch. It appeared that Kent may have harboured
romantic feelings for Lear. Also, Lear’s hotness on the hearth appeared to suggest that Lear’s
descent into madness may have had something to do with the symptoms of the menopause.
As reviews of the production started to circulate, the adaptor and director—McDonald—
progressively received more attention, albeit negative. Reviewer Cameron Woodhead’s
criticism of Queen Lear was targeted most pointedly at its director. Woodhead writes,
“Rachel McDonald’s direction is dire. It neither distracts the eye, nor achieves the emotional
intelligence or practical know-how to drive a coherent embodiment of the play” (2012). The
final paragraph of Woodhead’s review seems to reflect the central message and tone of many
of the reviews written in response to the production. Woodhead writes:
Queen Lear confronts us with the spectre of a formidable actress undermined by a lack of help: from
the actors playing her daughters, from the staging and design, but most of all from the confused and
unsophisticated direction (2012).

Woodhead’s critique of Queen Lear places the blame for the arguable failure of Queen Lear
firmly upon McDonald’s shoulders. Reviewer Chris Boyd’s criticism of Queen Lear is
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similarly scathing. However, Boyd distributes the blame across many elements of the
performance. Rather than aiming his criticism bluntly at McDonald, he more generally points
out faults in the “conception, direction, design and acting” (Boyd 2012). Woodhead and Boyd
both consider many elements of Queen Lear’s staging to have been problematic. However,
Woodhead gives his attention primarily to McDonald, and what he considers to be her
“confused and unsophisticated direction” (2012). It would appear that whilst Nevin’s
celebrity status was used to promote Queen Lear (and her accomplished acting was not in
doubt), McDonald was blamed for its failure. Media response surrounding Queen Lear
resounded with negativity.
Queen Lear met with harsh criticism from many other quarters. Julian Meyrick claims that
the criticism which surrounded Queen Lear’s staging might be understood to echo “the witter
of a seemingly indestructible national neurosis” (2012, p. 4). Meyrick discusses Australian
audiences’ responses to canonical plays, and the responses of theatre goers to the accents they
hear Australian actors using onstage. Arthur Phillips argues, “‘The core of the difficulty […]
is that, in the back of the Australian mind, there sits a minatory Englishman’” (cited in
Meyrick 2012, p. 10). It might be gleaned, from a reading of Meyrick’s paper “Shakespeare,
Classic Adaptations and the Retreat into the Theatrical” (2012) that Queen Lear experienced
the harsh critique that it was met with due to a “tributary mentality” (Meyrick 2012, p. 13).
Yet, Meyrick makes very little of the “gender switches” (Kelly 2005, p. 221) which occur
within Queen Lear. Further, he quotes from an interview with McDonald in which she states:
Lear is not really a play a play about gender issues, it is beyond that. The Lear story is about life and
death, since in one sense the gender switch feels almost irrelevant (cited in Meyrick 2012, p. 8).

But in the same interview, McDonald goes on to say “‘in another sense it [the gender switch]
changes everything. Leadership, parenthood, ageing and loss are experienced differently by
women’” (cited in Meyrick 2012, p. 8). McDonald fully justifies why the reversal of gender
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in Queen Lear is significant. The statements made by McDonald, which Meyrick chooses to
quote, illustrate one of the problems inherent in researching authorial intention. Authors and
directors contradict themselves. McDonald states that, “‘the gender switch feels almost
irrelevant’” and “‘in another sense it changes everything’” (cited in Meyrick 2012, p. 8).
Meyrick does not comment on McDonald’s oscillation, perhaps because he takes it as a given
that gender can be changed in the theatre, or perhaps because it serves his argument to quote
McDonald stating “‘the gender switch feels almost irrelevant’”, but not that “‘it changes
everything’” (cited in Meyrick 2012, p. 8). Regardless, this chapter argues that the ‘gender
switches’ which occurred within McDonald’s 2012 staging of Queen Lear at the Melbourne
Theatre Company’s Sumner Theatre, and within McDonald’s unpublished adapted play-text,
have a significant impact upon the representation of, and interactions between, the central
characters in Queen Lear. It is argued here that the ‘gender switches’ are an important factor
to take into account when considering why Queen Lear prompted such “critical furore”
(Meyrick 2012, p. 4). The mother figure in the Lear narrative becomes unacceptable.

Tragedy and Shakespearean Adaptation
Queen Lear interacts with a number of dramatic genres, and first and foremost, the genres of
tragedy (Heilman 1968) and Shakespearean adaptation (Bradley 2010). Australian
adaptations of King Lear can incorporate gender reversal (Kelly 2005). Queen Lear’s
interaction with the genres of tragedy and adaptation invites a reading of the play which
considers the material factors of English Renaissance motherhood (Rose 1991). Aristotle
asserts that tragedies should involve actions which are probable (1996, p. 25). Aristotle states:
[…] in characterisation, just as much as in the structure of events, one ought always to look for what is
necessary or probable: it should be necessary or probable that this kind of person says or does this kind
of thing, and it should be necessary or probable that this happens after that (1996, p. 25).
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Therefore, the tragedy comes out of what could happen. Hence, the adaptation would need to
be appropriate to what occurs in the contemporary world. Further, as Bradley states, as a
Shakespearean adaptation, it must be viewed as having a relationship to both then and now
(2010, p. 7). McDonald chose to position her mother character within the contexts of tragedy
and Shakespearean adaptation. This positioning invites a reading which takes into account the
options for the representation of motherhood within English Renaissance performance, and
the position of mothers in the contemporary society within which the adaptation was staged.

Gender Switching Shakespearean Adaptations
The critical response to Queen Lear was very nearly unanimous. In response to the harsh
criticism commonly received by Shakespearean adaptations, Lynne Bradley makes the
following statement, “it is now time to stop cataloguing, to stop worrying about fidelity and
to stop considering adaptations as off-putting pieces of non-theatre” (Bradley 2010, p. 2). In
fact, Bradley describes twentieth century Shakespearean adaptations as a genre. She writes,
“The popularity of twentieth-century Shakespearean adaptations suggests that this is a
thriving and autonomous genre whose complexity mirrors the deep ambivalence western
culture feels about Shakespeare in this particular historical moment” (Bradley 2010, p. 2). It
is suggested in this chapter that “gender-switching” (Kelly 2005, p. 221) adaptations of
Shakespeare could be considered to be a genre. Gender reversal in adaptations of King Lear
provides a context for the genre in which McDonald’s Queen Lear can be located.
Philippa Kelly describes a number of contemporary adaptations of King Lear in which
“gender-switches” have occurred (2005, p. 221). Of the choice to switch the gender of the
characters within King Lear, Kelly writes:
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If feminist approaches challenge the gendered assumptions that contain, or constrain, King Lear's
interest for contemporary women, it seems useful - if not inevitable - to ask why the play's great
journey should be the prerogative of a man. Gender-switching has at times been used to stage this
question, moving a woman into pole position on the hearth and, in the process, reinforcing the thematic
architecture that insists on King Lear's universal relevance (Kelly 2005, p. 221).

Kelly points to the possibility of removing Shakespeare’s King and inserting a Queen in his
place. However, it might be suggested that she could be referring to a female actor playing
the character of King Lear in a cross-dressed performance. Kelly refers to Judith Butler’s
theories regarding gender performance in order to suggest ‘gender-switching’ has the
capacity to bring common assumptions about gender into question. Butler states that it has
the potential to query “the very boundaries of the ‘natural’” (cited in Kelly 2005, p. 221).
Kelly summarises four contemporary adaptations of King Lear in which the gender of at least
one character was switched. The first, is Barrie Kosky’s 1998 staging of King Lear for The
Bell Shakespeare Company. Kelly writes, that in this production the character of the Fool was
played by a female performer who acted as a sort of “maverick ‘fourth daughter’” (Kelly
2005, p. 221). According to Kelly, Kosky’s choice to recreate the Fool as a woman,
significantly impacted upon the dynamics within King Lear’s family. Kelly states, “By
adding a maverick ‘fourth daughter’ to the stage, gender-switching served to complicate
Lear’s familial relationships, highlighting his detachment from his own flesh and blood”
(2005, p. 221). According to Kelly, in Kosky’s production of King Lear, the Fool sang a “full
throttle rendition” of My Heart Belongs to Daddy (2005, p. 221). The Fool is “A singing, tapdancing female Fool” (Kelly 2005, p. 221). Further, she uses the phrase “carnivalesque
confusion” to describe the display to which the audience bore witness (Kelly 2005, p. 223).
Kelly claims that “the Fool was the only ‘daughter’ who could be seen and in any way
understood by [Lear]” (2005, p. 221). Goneril and Regan delivered their lines in “highpitched, whining voices” (Kelly 2005, p. 222) and Cordelia bore an “uncanny resemblance to
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the Fool [and yet,] “her performance itself was comparatively muted, however, portraying her
as the crushed and bloodless victim of her father's egomania” (Kelly 2005, p. 222). Kosky’s
production did not change the gender of King Lear, but by changing the gender of the Fool,
Kosky illuminated the dysfunctional relationship which exists between King Lear and his
daughters.
The second “gender-switching” (2005, p. 221) adaptation of King Lear discussed by Kelly is
Director Wayne Harrison’s staging of King Lear at the Sydney Theatre Company in 1991.
Kelly states of this adaptation:
[The] Sydney Theatre Company's production used gender-switching for the purpose of authentic
staging. With an all-male cast, a makeshift theatre, no production director, no set, and a forty-hour
rehearsal period, the intention was to produce a King Lear stripped bare of the history of awe and
interpretation historically attached to it (2005, p. 223).

Further, she suggests that Harrison’s all-male staging had “[drawbacks]” (Kelly 2005, p.
224). Female performers were denied roles and two dimensional female characters were
produced.
According to Kelly, in 2002 there were two Shakespearean adaptations with the same name
staged in Australasia. They were both titled Queen Leah, spelt Queen L-e-a-h. One of these
adaptations was staged in Australia, and the other, in New Zealand. Kelly states “The
Australian Queen Leah, staged briefly in Newcastle, received only one pre-performance
publicity article and no reviews at all. […] it thus disappeared without a trace” (2005, p. 224).
She writes, the New Zealand adaptation “received more attention, possibly because of the
media coverage generated by the invitation of important female political guests to the
premiere” (Kelly 2005, p. 224). Directed by Simon Bennett, within the New Zealand staging
of Leah, bodily fluids were staged and blood flowed freely. Menstrual fluids were displayed
upon Queen Leah’s clothes. The bleeding womb of Leah became the central focus. From
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Kosky’s singing and dancing female-Fool, to Bennett’s bleeding Leah, contemporary
Australasian “gender-switching” gender reversal adaptations of King Lear have acted to
illuminate significant issues already present within the text of King Lear.

Sexuality and Power
McDonald’s staging of Queen Lear depicted Goneril and Regan to be sexually desiring
women. Grosz offers four different definitions of the term sexuality (1994, p. viii). Firstly,
she writes, “sexuality can be understood as a drive, an impulse or form of propulsion,
directing a subject toward an object” (Grosz 1994, p. viii). Her first description of the term
sexuality seems to describe sexual attraction. Of this understanding of sexuality, she writes
about how psychoanalysis unravels drives (Grosz 1994, p. viii). This drive, is Grosz’s first
definition of the concept of sexuality. Secondly, she explains that sexuality can be manifest as
behaviour and bodily practices, including pleasures, although not always orgasm (Grosz
1994, p. viii). This description speaks of the sex “act” (Grosz 1994, p. viii). Grosz’s third
description of sexuality involves a claim for an identity related to sex and gender in a binary
relationship (1994, p. viii). This description relates to the bodily attributes which physically
identify an individual as male or female. The fourth description of sexuality offered by Grosz
states, sexuality involves desires, positions and the ways in which subjects are embodied.
This description seems to speak of sexual preference, and to suggest that not all subjects
desire the same acts or objects. Grosz writes that, “Dualism is the belief that there are two
mutually exclusive types of ‘thing,’ physical and mental, body and mind, that compose the
universe in general and subjectivity in particular” (1994, p. vii). According to Grosz:
Feminist theory, with its commonly close relation to psychoanalytic theory and various forms of
phenomenology, has tended, with some notable exceptions, to remain uninterested in or unconvinced
about the relevance of refocusing on bodies in accounts of subjectivity (1994, p. vii).
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Grosz writes that she has, “sought out models and conceptions of corporeality that, whilst
nondualist as well as nonreductionist, remain committed to both a broad, nonphysicalist
materialism and an acknowledgment of sexual difference” (1994, p. viii).
In regards to Grosz’ description of sexuality, and the first definition, Goneril and Regan were
depicted as sexually desiring Edmund through their words and bodily gestures. McDonald
staged two scenes which seemed to be post-coital, one between Goneril and Edmund, and one
between Regan and Edmund. There was an on stage, seemingly post-coital kiss between
Goneril and Edmund. In the first performance of Queen Lear that I watched, Regan attempted
to kiss Edmund and he moved away from her. Her kiss was not received. In the second
performance of Queen Lear that I watched, Edmund received and reciprocated Regan’s kiss.
In regards to identity which is based upon gender, the characters in Rachel McDonald’s
staging of Queen Lear were, for the most part, clearly identifiable as male or female, by their
costuming and their behaviour. As subjects, Goneril and Regan both desired the same object.
In regards to sexual desire, Goneril and Regan both desired the same person as object.
Goneril and Regan actively sexually desired Edmund. Edmund did not seem to care much
whom he practiced his sexuality with, but while he returned Goneril’s kiss, Regan’s he could
take or leave. His sexual activity seemed not based upon particular attraction, but rather, it
seemed based upon his practice of corruption. With Goneril he engaged in the act of adultery,
he had sex outside of marriage with a married woman, and not just a married woman, but a
married woman with great authority and wealth. Regan becomes a widow, and she is
similarly wealthy and in a high position, but Edmund’s lesser desire for her (I am basing this
assumption on the fact that he did not return her kiss in the first staging that I watched) could
be said to be due to the fact that performing sexual acts with her was potentially not as
dangerous. This rendered the acts he could perform with Regan less illicit than performing
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sexual acts with Goneril, and therefore less taboo. After the act, suggested offstage sex with
Regan, Edmund appeared to lose interest. He had already gotten what he wanted. At least this
is how it appeared in performance.
At the end of the performance, all the women were dead. In Queen Lear, female friendship
and therefore female love are not permitted to survive onstage for long, and the tragedy of
this loss increases. Goneril and Regan are competitors for the love of Edmund. Goneril kills
Regan out of jealousy. Cordelia loves her mother, consistently and forgivingly, but she is not
permitted to survive. Lear eventually finds an appreciation for Cordelia, an individual who
speaks plainly and truthfully, who will not frame her emotions with flattery. However, Lear
finds this appreciation all too late. Queen Lear’s love for Cordelia is depicted as her sole
reason to live as the play’s end nears. Lear’s love for Cordelia outlasts Cordelia, and in the
end it is this love, and Lear’s lack of purpose without Cordelia that seems to bring on her
death. Lear dies without Cordelia. This might be understood to suggest something about the
strength and depth of maternal love. The female characters within Queen Lear are depicted as
killing, committing suicide, and dying for love.
According to Baum, female death, and in particular, female suicide, “proves a sure theatrical
means of restoring order to a play tipping towards the viable presence of holistic female
identity” (2003, p. 151). She writes:
Weak females do not pose a problem of the playwright, but ornament the stage. Conversely, strong
female characters end in the wings. Female suicide is seen as a response to displacement, a re-placing
or re-grounding of female character. Occurring offstage, suicide is only one of many possible responses
to life in dramatic literature (Baum 2003, p. 165).

In Queen Lear, Goneril kills her sister (Regan) and herself, and Lear appears to blame herself
for Cordelia’s death, though she had no direct part in it. At the end of Queen Lear, Kent says
that he is going to his Mistress, (his Mistress is dead).
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Kent.
I have a journey, sir, shortly to go;
My Mistress calls me, I must not say no (McDonald, unpublished script, 2012, 5. 3. 371-372).

This line, coupled with his exit, suggests the fate of all those who sympathise strongly with
the female characters. Baum writes:
the occasional imposition of strong female types was historically resolved with practical if brutal
aplomb: troublesome female characters were summarily removed from the stage, generally by meeting
untimely deaths or being driven to suicide (2003, p. 151).

If Cordelia seems to be the only consistently sane character within the play, even this sanity
does not prevail. She goes to her mother when her mother has lost all, and for this she is
imprisoned and ends up dead, one way or another. Queen Lear seems to find her senses, and
stripped of all of her pomp and authority, even in prison, she seems to find joy at the
discovery of Cordelia and her simple, unconditional, consistent love; this love that was
always there, but that she was blind to. When Lear is alone, her daughters gone, no children
left to love her, she dies. She has found her sanity, but has no will to live, and cannot cope
with all of the loss she has seen and felt.
Lear does not have the sort of strength that can stand the loss of a loving daughter. Baum
writes, “Sometimes extraordinary female characters are written, but from this slender number
the majority don’t survive the play” (Baum 2003, p. 152). In McDonald’s Queen Lear, after
Lear’s passing there is no female character left to “attract [...] the emotion left in the wake of
her absence” (Baum 2003, p. 152). Indeed a tragedy, with the mother’s love and care ended
by death.
Peter Brooks writes, “[…] whoever is denied the capacity to talk will convert affect into
somatic form, and speak by way of the expressionist body” (1995, p. xi). At the conclusion of
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Queen Lear, the female characters are denied the capacity to speak for the very fact that they
are all dead. The mother daughter female bond is silenced.

The Bad Mother
McDonald writes, “Bad mothers fascinate us, [and] the wicked parent in a fairy tale is usually
female” (cited in Queen Lear Program 2012, p. 8). She makes reference to the Cinderella
story as an example of a fairy tale which includes a stepmother who is presented as both bad
and wicked. In Queen Lear and Cinderella there is an absent father, although in Cinderella he
is noted as present in body at the beginning and then present as a memory. Within Queen
Lear he is never mentioned, as if he never existed. Queen Lear is, in colloquial terms, a single
mother. There is no question of paternity (it is as if no man was required for the conception of
Queen Lear’s daughters).
It is interesting to consider that McDonald’s choice of Queen Lear meant that instead of a
wifeless King, there was a husbandless (perhaps widowed) Queen. But the question of
whether Queen Lear is a bad mother is challenging. Coppelia Kahn (1968) and Janet
Adelman (1992) discuss the references made to mothers and ‘the mother’ within the text of
King Lear, considering the orthodox male King. Both Kahn and Adelman connect Lear’s
comment regarding the “[mother that] swells up toward [his] heart” (2. 4. 54) to the disease
of ‘hyster’, or the wandering womb (Adelman 1992; Kahn 1986). According to Kahn, the
prescribed remedy for this disease in unmarried women used to be marriage. Apparently it
was considered within the husband’s ability to cure his wife.
For Adelman (1992), in King Lear, the ‘mother’ is a metaphorical womb. For Queen Lear,
the place from which Goneril and Reagan were birthed is not abstract. For Kahn (1986), the
womb is equated with an intense emotion, the emotion of hysteria. Perhaps not surprisingly,
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Adelman and Kahn both consider King Lear’s ‘mother’ to be a ‘female thing’, whether a
body part or an emotion. The character of King Lear refers to the source and severity of his
emotion using a female term. He cannot call his intense emotion and behaviour simply
madness because, for King Lear, the mother is the root of all evil.

English Renaissance Motherhood
In her paper on the presence and absence of mothers within Shakespeare’s plays, Mary Beth
Rose writes, “feminist inquiries must involve a full scrutiny of the discourses distinctive to,
and options available in, Renaissance England” (1991, p. 291). Rose argues, there were
specific options available for the representation of mothering in English Renaissance
performance. Rose considers the material circumstances and legal status of mothers within
English Renaissance society. Further, Rose considers the mother characters that were
represented within performance, and the possible reasons for their being represented in the
manner that they were. According to Rose, it is apparent that when writing his plays
Shakespeare chose from the public options available to him. Hence, in short, Shakespeare’s
mothers do not break from the normative trends of his day. Rather, he adheres to convention
in his representation of mothers. He chose from the more conservative options available to
him. Shakespeare’s representation of mothers may have adhered to the normative
conventions, McDonald’s does not adhere to those conventions.
Rose focuses upon “the relation between Renaissance sexual ideologies and dramatic genres:
in particular, on the ways in which motherhood is represented (or pointedly not represented)
in various forms of Shakespeare’s drama” (1991, p. 291). She notes, “[there are] very few
mothers [in Shakespeare’s] major plays” (Rose 1991, p. 292). Further, she describes their
absence as “[conspicuous]” (Rose 1991, p. 291). Rose explains how the scholarship on the
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period draws on historical data to explain issues which include the absence of mothers (1991,
p. 292). She provides summary of some of those arguments. For example, she notes that, one
argument has suggested that because women did not perform on stage at the time that
Shakespeare’s plays were written it may have been considered difficult, or inappropriate, for
young boys to perform as mothers. Rose describes the act of young boys playing “fully
grown mothers” to be a “potential representational problem” (Rose 1991, p. 292). However,
she suggests that this line of reasoning may be proven insubstantial when the diversity of
female roles performed by boys in Shakespeare is considered.
Instead, Rose cites the material and legal status of married women and mothers in
Renaissance England to be a more viable reason for the absence of mother characters within
some of Shakespeare’s plays. She frames their absence in the context of “Renaissance legal
discourse” (Rose 1991, p. 293). According to Rose, when viewed in this light, “the exclusion
of mothers from Shakespeare’s father-dominated plays could be viewed as a dramatic
economy, the conflation of two characters into one” (1991, p. 293), namely, the father. After
all, Rose states, “In the realm of the legal, […] a married woman in Renaissance England
forfeited both agency and identity” (1991, pp. 292-293). Firstly, Rose states that married
women could not personally pursue legal matters, but would need to request that their
husband do so on their behalf (1991, p. 293). Secondly, Rose explains that whilst a married
woman may have had a nominal right to own land, her husband retained the right to obtain
economic income from it (1991, p. 293). It would appear if a Renaissance woman entered
into marriage as a land owner, she remained so only on paper. In practice, her husband would
be treated as in control of the property, and especially in regards to financial gain accrued
from it. Thirdly, Rose states, “[the Renaissance married woman’s] movables […] became her
husband’s property” (1991, p. 293). By ‘movables’ it might be understood that Rose is
referring to all possessions belonging to the Renaissance married woman which did not
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include land. In a sense, through marriage, the Renaissance woman lost all. The fourth factor
Rose lists as evidence to support her argument that the married woman in Renaissance
England lost control and power through marriage, is the fact that the married Renaissance
woman could only write a will with her husband’s consent (1991, p. 293). Fifthly, Rose
declares that the married Renaissance woman “had no legal rights over the guardianship of
her children unless explicitly appointed as guardian by her husband in his will” (1991, p.
293). Rose surmises, given these injustices, “According to the law, in sum, the married
woman did not exist” (1991, p. 293).
Rose quotes Lawrence Stone as explaining, “By marriage, the husband and wife became one
person in law - and that person was the husband” (cited in Rose 1991, p. 293). It has been
suggested by Rose that the absence of mothers from Shakespeare’s plays may be explained
when one considers the married woman and mother lacked rights in Renaissance England.
Further, Rose says, “Because of the risks associated with childbirth, the chance that a wife
would die in the first fifteen years of marriage was almost one in four, more than twice that of
her husband” (1991, p. 293). The statistically high mortality rate for married women meant
the absence of mothers from Shakespeare’s plays can be considered to be indicative of the
absence of mothers in the English Renaissance. Aristotle states, “the function of the poet is
not to say what has happened, but to say the kind of thing that would happen, i.e. what is
possible in accordance with probability or necessity” (1996, p. xxvi). It might be suggested
that in choosing to represent relatively few mothers in his plays Shakespeare was choosing to
represent the probable.
It might be suggested that this makes the mother characters Shakespeare chose to represent
all the more important. It seems of significance to note that many of the mother characters
Shakespeare included in his plays were in his comedies. Of A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Rose remarks:
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As Montrose shows, in his analysis […], ‘distinctly Aristotelian, distinctly phallocentric’ fantasies
about procreation that construe the superior male as the maker, the inferior female as merely the
container, of a child inform the play (cited in Rose 1991, p. 302).

Rose offers the scene in which Titania gives Oberon her valued charge as an illustration of
how the mother figure would acquiesce to the father figure (1991, p. 302). In another
example, she identifies Rosalind’s speech—in which she offers herself to Orlando—as an act.
Rose identifies Rosalind’s discarding of the gender ambiguous costume which has allowed
her to interact freely as a sign that Rosalind is a heroine who “‘unquestionably’ [identifies]
their interests with those of the [hero]” (1991, p. 302). Rose states:
That Rosalind’s unrepresented future will be motherhood clarifies a basic structural principle
underlying Shakespeare’s comic interpretation of marriage and the family: the harmonious, stable,
wished-for society is based upon the sacrifice of the mother’s desire (1991, p. 303).

It might be suggested that the mother characters within Shakespeare’s comedies are built
upon the assumption that women are the lesser sex and that women’s desires and interests
must always be sacrificed for the interests and desires of the hero—who is a man, brother,
husband and/or father—to be realised.
In regards to the representation of mothers in Shakespeare’s tragedies, Rose writes,
“Generations of criticism have pointed out the ways in which Gertrude’s refusal to forfeit her
desire contributes to Hamlet’s cosmic bewilderment and sexual nausea” (1991, p. 304).
Gertrude chooses to remarry after her husband’s death, although this could be for protective
reasons. It might be suggested, within Shakespeare’s tragedies female sexuality is presented
as deeply problematic, and this is accentuated when the bearer of that desire is a mother. Rose
describes how Gertrude is depicted as “impulsive” (1991, p. 304). Further, Rose states that
Gertrude “unwittingly ushers in the series of tragic revelations with which the play
concludes” (1991, p. 304). According to Rose, Gertrude is depicted as the cause of much of
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the tragedy in Hamlet. Rose writes, “[Gertrude] dramatizes for Hamlet the problems of too
much love, of sexual desire ‘stew’d in corruption, honeying and making love / Over the nasty
sty!’ (3. 4. 93-94)” (Rose 1991, p. 305). Rose states, “[in Shakespeare’s tragedies] the
maternal role […] becomes visible, dramatized and problematized” (1991, p. 305).
At least three categories of options which she states were available for the representation of
mothers in Renaissance England (Rose 1991). Shakespeare’s mother characters may be
associated with the first category of options, which Rose describes as the most conservative,
and in which motherhood happens in the private domestic space and involves child rearing
and nurturing (1991, p. 313). In this category, Rose writes, “motherhood in this formulation
can be dramatized only as dangerous or as peripheral to adult, public life” (1991, p. 313). By
extension, it might be suggested that mothers of adult children can only be presented in a
positive light when they are distant from their children. If they are close, they are represented
as negative and dangerous. The second category of options involves “the Protestant
valorisation of marriage” (Rose 1991, p. 313). In this construction mothers are seen in both
the public and private realms. Further, Rose states, in the second category of options, there is
the possibility of the mother being depicted as a powerful figure (191, p. 313). McDonald’s
mother character, Queen Lear, is irreconcilable with the first and second categories of
options. However, there is a third category, a category which permits mothers to be unruly
and to survive. It is with this category that Queen Lear might be associated (though she does
not survive). The third category of options originates in women writing about themselves in
the English Renaissance. Women instigated change. Despite their attempts “to extinguish
themselves as presences in their own first-person narratives” (Rose 1991, p. 313). However,
Rose writes, Shakespeare’s plays fit within the social norms, rather than seek to challenge
them (1991, p. 313).
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Elizabeth Cary’s Tragedy of Mariam (1603-4) provides a rare example of a play by a woman
contemporary of Shakespeare’s (Rose 1991, p. 314). Rose claims, Cary’s tragedy
“participates notably in the illogic of the third, female-authored conception of motherhood”
(1991, p. 314). This involves “the mother-authors’ technique of presenting themselves as
dead and then going on to write treatises” (Rose 1991, p. 314). Rose posits that Cary finds
this challenging, and this is apparent as she criticises and praises her heroine’s selfdetermination (1991, p. 314). For Rose, Cary’s ending is radical, because the death of
Mariam is potent and disturbing (1991, p. 314). Her mother (Alexandra) follows her march
toward her execution “heckling” (Rose 1991, p. 314). Alexandra is aware of Mariam’s
innocence, but she shouts accusations at her daughter as she is marched to her death. Rose
points out that Alexandra’s only other appearance in the play involves her telling her
daughter off for “loving and marrying Herod, who killed several of her closest relatives”
(1991, p. 314). But in this, Alexandra’s second appearance, she heckles her daughter for
having betrayed Herod, although she is aware that she has not. Rose asserts that Cary’s
ending is “incoherent, impossible to evaluate and absorb; the mother’s contradictory
appearances cannot be reconciled within the existing dramatic structures” (1991, p. 312).
Mariam’s unruly mother, Alexandra, survives. She is alive at the end of the Tragedy of
Mariam, and Rose suggests that this, in itself, is radical, because he is an unruly woman, and
she is permitted to live. Rose proposes, “If she is to remain onstage, an alternative logic must
be found, one that, accommodating her presence, transforms the given structures into a new
and different story” (1991, p. 314). Whilst Rose associates the act of women writing about
mothers in Renaissance England with the creation of a third category of options for the
representation of mothers, it might be suggested that with her example of Alexandra from
Cary’s Tragedy of Mariam, Rose indicates that the female playwrights who wrote mother
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characters at that time wrote mother characters who could not be contained within limited
prescriptive social structures.
Whilst McDonald’s Queen Lear may not contain a mother character that would have
originally been found in any of Shakespeare’s plays, it might be suggested that Queen Lear
could have aligned with a figure created by the female playwrights of the English
Renaissance. Whilst Rose offers just one example, Alexandra, Cary’s revolutionary mother
character, both interacts with public life and disobeys the rules of decorum, while also
ambiguously upholding mother’s morality. It might be understood to indicate that whilst male
playwrights in the English Renaissance (Shakespeare included) were writing mother
characters who behaved within very strict parameters and faced discipline or death if they did
not, at least one female playwright in the English Renaissance wrote a mother character who
behaved outside of those parameters and lived beyond the end of the play. It might be
suggested that McDonald’s Queen Lear, a contradictory, demanding, and—sometimes—
complaining mother, could very well have been written for the English Renaissance stage
(though, perhaps not by a male playwright). It is a shame that McDonald followed
Shakespeare’s plot so closely, perhaps a different ending for Queen Lear could have been
envisaged. One that involved further contradictions and further conflicts, but did not end unto
death.

On Becoming a Mother and Divided Self
In relation to the transition experienced by women who become mothers, Alison Stone writes
about the upheaval that comes with motherhood, and which splits up what has been a unified
sense of self (2014, p. 325). Stone’s description of the phase women step into when they
engage in the care of a young child suggests that instead of there being two separate selves,
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there is one unified self, at worse the mother becomes a fractured creature that lives in the
child’s shadow. Given that Stone and Oakley frame the becoming of the mother as a loss of
self it is interesting to ask what other pivotal periods of motherhood might fracture the self.
McDonald’s Queen Lear is framed as sharing her mind – or psyche – with three internal
voices, four if you count her own. The production of McDonald’s Queen Lear drew attention
to this possibility by having Queen Lear’s internal voices spoken by the performers who
played her daughters. The mental landscape was represented as multiple or fractured selves,
perhaps Lear’s own thoughts and own internal voice, but also the internalisation of the voices
of her daughters. While these three characters were abstract, costumed with pig tails, they
spoke the lines which, in Shakespeare’s King Lear, would be spoken by the Fool. Since there
was no Fool, these became indicative of Lear’s traumatised mind. Her psyche was not her
own, rather it was the play space of her daughters. Just as Stone describes Oakley to have
become the context for her child’s subjectivity to develop through (1991, p. 325), Lear’s
psyche existed as a playground for the fool-ish voices of the voices of the performers who
played her daughters to wreak havoc upon.
McDonald’s unpublished script lists the Fool as a character. His name is listed beneath
Edmund’s. Further, beneath the character list, it reads in bold: “Role doubling for MTC cast
of ten” (McDonald, unpublished script, 2012, p. 1). It is stated that the performer to play
Goneril would also play the Fool; the performer to play Regan would play the Fool and a
messenger; and the performer to play Cordelia would play the Fool and a servant. This
suggests that the Fool is a multifarious entity, but not an independent character. The Fool
appeared to be simply voices which existed within Queen Lear’s mind. Goneril, Regan and
Cordelia changed their costuming and mannerisms, and they put on white wigs, to play
Lear’s foolish-thoughts. Whilst King Lear’s Fool was a character, Queen Lear’s Fool
appeared to consist of competing voices within her mind, which emblematised her madness.
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Stone and Oakley do not point to a time where the mother may become a complete subject
again. Rather, Stone points to the mother as bearing full responsibility for the outcomes of the
child. She states, “popular psychologist Oliver James alleges that month old babies left by
their mothers to cry will predictably suffer from insecurity 30 to 40 years later” (Stone 2014,
p. 332). That Goneril, Regan and Cordelia could be said to occupy the space of Lear’s psyche
might be viewed to be reflective of motherhood.
In a positive way, Donald W. Winnicott describes the relation between the mother and child
in the first weeks of a child’s life as having the potential to illicit a feeling of oneness
between the two. This feeling of oneness, he writes, is the result of the mother’s instant
responsiveness to the needs of the child. In the early stages of the child’s life, according to
Winnicott, the child requires its mother to meet its needs almost completely. However, as the
child grows, it is able to accept that the mother will not meet its needs completely, and is able
to process a less instant and less complete fulfilment of its desires. It begins to perceive itself
as separate from the mother. It appears significant that four voices exist within Lear’s mental
landscape: Goneril, Regan, Cordelia and Lear. In a sense this might be perceived to be
reflective of the oneness of which Winnicott speaks. All four, Lear, Goneril, Regan and
Cordelia, exist within Lear’s internal landscape-becoming, in a sense, one. However, Lear
does not respond instantly to the needs or desires of her daughters. She does not meet their
needs or desires instantly or completely.

Intensive Mothering and Neoliberalism
If adaptations have a relationship to both the time in which they were written and the moment
of their performance (Bradley 2010), how might Queen Lear be read in relation to
contemporary motherhood? Linda Ennis proposes that the tendency of contemporary mothers
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to engage in the practice of intensive mothering “operates today” within the context of
neoliberalism (2014, p. 9). She states that “The neoliberal model, […] emerged in the 1980s
and 1990s” (Ennis 2014, p. 9). Further, Ennis quotes Melinda Vandenbeld Giles as stating
that “‘[mothers are] positioning children as social capital to be invested in’” (cited in Ennis
2014, p. 9). Intensive mothering operates as the mother working to ensure that her child
remains in (or surpasses) the economic and social class of her/his parents. Ennis quotes
Sharon Hays as explaining that there is “‘a gendered model that advises mothers to expend a
tremendous amount of time, energy, and money in raising their children’” (cited in Ennis
2014, p. 1). Ennis proposes that in order to “extend Hays’ conclusions” (Ennis 2014, p. 2) it
must be acknowledged that “the backdrop for intensive mothering is consumerism” (Ennis
2014, p. 2). For Ennis, it is crucial to recognise that intensive mothering occurs within the
context of a patriarchal and capitalist society.
Whilst it appeared that McDonald’s Queen Lear was set in Shakespeare’s time, the audience
who witnessed McDonald’s 2012 staging of Queen Lear at the Melbourne Theatre Company
watched from the perspective of individuals living within the twenty-first century, a
patriarchal and capitalist society nonetheless. As Ennis states, “[it] cannot be underscored
how significant the impact of neoliberalism is on mothering” (2014, p. 2). Read in the context
of intensive mothering, within a neoliberal society, Queen Lear’s actions could be analysed
quite differently from the way in which the options for the representation of mothers within
Renaissance England would position them. By giving her daughters her worldly possessions
and property in exchange for declarations of love, Queen Lear could be understood to be
teaching Goneril, Regan and Cordelia that in order to gain power, property and possessions
they need to tell people what they want to hear. In a sense, Queen Lear’s love-test might be
understood to be evidence of the maternal practice of training (Ruddick 1990). She rewards
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Goneril and Regan for behaving in the manner that she wants them to behave, and chastises
and punishes Cordelia for behaving inappropriately (and not comprehending her lesson).
Sharon Hays describes the word “mothering” as “a highly provocative one” (1996, p. ix).
Further, she describes mothering as an ideology which has been constructed through its
history (Hays 1996, p. x). Hays states that it is “[her] argument that the contemporary cultural
model of socially appropriate mothering takes the form of an ideology of intensive
mothering” (1996, p. x). Further, Hays states, “The ideology of intensive mothering is a
gendered model that advises mothers to expend tremendous amounts of time, energy and
money in raising their children” (1996, p. x).
Linda Ennis describes the belief that leads to intensive motherhood as perpetuating a
contestable idea of mothering that has now grown to encompass men, although unevenly
(2014, p. 1). The underlying issue has become consumption (Ennis 2014, p. 2). Ennis
presents the following examples as ways in which mothers engage in intensive mothering:
doing homework, befriending their children’s friends, allowing their social lives to be
directed by their children, expecting constant contact with their children, doing all domestic
tasks, speaking on behalf of their children, as well as putting children first for the duration of
their childhoods (2014, p. 6).
Within Shakespeare’s text there are suitors for Cordelia. Cordelia is passed from man to man.
When she falls out of her father’s favour there is another waiting to take her. Within
McDonald’s text once Cordelia falls out of her mother’s favour there is no man waiting in the
wings to take possession of her. Rather she disappears, because motherless, fatherless, and
husbandless, she is displaced. This dramatic choice, to subtract the patriarchal exchange of
Cordelia, on one hand, liberates her from male ownership, her mother does not give her in
marriage. Cordelia may be liberated from the traditional patriarchal exchange from father to
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husband, but no other path is offered. She moves out from her mother’s authority and her life
apart from Lear is unwritten.
Queen Lear asks her daughters to make extravagant verbal declarations of love to her, just as
King Lear does. However, I propose that within the context of McDonald’s adaptation, this
act might be understood differently from its original context. Whilst King Lear seeks to
divest himself of his responsibilities and Queen Lear claims to seek to do the same, I propose
that Queen Lear’s action might be understood by contemporary audiences to be the action of
a mother seeking to hold on to her daughters, rather than the action of a parent seeking respite
from their employment or duties. Ennis states:
Being left in the empty space is especially painful for mothers, who have overinvested in their children
and the guilt is likely to be excessive in their children for having flown the nest (2014, p. 21).

With two of her daughters married, Lear’s actions might be understood to be the actions of a
mother seeking to hold on to her daughters, by involving them in her role and responsibilities
she becomes the source of their success. Furthermore, that in McDonald’s adaptation there
are no suitors for Cordelia might be understood to suggest that Lear wishes to keep Cordelia
all to herself. It is within this context that Cordelia’s refusal to make an extravagant
declaration of love might be deemed particularly hurtful. The one Lear loves most dearly is
the one who will not reciprocate Lear’s affections (at least not verbally). After relinquishing
her responsibilities, Lear divides her time between her daughters’ homes, and expects Goneril
and Regan to provide for and house her and her men. I would suggest that this might be
understood to be a characteristic of Hays’ and Ennis’ ideology of intensive mothering.
Intensive mothering operates as the mother working to ensure that her child remains in (or
surpasses) the economic and social class of her or his parents. By giving her daughters her
worldly possessions and property in exchange for declarations of love, Queen Lear could be
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understood to be teaching Goneril, Regan and Cordelia that nothing comes without a cost.
Lear passes on her inheritance in order to retain power, property and possessions for herself
and her children. This is a mother ensuring that her daughters inherit what is rightfully theirs,
given the frequency of usurpation. Lear’s initial actions function to ensure that her daughters
are established in terms of wealth and status. However, Lear and her daughters meet with the
same end.
By contrast, Sal, the mother in King Tide (2007), survives the death of her son. King Tide is a
contemporary play by Katherine Thomson. Sal’s son’s name was Max. Sal is in mourning. It
is as if, with his death, she chose to step out of her life. With his death she lost the wish to
live her life. Beck (Sal’s sixteen year old daughter) reveals to Taka (the Japanese backpacker
living above their garage) that her brother Max is dead. And that he died there, but not in
Taka’s room. Sal has stepped outside of her life and into another life. Sal lives a very
different life from the life she had. She used to be a writer and live in the city. She used to be
politically and socially active. She is none of these things now. She lives a sort of half-life
now. It is as if she is waiting for Max to come back. When Max dies in her family’s holiday
home Sal moves to that house. It seems that she wishes to go there so that she can wait for
him or find him, as if there is some kind of hope that he will return.
Despite Sal’s loss she still seems to hold onto her belief in freedom for children, or perhaps it
might be termed free–range-children. As she discusses the changed landscape with Taka she
tells him that there are too many walls now, too many fences. She tells him that:
Kids need to run wild across each other’s yards and round and round houses until they hear their
parents calling them in the dark. Blindly running themselves ragged in the sea air and the gloom. Not
hitting fences and crashing into walls (Thomson 2007, p. 11).

Both Queen Lear and Sal mourn for their children. However, Lear’s response is to give up on
life and to die herself. Sal responds to the death of her son by mourning, but she survives and
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still maintains her belief that children should be permitted freedom. The freedom which Sal
believes children need is far flung from ideas of intensive mothering.
Queen Lear’s practice of a form of intensive mothering is ultimately represented as
destructive. In fact, blatantly so. Cordelia is punished harshly, and neither Lear nor her
daughters remain alive at the end of the play. Certainly, this follows the plot line of King
Lear. However, in a play about a mother and her daughters, Lear’s actions must be
understood within the context of mother-daughter relationships, and in this context, the
demise of Lear and her daughters can be interpreted quite differently. The death of the mother
might be attributed to her inability to continue once all of her children are dead.
In society, the paradox is that intensive mothering is validated, but within Queen Lear Lear’s
actions of intensive mothering are judged. The implicit effect is that these are condemned.
Lear is framed negatively for mothering intensively, and also for failing to manifest an
unconditional love for her children. That a mother will or should love unconditionally is a
myth which is referred to by Rich (1977). In contract to contemporary ideas of intensive
mothering, Renaissance mothering was more distant.
McDonald’s Queen Lear is both an adaptation and a tragedy. Within it, the absent mother in
King Lear is made flesh and blood. Yet, where one concept is embodied three are
disappeared. One is turned into an inner voice (or rather three inner voices), and two are
edited out of existence (in Queen Lear there are no suitors for Cordelia). In McDonald’s
Queen Lear the Fool is replaced with three inner voices, embodied by Lear’s daughters (or at
least the performers who played them). When it was staged, McDonald’s Queen Lear
affected a shift in power dynamics. It was not a ‘cross-dressed’ performance exactly, but
Shakespeare’s father-King was replaced by McDonald’s mother-Queen. Fortier describes art
as “anything you can get away with” (2007, section III). He suggests that adaptation can be
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understood to be “what actually exists, what has been done, what becomes, what survives,
rather than what does or does not fit an abstract schema or set of rules” (Fortier 2007, III). It
is this flexibility of the conventions of the genre of adaptation which permitted Lear to be
rewritten as a mother. However, the flexibility of the genre did not equate with the flexibility
of the critics.
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Chapter Six: The Birth-Mother in Joanna Murray-Smith’s Pennsylvania
Avenue

This chapter provides an analysis of the unpublished play-text, and one rehearsal, and one
company-run, and three live performances of Joanna Murray-Smith’s Pennsylvania Avenue.
It suggests that the play interacts with both the genres of the jukebox musical (Fitzpatrick
2008) and the cabaret (Appignanesi 2004), and also that there is a significant underlying
tragic narrative. It asserts that Murray-Smith’s central character in Pennsylvania Avenue can
be understood within the context of Elaine Tuttle Hansen’s mother without child (1997). This
chapter argues that Murray-Smith’s play Pennsylvania Avenue, engages with complex ideas
in relation to who is and who is not a mother, as it challenges commonly held theories which
assert that a mother is a person who engages in maternal work for a child (Ruddick 1990).
Hansen introduces “the mother without child” (1997, p. 10). She proposes that a birthmother
who does not practically care for or have custody of her child may still wish to consider
herself, and to be considered, a mother. Accordingly, she proposes that there are many
different kinds of mothers. Murray-Smith’s Pennsylvania Avenue has as its central character
an individual who might be considered to be a mother without child. Her memories
surrounding her child’s conception and her choice to relinquish him haunt her. Whilst for
much of the play Harper’s identity as a birth-mother is hidden, it is ultimately revealed that
Harper conceived and gave birth to a son. Further, it is indicated that Harper often wonders if
she made the right choice in choosing to relinquish her son. The significance of Harper’s
past, and her identity as a mother without child, is revealed in the play’s closing scenes.
When Harper loses her position at The White House, when she is no longer defined by her
employment, she chooses to take steps to make contact with her son.
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Play-Text and Production Details
Pennsylvania Avenue premiered at the Melbourne Theatre Company’s Sumner Theatre on the
13th of November 2014. It is a musical about a woman who leaves her hometown of
Thunderbolt, Georgia, to work at The White House. Harper left Thunderbolt at the age of
eighteen for a job at The White House, which her aunt Abigail helped her to get. Her story is
not a rags-to-riches tale, because whilst Harper brushes shoulders with the rich and famous
she becomes neither herself. Harper starts her time at The White House as “The assistant to
the assistant to the assistant” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 9), later being
promoted to a job in The White House’s entertainment division due to a chance hallway
meeting with President John F Kennedy.
Harper tells the audience that she has been employed at The White House for forty years.
Harper’s reminiscences transport both her and her audience members back in time to
experience again the encounters which she has experienced over the decades which she has
spent working at The White House. Harper has encounters with American Presidents,
American singers and other celebrities during her time at The White House. As she
encounters famous singers she sings the songs that they are remembered for.
There is a secret in Pennsylvania Avenue. This secret is the driving force of the play. It is
revealed gradually. The audience are given clues.
Murray-Smith wrote the libretto for Pennsylvania Avenue and Ian McDonald arranged and
adapted the music. The music is comprised mostly of popular songs that were composed in
the twentieth century. The songs within Pennsylvania Avenue interact with and further the
narrative progression of the play. Many of the songs evoke specific periods in the history of
twentieth century American politics.
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When Harper as Barbra sings “Don’t Rain on My Parade”, it is as if the music is suggesting
that nothing will end the beauty of ‘the Kennedys’. It is after the conclusion of “Don’t Rain
on My Parade” that Harper describes the events which led up to the assassination of President
John F Kennedy. I recall hearing gunshots in the performance. However, the script does not
specify gunshots in the stage directions. At the conclusion of Harper’s first verse of “Dear
Lord, Forgive”, President Ford appears. President Ford asks Harper “what [she] consider[s]
to be the greatest of all human capacities” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 33).
To President Ford’s question Harper responds, “Forgiveness” (Murray-Smith, unpublished
script, 2014, p. 33). This single word is suggested to have been the impetus for President Ford
to grant former President Richard M. Nixon “a full and unconditional pardon” (MurraySmith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 33). Pennsylvania Avenue could be said to be a jukebox
musical, as it consists of well-known songs and a plot.
Harper, the central character in Murray-Smith’s Pennsylvania Avenue, might be understood
to engage in maternal practices for the benefit of the child that she relinquished at birth (even
in the absence of that child). All mothers are adoptive, contends Sara Ruddick (1990), even
birthgivers who provide maternal care for the children that they give birth to. Ruddick terms
women who give birth but do not engage in maternal work for children to be birthgivers.
Ruddick proposes that the work that pregnant women and birthgivers do is very different
from the work that mothers do. Ruddick describes a mother as an individual (often, but not
always a woman) who engages in maternal work for a biological child. She argues that
mothers engage in maternal practices in response to demands made by children, and by
society and the mother’s social group. As indicated, Ruddick identifies two demands which
she says are made by children: the demand for preservation and the demand for nurturance.
Ruddick identifies a third demand, which she says comes from society and from the mother’s
social group. This is for social acceptability. According to Ruddick, mothers engage in
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maternal practices in response to demands. Firstly, the mother provides preservative love;
secondly, the mother fosters the growth of the child; and thirdly, the mother trains the child
for social acceptability. While Ruddick specifies that a mother must engage in these practices
in response to the demands made by a child, by society and by her social group, Keller (2009)
argues that South Korean birth-mothers might be understood to engage in maternal thinking
for their children, even prior to their birth. Keller argues that Ruddick’s birthgiver/adoptive
mother distinction is overdrawn (2009).
Pennsylvania Avenue depicts a mother without child whose story includes both pathos and
joy. It is proposed here that Pennsylvania Avenue might be considered to offer an “alternative
[story]” (Hansen 1997, p. 238) of potential and possibility for the character of the mother
without child.
Loss is a persistent theme in Murray-Smith’s writing, and her interest in representing women
who experience loss might be interpreted to indicate an interest in representing the diverse
experiences of women. Harper mourns for the child that she relinquished. However, whilst
she experiences her separation from her child as loss and unrealised potential, her life apart
from her child is not all loss. She experiences love and lust and has positive interactions with
the people she meets at her place of work, The White House. She is also illustrated as having
a friendly relationship with her neighbour, such that she can walk into his apartment
unannounced and help herself to an egg when she has run out of them. Harper does not
mother the child that she gave birth to, but she is depicted as a caring individual who can
form positive connections with others.
Murray-Smith has received acclaim from large audiences, both in Australia and overseas. A
number of her plays present mother characters that might be considered to fit Hansen’s
“fictional picture of not conventionally good enough mothers” (1997, p. 10). Further, Harper
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is not Murray-Smith’s first “mother without child” (Hansen 1997, p. 1) character. Peta Tait’s
analysis (2006) of maternal emotions in Love Child (1993), another play by Murray-Smith
which features a ‘mother without child’, considers that the expectations around reunion with
birth children and birth mothers can be fraught and emotionally complex.

Maternal Representation and the Jukebox Musical
Pennsylvania Avenue straddles at least two dramatic genres, the jukebox musical and the
cabaret. Pennsylvania is the second play Murray-Smith has written which might be said to
reside within (or travel between) these genres. The first was Songs for Nobodies. In Songs for
Nobodies unknown women meet famous singers. In Pennsylvania Avenue there is one central
female character, Harper. She too meets famous people. However, this time they are singers
and politicians, men and women.
Pennsylvania Avenue, like Enright’s original version of The Boy from Oz, simultaneously
resides within the genre of the jukebox musical and surpasses it (Fitzpatrick 2008, p. 44).
Fitzpatrick explains that Enright sought to make Peter Allen a complex character rather than
merely exploiting the familiarity of the popular songs woven together in another form (2008,
p. 27). This was not typically associated with the commercial priorities of the jukebox
musical. Enright sought to represent his central character (a representation of a real person) as
a complex individual with shades of light and dark. Murray-Smith’s play Pennsylvania
Avenue can be located in the genre of the jukebox musical. However, it is suggested in this
chapter that, like Enright’s original version of The Boy from Oz, Pennsylvania Avenue
surpasses the genre of the jukebox musical, to present a character that is complex, rather than
simply a vehicle for the songs.
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The Boy from Oz set the precedent for a musical set partly in America. As Keith Gallasch and
Laura Ginters argue “the contents of Australian music theatre range widely across local
issues, histories and personalities” (2004, p. 5). However, Pennsylvania Avenue takes the
other as its focus, the elsewhere; specifically Americans and American politics.

The Mother without Child
Harper is a small town, southern ‘gal’. She grew up closely involved with the church. The
play starts with Harper’s dismissal from her position at The White House, the stage directions
specify the year to be 2001. At the climax of the play it is revealed that Harper was raped
when she was seventeen years old, and that she gave birth to a child conceived as a result of
that rape. Further, it is revealed that Harper relinquished that child in response to the advice
of others. She only takes steps toward making contact with him when her paid employment
ceases.
It is not until the end of the play, and the end of Harper’s employment at The White House,
that Harper chooses to try to contact the child that she relinquished in 1961. This child would
be forty years old at this point. However, in the letter that she writes to him, Harper writes as
if he were still a child as she writes, “My darling boy…” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script,
2014, p. 43). This might be interpreted to suggest that, for Harper, the child which she
relinquished at birth remains a child.
It might be considered to be significant that it is not until Harper is fired from her position at
The White House that she decides to write to her son. Harper does not engage in the practices
of mother-work for the child that she gave birth to. Rather she engages in the work of
‘hovering’ for The White House’s entertainment division.
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Harper is depicted as having an impact upon significant political events and important
political choices. She is depicted as influencing President Ronald Reagan to tell Soviet Union
Leader Mikhail Gorbachev to tear down the Berlin Wall. She is also depicted as influencing
President Gerald R Ford to grant President Richard Nixon a full pardon. Harper is illustrated
as indirectly impacting a variety of world changing political decisions during her time at The
White House. The life she lives post leaving Thunderbolt is a life of affect. However, though
it is evident that Harper has positive experiences at The White House, she mourns for the
child that she left in Thunderbolt and the life which she might have had.

In Rehearsal and Performance
My observation in the rehearsal room at the Melbourne Theatre Company headquarters
(Wednesday 29 October 2014) revealed an interesting degree of negotiation between the
playwright and director: Joanna Murray-Smith and Simon Phillips. Murray-Smith asked
Phillips if he wanted her to adjust the script, and even amend or omit lines of dialogue.
With Pennsylvania Avenue, Phillips appeared to consider the maintenance of ‘the secret’ to
be of the utmost importance. I understood by the way that when I was brought into the
rehearsal room at Melbourne Theatre Company headquarters by the Literary Director
Christopher Mead, Phillips requested that I be removed and brought back later. They were
going to rehearse the final scene, and he did not want me to see the play out of order. Seeing
the play out of order, would remove my potential usefulness in providing feedback. He
wanted to ask me a question: when does the secret (Harper’s backstory) begin to be revealed?
He said that I would be a guinea pig. Hence, if I had seen the end of the play first, my
capacity to explain the point where Harper’s backstory becomes evident would be gone.
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I am thankful to Phillips, because if I had not learnt Harper’s story in the scripted order I
would not have had the opportunity to experience the text as emotionally engaging. There
were moments, as it was revealed that Harper had given birth to a child, in which I could not
understand her choices, or relate to them. I remember judging Harper, sitting, watching, and
judging (as a biological mother who mothers the child that she bore, watching the character
of a biological mother who does not mother the child that she bore). I remember thinking
(when her lover revealed that a woman and a little boy with strawberry blonde hair came to
her apartment in the daytime, when she was out), how could she consider the presence of her
child an imposition? How could she seek happiness apart from her child? Harper does not
treat her separation from her child as the end of her life. Rather, she chooses to live a
different type of life.
On the evening of Saturday 8 November 2014, I watched the first preview of Pennsylvania
Avenue. This was the first viewing by the general public, and everyone was expectant. The
audience were eager to see what new offering playwright Joanna Murray-Smith, director
Simon Phillips, actress and singer Bernadette Robinson and the Melbourne Theatre Company
had for them.10
I was about to view a play which engaged with American history and politics in a comic (and
occasionally light) way, sitting beside two Americans. The synchronicity was intriguing.
These two gentlemen seemed politically knowledgeable, as they sat beside me speaking
about the current political climate in America. At one point the gentleman beside me
apologised (or perhaps, rather, offered an explanation) for their animation. He said something
along the lines of “we’re talking about American politics”. I viewed Pennsylvania Avenue for

10

This researcher’s viewing experience was influenced by a happy coincidence. I had seat N1. I believe I
overheard two women say that they had seats N2 and N3, however, they did not sit in those seats. Instead the
two women sat in seats N4 and N5, leaving seats N2 and N3 for two middle aged men.
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the third time with politically engaged and historically informed American audience
members, and this viewing allowed me to ask some questions about an Australian response
versus an American one.
It appeared that their overall perspective of the play was positive. However, their laughter at
particular moments, and their absence of laughter at others, illuminated a number of
important differences for me. It suggested that when a nation is presented to another nation
with the signs of a stereotype to communicate the identity of that nation this might not always
succeed. While I heard many audience members laugh as Harper said “you bet your sweet
bippy”, however, the Americans who sat beside me did not. The Americans did not laugh
when Harper used comedic stereotypical American linguistic phrases.
A change in the text occurred between the first preview and opening night. During the
preview, Harper said that she saw John (President John F Kennedy) swinging one of his
children on the swing set outside of The White House. However, on opening night Harper
said that she saw Jackie (Jackie Kennedy, the First Lady) swinging one of their children on
the swing set outside of The White House. The switch from father to mother is significant
because there are few other examples of mothering in this text. I cannot say when this
decision was made, or if it was a conscious decision.

Maternal Identity
Hansen (1997) writes about the two prostitutes who went to King Saul when one of their
babies died. One mother argued that the other had taken her living baby and put her dead
baby beside her in her sleep. King Saul suggested that the living boy be cut in half and each
woman receive half of the boy’s body. One mother refused and told King Saul to give that
child to the other woman, so that the child could live. King Saul determined that the mother
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who was willing to give up her son for his sake must be the child’s real mother. Interestingly,
in Bertolt Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle it is the non-biological or non-birthmother
who loves the child and provides the child with appropriate care.
Hansen describes “nontraditional, nonbiological, [and] nongendered mothers” as
“metaphorical [mothers]” (1997, p. 9). Harper might be suggested to belong within such a
category. Whilst Harper is a biological and gendered mother, she is also a non-traditional
mother, in that she does not undertake maternal practices for the child that she gave birth to.
Hansen quotes Patrice DiQuinzio as stating, “Further analysis of mothering would benefit
from a focus on non-traditional instances of mothering—for example, lesbian mothering or
the mothering of women without custody of children” (cited in Hansen 1997, p. 10). Harper
gives up her child. However, it is unclear whether or not Harper relinquished legal rights to
the child. We know only that it is forty years before Harper seeks to make contact with her
child. Whilst it is clear that Harper does not engage in maternal work for the child that she
gave birth to, it might be suggested that she does (in a sense) mother the celebrities that she
works with in her capacity as an employee of The White House’s entertainment division. She
is a woman without literal custody of her child, however, it might be suggested that she does
engage in what might be termed social mothering.
Hansen considers representations of “not conventionally good enough mothers” (1997, p. 10)
to illustrate “the multifaceted story of feminist thinking about motherhood is still emerging”
(1997, p. 10). She suggests that it is important to retrace feminist discourses surrounding
motherhood which have emerged in recent decades. However, she noted that there exists the
risk that scholars may engage in a simplification into a homogenous history (Hansen 1997, p.
10). Quoting from Martin, Hansen proposes, instead of simply retracing feminist discourses,
scholars might “describe those possibilities that already exist, but which exist within cultural
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domains designated as culturally unintelligible and impossible” (cited in Hansen 1997, p. 10).
Hansen posits that the “domain” of the mother without child requires much more
investigation (1997, pp. 10-11).
Hansen writes of the stories which she analyses:
In the old stories, a mother is known to the law only by her willingness to sacrifice everything, even her
relation to the child; in them the mother without child can only be wither a criminal who breaks the law
or a victim of circumstances or evil forces (1997, p. 27).

It might be suggested that Harper too has been victimised (Hansen 1997, p. 27). Harper is
raped by Curtis Fender and she conceives a child. She is instructed to relinquish that child
and to leave the town of Thunderbolt. Harper is not a criminal and she does not break the law.
But her pregnancy puts her outside of a restrictive moral law. Harper might be described as a
victim of circumstances or a victim of Curtis Fender. While Murray-Smith’s choice to
represent Harper’s past echoes Hansen’s “old stories” (1997, p. 27), Harper chooses to walk
away from her place of victimhood. Hansen states:
In the new stories, as we shall see, [the mother without child] can subvert these categories of criminal
or victim, bad or good mother, by not fitting comfortably into either or by occupying both at the same
time (1997, p. 27).

It might be suggested that the character of Harper can be associated with both Hansen’s old
and new stories.
The precedent in drama might be the character of Nora, from Henrick Iben’s A Doll’s House,
who leaves her husband and children to live a new sort of life. With Harper’s choice not to
mother the child that she gives birth to she chooses to live a life apart from the male child that
she conceived as a result of rape. There is scholarship which frames the position of the
mother in relation to the male child as a potential position of servant hood (Arcana cited in
O’Reilly 2002, p. 4). In choosing not to undertake mother work for the male child which she
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conceives as a result of rape, within this specific discursive faming it might be suggested that
Harper walks away from a potential place of subservience. However, she simultaneously
walks away from a different life. That Harper chooses to write to her son forty years after
relinquishing him demonstrates that she still thinks of him. Harper writes an emotive letter to
her son; his response (if there is to be one) is not represented. Audience members are left with
the image of Harper writing and speaking the words of the letter. Harper sings Amazing
Grace, as if through her retirement from The White House, she can return to mother work
and find redemption. Murray-Smith’s story is at once radical and also reinscribing. Whilst
Harper lives a fulfilling life apart from her child, in the end it is revealed that she always
thought of him and ached for him. Murray-Smith’s play, Pennsylvania Avenue, ends with
Harper seeking some form of reconciliation with her child.
Hansen writes:
[…] these fictional women who are mothers (actual or, in some cases, potential) and their conventional
maternal capacities, including their relational, nurturant and protective abilities, are not utterly
devalued or destroyed by the loss of a child, although they may be more or less damaged and are
always changed in some way (Hansen 1997, p. 26).

Harper exists as a woman and mother, despite her distance from her child. The sense of what
might have been sets up an ambivalent perspective for a woman reviewing her life.

The Music of Memory
The use of songs within Pennsylvania Avenue permits a large number of significant events in
the history of twentieth-century American politics to be represented in a short period of time.
Rather than depicting specific events, often events are alluded to, or the feel of an era is
suggested through song. Songs function in Pennsylvania Avenue to introduce individuals and
historic moments. They have the effect, at times, of distancing the spectator, and at times, of
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drawing the spectator in, and there is a back and forth motion in the play. As audience
members are introduced to the character of Harper, the script jumps to Harper singing as
another individual from her memories. It is as if Harper is attempting to conceal something.
The audience are introduced to a number of characters as Harper sings as numerous different
celebrities, but rarely as herself. Harper as Harper sings only: “How Great Thou Art”; “Dear
Lord, Forgive”; and “Amazing Grace”. Hence, Harper sings three songs as herself, all of
which are religious and have themes of repentance. Pennsylvania Avenue features the
following songs sung by Harper – in the singing style of a celebrity: “Happy Birthday Mr
President”; “Blue Days”; “L’amour”; “Thanks, Mr President”; “People”; “Running Wild”;
“Don’t Rain on My Parade”; “Cry Me a River”; “I Got Rhythm”; “Eve of Destruction”; “If
You Go Away” / “Hymn to Love” (medley); “Fever”; “Symphony”; “The First Time Ever I
Saw Your Face”; “Stand by Your Man” and “Respect”. Hence, Harper sings sixteen songs as
someone else. Judging by the songs it appears that Harper’s Christian upbringing has had a
significant effect upon her. Further, remembering the hymns that she sang as a child and a
young woman in the church suggests that this time had a significant impact upon the
formation of Harper’s identity and how she feels about herself.
The scenes of Pennsylvania Avenue are not listed as scene one, scene two, scene three etc. in
the unpublished script. Nor are they listed in acts. However, this analysis groups Harper’s
remembered events represented in Pennsylvania Avenue into scenes. Scene one commences
with Harper singing “Happy Birthday Mr President”. In the Melbourne Theatre Company’s
first production run of Pennsylvania Avenue Robinson sang as if she were Marilyn Monroe as
she performed “Happy Birthday Mr President”. Further, in the script, Marilyn Monroe’s
name is typed above the lyrics. This might be understood to suggest that Marilyn Monroe is a
character in Pennsylvania Avenue, rather than simply an individual that Harper mimics.
However, in rehearsal and in performance, this did not appear to be the case.
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Harper as Marilyn’s singing of “Happy Birthday Mr President” in the opening scene of
Pennsylvania Avenue has the effect of suggesting that the play will be light hearted, and
potentially, a good old fashioned sing-a-long, full of the twentieth century songs we know
and love. However, this is not the case. The first verse of “Happy Birthday Mr President” is
left incomplete, with six of eight bars sung (three of four lines of the first verse), suggesting
that it remains to be finished. The verse is left hanging on a plagal cadence. This cadence has
been suggested to be an invitation for the bars which precede it to be played again. Janet
Schmalfeldt writes “[the evaded cadence] survives today as an improvisatory tradition
adopted when performers wish to repeat the approach to a final cadence ‘one more time’”
(1992, p. 2). So, with the music left hanging and the audience not offered any sense of
conclusion, even for a moment, “Happy Birthday Mr President” will be sung again. This
cadence is repeated multiple times in the early part of Pennsylvania Avenue, and this
repetition creates the sense of a driving force, suggesting that Harper is being propelled
through time, from memory to memory. Further, pertaining to the character of Marilyn, it
might be suggested to denote a life not fully lived (reflecting Marilyn’s early death).

Preservative Love and Maternal Emotions
Ruddick describes preservative love as a maternal practice, an action of mother work
performed in response to a demand made by a child, the demand for preservation. In order to
explain her concept—preservative love—Ruddick describes a story told by the mother of a
child who slept poorly due to croup and bronchitis, caused by allergies. The story tells of the
mother’s suffering, spending hours, and days, and nights alone with a crying and screaming
baby. In this story the mother’s partner is mostly absent and uninvolved, though he supports
the mother and child financially, he is not home much. Ruddick describes one night in
particular, a night when the mother’s partner and the child’s father could not come home. She
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describes how the child “[wailed] as usual” (Ruddick 1990, p. 66). Further, she goes on to
describe the mother experiencing a shortness of breath and an image which frightened her.
Ruddick reveals that the mother imagined harming the child and was very disturbed by what
she imagined. However, Ruddick states, the mother changed the baby and gave the baby
warm milk, before “[shutting] the door to the baby’s room, [and] barricading it against herself
with a large armchair” (Ruddick 1990, p. 67). Hence, Ruddick begins her chapter on the
nature of preservative love by offering a story of a mother whom imagined harming her
screaming baby, but did not. In this instance it seems that preservative love is illustrated
through the choice to distance oneself from the child. The mother protects the child through
removing the child from herself, albeit temporarily.
On the evening of Friday 5 June 2015, I sat down in the theatre at Gasworks Arts Park to
watch Daniel Keene’s new play, Mother (directed by Matt’ Scholten). The central character
in Mother is Christie, and, like Harper’s, her story is tragic. Her husband kicks her out of
their home and gives their baby to his sister to care for. Christie is replaced. She lives on the
streets, because she has no choice, and she drinks a lot, perhaps to dull her pain. At the play’s
climax, Christie sneaks into the house to visit her baby, the baby’s name is Lenny, but
Christie calls him Beau. She lies down beside him and she squeezes him close to her. He dies.
She smothers him.
In performance it was unclear whether this was her intention or not. In conversation with
director Matt’ Scholten (24 June 2016) he told me that Christie kills Beau by accident.
However, in the performance this was not clear. Furthermore, her lack of emotional response
or apparent remorse in the play’s final scene seemed to suggest that she was not sorry for
what she had done.
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Harper and Christie’s stories differ vastly. Harper chooses to relinquish her child, Christie
does not. We do not know the end for Harper’s child, we can only presume that her letter
reaches him. For Christie’s child, the end is death. He dies in her arms.
If Ruddick considers the actions of the mother in her story, the choice to put a barrier
between herself and her child in order to protect the child from herself, as an example of
preservative love, in the case of some birthmothers who relinquish custody of their children a
similar action may be occurring. However, in the case of birthmothers who relinquish
custody of their children, the duration of separation is considerably longer. In addition,
Ruddick notes that “Later that night” (Ruddick 1990, p. 67), the mother “carefully wrapped
her daughter in blankets, carried her downstairs and rode a bus from one end of the city to
another” (Ruddick 1990, p. 67). She states that the woman thought that the child would be
safe with her “[if they] were not alone” (Ruddick 1990, p. 67). In this story it appears that
Ruddick is suggesting that firstly, the choice of a mother to separate herself from her child for
the preservation of that child might be suggested to be an act of preservative love, and
secondly, the choice of the mother to permit her care of her child to be observed in public
may also be considered to be an act of preservative love. Ruddick finishes her retelling of this
mother’s story by confirming that she did what was needed to keep her child safe (1990, p.
67). Ruddick’s conception of preservative love as a maternal practice might be considered
within the context of Pennsylvania Avenue.
Preservation is the first demand made by a child, according to Ruddick, and the maternal
practice of preservative love is the work required to meet that demand. Whilst “feeding,
holding, and nursing” (Ruddick 1990, p. 81) may be the most immediate requirements of a
newborn baby, Ruddick acknowledges that mothers may envisage their protective work to
“[require] a commitment to world protection nearly as demanding” (Ruddick 1990, p. 81). It
is suggested here that, the work of a birthmother toward protecting her community and her
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world might be suggested to be an indirect act of preservative love toward her child. Further,
Harper’s commitment to contributing positively to her country and the world, through her
work at The White House, might be suggested to be an enactment of preservative love for her
child.
Tait’s analysis (2006) of maternal emotions in Love Child (1993) finds an ill-matched set of
emotions between a mother who is reluctant and the seeming urgency of a daughter’s need to
make contact. The play depicts the two meeting for the first time; Billie, a daughter
surrendered at birth for adoption and Anna, her apparent birthmother. The two characters are
initially set up as opposites, Anna representing clarity, logic and order, and Billie, chaos and
disarray. We are told that Anna has a background in feminist activism and works as a film
editor, and that Billie works in soap operas. Eventually, a twist in the plot reveals that Anna is
not Billie’s birth mother. Nonetheless, Billie’s appearance stirs up emotions in Anna. In
response to the translation of emotions in this production, Tait asks, “Can a drama simply be
assumed to carry its emotional content into another culture’s theatre?” (2006, p. 33). To
answer this question she offers a description of Anna and Billie’s first meeting, as it was
staged in Melbourne, in director Ariette Taylor’s July 1993 production at Playbox, and as it
was staged in South Korea by Sanwullin Theatre Group in 1994. Tait writes that in the
Australian production the mother and daughter did not hug upon meeting, whilst in the South
Korean production the mother and daughter “[circled] each other in silence for one minute
before they [hugged] in still silence” (2006, p. 36). According to Tait, the embrace present in
the South Korean production illustrated the national culture’s ideological beliefs about
maternal emotions, and it strongly represented ideas of separated families in a divided
country.
What is useful is the way Tait (2006) draws attention to emotions and their contradictions in
dramatic representations of motherhood. Following this line of thinking, it might be asked if
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Harper’s attempt to contact her son at the very end of Pennsylvania Avenue, forty years after
giving him up, could be considered to reflect a reconciliation of maternal emotions.
I would suggest that it is quite possible that different directors and theatre practitioners within
South Korea would represent maternal emotions in different ways, and that the representation
of the mother within a South Korean production of Love Child might be attributed to the
individual director’s perception of maternal emotions, rather than necessarily the national
culture.
It is evident, within Ruddick’s story, that the mother is divided in her emotions. In her
imagination she causes the child harm. However, in her actions she chooses to preserve the
child. Firstly, making sure that the child is clean and dry, secondly, through making sure that
the child is fed, and thirdly, through removing potential harm from the child. Of “motherlove”, Ruddick writes, “What we are pleased to call ‘mother-love’ is intermixed with hate,
sorrow, impatience, resentment, and despair; thought-provoking ambivalence is a hallmark of
mothering” (1990, p. 68). Hence, it can be understood that Ruddick understands maternal
emotions to be comprised of a complex mixture of emotions that can be contradictory (1990,
p. 68). Ruddick refers to the story which she tells as being “emblematic of maternal work”
(1990, p. 67). It is evident that, for Ruddick, the child is not simply preserved as a result of
“mother-love” (Ruddick 1990, p. 67), but of a struggle in which other emotions must be
suppressed. Mother-love is complex and contains both positive and negative attributes. But
preservative love is a choice, to undertake the maternal practice, or mother-work, of
preserving the child. A mother engages in preservative love and expresses preservative love
when they choose, not necessarily because of—but potentially in spite of—their emotions, to
preserve the child.
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It appears evident that Harper’s potential relationship with her child was severed or at risk
from the outset (Hansen 1997, p. 16). Hansen writes of the fiction which she analyses,
disruption to the mother-child relationship often happens through trauma, but there are
multiple ways by which it can occur (1997, p. 16). As Hansen states, “the lines between
voluntary and involuntary loss are often, but not always, blurred, as are perceptions about
motives” (Hansen 1997, p. 16).
Harper conceives her son at the age of seventeen, as a result of rape. She was raised by
Christian and morally conservative parents, and it is the early 1960s in Georgia. Harper is
advised to give up her child. In the script, Harper states:
I forgave myself for the grief I caused my parents. And them for the pain they caused me. […] And I
thought the child, passed into another’s arms, for the better I was told and perhaps believed (MurraySmith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 42).

The fictional circumstances which surround Harper’s pregnancy are traumatic and “disrupt or
endanger the mother-child relationship” (Hansen 1997, p. 16). It is from this position that
Harper separates herself from her child. Whilst it can be said that Harper chooses to
relinquish her son, she does so in response to the advice of her family. It might be postulated
that Harper’s parents may have made her feel in some way responsible for being raped, and
may have suggested that she and her child would not be socially accepted or supported (if she
attempted to care for him as a single parent). Exactly how Harper was persuaded to give up
her child is not evident, but that she was persuaded is clear, because says that she was told
that it was “for the better” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 42). It might be
suggested that Harper engaged in an act of preservative love. Harper passes her son into the
arms of another for his preservation and for his benefit. Furthermore, it might be suggested
that Harper’s choice provides evidence of Harper responding to the demand for “social
acceptability” (Ruddick 1990, p. 17). Whilst Ruddick proposes that the maternal practice and
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work of training is the response to the demand for social acceptability, and Harper’s passing
her child into the arms of another could not be suggested to be training the child, in a sense,
through Harper’s choice to give her child to another—presumably nuclear—family, Harper
submits to social acceptability.
Hansen asks the following questions regarding the mother without child:
In any of these instances where the child is absent, where the relation is, for good or bad, temporarily
or permanently, voluntarily or involuntarily broken off, what does motherhood consist of, what does a
‘mother’ feel like? Does a woman without a child simply become (at last or again) a subject, an
autonomous self, free from the claims and contradictions of motherhood? Or does she suffer a tragic,
irreparable trauma? (Hansen 1997, p. 20).

It might be suggested that Harper masquerades as “a subject, an autonomous self, free from
the claims and contradictions of motherhood” (1997, p. 20). She puts on her professional self
at work. She dedicates herself to her career, perhaps in lieu of mothering. She becomes
Harper—the assistant to the assistant to the assistant, and then Harper—employee of The
White House’s entertainment division, and then Harper—lover and eventual fiancé of Josiah.
When these roles are removed, it appears that one identity remains. The identity which she
retains when she loses all of her other roles is the identity of mother.
After Harper confesses her ‘sins’ to Aretha Franklin, Franklin says something of great weight
to Harper, she says, “Baby, it Was Not Your Fault” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014,
p. 40). She does not say what she means by ‘it’, whether that be conceiving a child at the age
of seventeen as a result of rape, or giving that child up at the advice of others. This brief
statement acts as a sort of absolution for Harper. Franklin tells her that she is forgiven, or
rather, that there was nothing to forgive in the first place. In her few moments with Harper
she offers Harper friendship and kindness, and with this exchange, Murray-Smith represents
female friendship as having a potentially life-changing power. Harper’s encounter with
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Franklin gives her the strength to articulate her thoughts and her grief, to both Franklin and
the audience. Harper raises the issue of judgement, declaring, “It wasn’t God’s judgment I
needed to assuage – it was my own” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 42). Harper
judged herself. Harper seems to be able to lift off the great weight of guilt and regret that she
has been carrying and begin to look to the future. With this future in mind, she begins to sing
“Amazing Grace” (Newton cited in Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 42).
Harper’s singing of “Amazing Grace” might suggest that there has been a divine intervention.
The identification of herself as a wretch follows Franklin’s comment about being blameless
(Murray-Smith, unpublished script, 2014, p. 40). Harper has gone from a state of being lost,
to being found, seeing and understanding. It might be suggested that Harper’s journey from
blindness to sight may not describe a journey of salvation, but rather, self-awareness. In her
interaction with Franklin, she discovers that which has been holding her back, causing her
sorrow and grief. She has unresolved feelings regarding what happened in Thunderbolt. She
still feels a bond with her son and she seems to regret her choice to leave him. Perhaps, she
resents that she was not permitted to make an independent, informed and personal choice
regarding whether to mother him herself or to give him to others to care for.
The script states that Harper meets Franklin and tells her story to her in 1993. However, the
play appears to begin and end in 2001. Whilst Harper’s interaction with Franklin causes her
to think “about the child, passed into another’s arms” (Murray-Smith, unpublished script,
2014, p. 42), it does not seem to inspire her to write to him. There is a gap in Harper’s
memories and Harper’s narration of the twentieth century years and that gap exists between
her fiftieth and fifty-eighth birthdays. What occurs between 1993 and 2001 is not revealed.
What prevents Harper from acting upon the feelings in 1993 is not revealed. It seems that
Harper experienced a revelatory moment in 1993, this moment did not prompt action until
her dismissal from The White House in 2001. It might be suggested that when Harper’s paid
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employment ceases her thoughts return to maternal practice, and the letter which she writes to
her now forty year old son might be suggested to represent an attempt to engage in the
mother work of “nurturance” (Ruddick 1990, p. 17).
Both Harper and Christie are birthmothers. Harper chooses to give up her son because she is
told it is for the best. Christie is kicked out of her home, but refuses to stay away from her
son. Her clinging, in the end, is his death. Harper, written by a woman; Christie, written by a
man. Perhaps the gender of the playwrights is significant, perhaps it is not. What is clear is
that both of these fictional characters: the one who leaves, and the one who will not leave,
both engage in the emotional work of mothering. The consequences are tragic in both texts.
According to Fitzpatrick the “standard territory of the jukebox musical” (2008, p. 44) was
surpassed by Enright’s version of The Boy from Oz. Fitzpatrick states that it was “the way in
which the pieces were arranged to deepen Allen’s story emotionally, and to find
psychological patterns in it” (2008, p. 44) which achieved this. Pennsylvania Avenue has an
emotive narrative, yet the genre of the jukebox musical provides a structure for Harper’s sad
story. It is the genre of the jukebox musical which permits audiences to walk with her on her
journey, from the beginning of her employment at The White House to the end. The songs
mark time and significant events. Furthermore, they permit Harper, Murray-Smith’s birth
mother without child (Hansen 1997) to communicate emotion to her audience, even before
her secret is revealed.
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Conclusion
This thesis has discussed major plays written by contemporary Australian female
playwrights. It argues that the characteristics of genres potentially have significant
repercussions for the mother characters represented by them. Furthermore, it demonstrates
that the field of Motherhood Studies has much to offer Australian feminist dramatic criticism,
and dramatic criticism more broadly.
It is difficult to say whether contemporary Australian female playwrights are writing more
complex and interesting mother characters. Certainly, I am far more aware of the mother
characters in Australian drama and theatre. Further, there are mother-child relationships
evident in plays which do not contain mothers or children.

Mother-Authors
On Saturday 8 October 2016, I watched Murray-Smith’s psychological thriller Switzerland
staged at the Melbourne Theatre Company’s Sumner Theatre (the play premiered in 2014 at
the Sydney Theatre Company). Switzerland contains neither a mother nor a child. However, a
prototypical mother child relationship appeared between the author Patricia Highsmith and
her character Thomas Ripley. In a manner comparable to the climax of The Female of the
Species11, in which Murray-Smith has Margot Mason die by her own ideas (Mason throws a
book, the book hits a gun, the gun goes off), in Switzerland Murray-Smith has Ripley,
Highsmith’s most famous character, stab her to death. A decade after the premiere of The
Female of the Species I watched another of Murray-Smith’s central characters die by her own
ideas. Whilst Mason’s daughter (Tess) does not kill her, and Highsmith has no children to kill

11

The Female of the Species premiered in The Playhouse at The Arts Centre (for the Melbourne Theatre
Company) in 2006.
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her, it might be suggested that Murray-Smith’s choice to have Mason killed by one of her
own books, and Highsmith killed by one of her own characters, represents a form of
“psychological matricide” (Henry 2004, p. 9). Interestingly, in her paper on “Options for
Gender Representation in the English Renaissance” (1991), Mary-Beth Rose asserts that “the
mother-authors’ technique of presenting themselves as dead and then going on to write
treatises escapes traditional narrative logic” (1991, p. 314). It would appear that MurraySmith’s texts also escape such logic. Murray-Smith does not write the death of herself as the
author, instead she writes the deaths of other female authors, that is Greer and Highsmith.
The mother-author is killed by the book, or the character, she created.

Protective Mothers
In the latter stages of my research, I encountered a mother character who appeared heroic 12,
perhaps super-human in her capacity for resilience and in her determination to preserve
herself and her children. Leah Purcell’s adaptation of Henry Lawson’s short story The
Drover’s Wife opened at Belvoir Street Theatre in Surry Hills, NSW on Wednesday 21
September 2016.13 Leah Purcell wrote the script and performed as the drover’s wife, Molly,
and the production was directed by Leticia Caceres. The character of Molly is a fiercely
strong female character. Furthermore, she is powerfully resilient as she defends herself and
her children. She refuses to surrender to the will of men.
In the opening scene, Molly is in labour. The baby is stillborn. Molly survives giving birth to
a stillborn baby, mourns for her baby, then she gets up and focuses on the work of caring for
herself and her surviving children. It is apparent that she has lost babies before. On hearing

12

Heroism and the stock type of the beleaguered hero are discussed in Chapter Three.
I watched The Drover’s Wife at Belvoir Street Theatre, Surry Hills at 2pm on Saturday the 24th of September
2016.
13
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that her children have been locked up for being the children of an Indigenous mother
(initially four are captured, but one escapes and comes to tell her about the others), she arms
herself and prepares to go and take them back. Molly is strong and determined. Her main
priorities appear to be survival and the protection of her children.
Molly wails when Yadaka, the Indigenous man who is kind to her and reveals to her that her
mother was in fact Indigenous, is hung. After she has cried she gets up and focuses once
more upon surviving and preserving her children (Ruddick 1990, p. 17). One child, the
audience meet, but three are simply spoken of. Molly survives when her husband tries to kill
her and she kills him in self-defence. He attacks her for embarrassing him when she catches
him sleeping with a prostitute. She survives the swagman who tries to sexually assault her
when she is in labour. She kills Leslie, the trooper who tries to take her in for questioning
over the disappearance of her husband. The last words she says before shooting him are “My
children!” (Purcell 2016, p. 41).
Molly will not allow herself to be taken in for questioning because she has sent her son to
collect his brothers and sister from Miss Shirley’s house, and her children will be back soon.
She is determined to be home for her children. So much so that she shoots the trooper when
he tries to take her in for questioning. Two drovers, acquaintances of her husband’s, come to
Molly’s property in search of her husband. They are aggressive and violent with her, and with
Yadaka. They beat Yadaka unconscious. McPharlen rapes Molly, before he and Parsen take
Yadaka off to hang him. After being raped, and it appears that she is unconscious when she is
raped, Molly discovers that Yadaka has been hung. She mourns for him, in the performance
that I watched Purcell wailed, an undulating wail. Evy Halland states that in Ancient Greece
“It was the women’s duty to perform laments, and mothers are associated with them in
general […]” (2014, p. 213). Molly, Purcell’s mother character, mourns for Yadaka. It is an
action she performs, but after she has mourned she continues with her life. She does not
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appear to think about what has happened to her, though she may feel pain (both physical and
emotional), and she thinks only of her children and of survival.
The Drover’s Wife presents a mother who is undivided in her love for and determination to
protect and care for her children at all costs. I would suggest that Purcell’s adaptation of
Lawson’s short narrative takes the male authored story and adds to the graphic violence.
Purcell’s conceptualisation of an Indigenous mother who is determined to keep and preserve
her children (regardless of the cost) contributes to the cultural area that Harrison’s Stolen
engages with. Indigenous female playwrights creating Indigenous female characters changes
the Indigenous female character in representation, giving her both agency and strength. Joy
Hooyton states, “No document has a greater chance of challenging the cult of forgetfulness
than a black woman’s autobiography” (cited in Thomson 2001, p. 23). There is no one better
qualified to create Indigenous female characters than Indigenous women writers.

Genres and Gender
The characteristics of genres have significant implications for characters. A play may be
identified as possessing the characteristics of more than one genre in any given moment, or
the genre may vary from one scene to the next. Genres are not immovable structural patterns.
They are in flux. This is influenced through writing and through practice. An author may
reflect many of the common characteristics of a genre within a text, and choose, quite
intentionally, to resist some. This does not necessarily remove the text from that genre, but it
renders the text both within and without its possibilities. This thesis engages with genres
which are most commonly considered to be independent.
The plays selected represent a diverse range of genres, and those genres have starkly different
consequences for the mother characters they represent. Harrison’s verbatim theatre play
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Stolen offers significant representations of Indigenous mother characters, for example,
Shirley, Nancy Wajurri (Jimmy’s mother), and Sandy’s mother (who is not named). These
three mother characters have experienced the forced removal of their children. The research
methodology employed by Harrison in the development of Stolen involved interviews with
Indigenous people who were members of the Stolen Generations and their families. The play
draws from the stories gathered in the interviews to create a series realism which reveals the
tragic consequences of the Australian Government’s harmful policy of forced child removal.
Rayson’s melodramatic realist play Inheritance presents four mother characters, three of
whom appear to be nefarious villains. The villainy can be attributed to more than the
characteristics of melodrama, the play is also a political allegory and Rayson’s characters
reflect political figures. The villainy is part of the conventions of the genre of melodrama,
and this villainy, in the context of political allegory, can be associated with the concept of
mother blame which has been brought to light by Motherhood Studies scholars. The mother
characters in Inheritance are Dibs, Girlie, Maureen and Julia (a fifth is mentioned, she is
Nugget’s late mother). Murray-Smith’s comic farce The Female of the Species contains
complex and starkly contrasting mother characters. Margot Mason is Murray-Smith’s second
wave feminist mother, Tess is a dissatisfied mother who has chosen not to work, but to
engage in home duties and to provide full-time care for her two children. The Female of the
Species also makes reference to Molly’s dead mother, who died by suicide, though she is not
named. The Female of the Species might be suggested to be significant for the fact that it has
a feminist mother character as its protagonist. However, this character is mocked, and the
genres of farce and comedy frame this mockery as acceptable. McDonald’s Shakespearean
adaptation Queen Lear represents just one mother character, Queen Lear, and she is complex.
Furthermore, she is represented as imperfect, and as experiencing contrasting emotions.
Murray-Smith’s jukebox musical Pennsylvania Avenue presents a birthmother who does not
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engage in mother work for the child that she gave birth to, but whom continues to think about
her child for decades after she chooses to relinquish him. The jukebox musical typically
involves the singing of well-known songs, it is intensified within Pennsylvania Avenue as
strong emotions permeate both the songs and monologues, this expands the characteristics of
the genre. The birth mother character in Pennsylvania Avenue expresses intense emotions.
She is framed by large political events. However, her personal story provides the central
narrative for the play. The songs provide a historical and political context for the events
which occur within her life. The mother characters analysed within the body of this thesis
indicate that Australian female playwrights are exploring the diverse possibilities for
representing mother characters within Australian theatre.
This thesis has discussed different identities of mother characters in representation, and has
brought significant concepts from the field of Motherhood Studies to bear on the analysis of
mother characters in theatre and drama. It points to the possibilities which the amalgamation
of feminist dramatic criticism and Motherhood Studies have to offer the analysis of mother
characters in contemporary Australian theatre and drama.
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Appendices
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Press.
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Appendix One: Maternal Practice and Maternal Presence in Jane Harrison’s Stolen

Aboriginal drama articulates a world vision differing significantly from that of the European literary
canon. First and foremost, both Canadian and Australian aboriginal playwrights wish to offer a new
perspective on their forgotten history, thus undermining the biased vision of white settlers. (Maufort
2001, 8)

The writing of Aboriginal women possesses powerful potentialities, and I argue that the
writing of Aboriginal women about Aboriginal women’s lives offers significant counter
narratives which challenge the “culture of forgetting” (Manne 1996) which is endemic in the
nation of Australia. Helen Thomson writes that “Forgetfulness in Australia is a politically
charged strategy that has characterised settler history” (2001, 23). Further, Thomson proposes
(quoting Joy Hooyton), “No document has a greater chance of challenging the cult of
forgetfulness than a black woman’s autobiography” (Hooyton 1990, 313; in Thomson 2001,
23). Jane Harrison’s play-text Stolen (2007) offers significant representations of strong
maternal subjects, and I propose that those representations might be understood to function as
an important rewriting of Australian history. Harrison represents the stolen children’s
mothers as active subjects whom write to, knit for and never give up searching for their
children. I propose in this paper that the Aboriginal mother characters in Stolen undertake
maternal practices and that through their engagement in acts of mother work they are
represented as being responsive to the requirements of their children, despite their separation
from “the reality of a biological child in a particular social world” (Ruddick 1989, 17).
Australia’s First Nations people will be referred to in this paper as “Aboriginal” (Casey 2012,
xi). Maryrose Casey chooses to use this naming in her text Telling Stories: Aboriginal
Australian and Torres Strait Islander Performance (2012). Further, she writes, “The capital
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‘A’ signifies that the word refers to the traditional owners of Australia” (Casey 2012, xi).
Hence, the term Aboriginal will be employed in this paper as an acknowledgement of the
Australian Aboriginal people as the “traditional owners of Australia” (Casey 2012, xi).
I propose that play-texts may be analysed as sources which might be considered
independently from the theatrical performances which have been staged in response to them.
Rob Baum refers to play-texts as “dramatic literature” (2003, 13). She writes that she
approaches them as “scribed works and also anthropological phenomena, as the writing of
and about women’s lives” (Baum 2003, 13). This paper considers the text of a play, and the
potentialities which that text holds. Baum describes “the work of theatre” as being both
“repeatable” and “never-to-be repeated” (2003, 13), identifying perhaps the most notable
difference between the play-text and the staged performance. A play-text is repeatable, a
performance is not. Live performance is, as Baum puts it, “ephemeral” (2003, 13). This paper
will consider the text of Harrison’s play Stolen, and the maternal representations called for by
that text.

Articulating injustice
Stolen articulates some of the injustices perpetrated against Australia’s Aboriginal people, by
showing the experiences of its five central characters, and by permitting those characters to
speak about their experiences. Harrison’s five central characters are stolen children who have
been stolen from. The play depicts the characters at multiple stages of their lives, giving its
audiences the opportunity to see them as children recalling their experiences of being taken
from their families, children suffering abuse after their removal, and adults severely impacted
by their separation from their families, their communities and their culture.
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Stolen was commissioned by Ilbijerri Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Theatre Cooperative. In 1992 they advertised for a writer and Harrison applied for the position.
Alongside a team of researchers, Harrison interviewed community members and commenced
the process of devising a script in response to those interviews. Wesley Enoch directed a
reading of the play (then titled The Lost Children) in 1993. According to Enoch, “The title
was changed when audience members argued that the children were never lost, they were
stolen” (2007, viii). Enoch writes that “Stolen is a play that helped to change the course of
history” (2007, vii). It received a standing ovation at its 1998 Melbourne premiere and soldout seasons across Australia. Stolen has been staged in the United Kingdom, Hong Kong and
Japan, and has had readings in Canada and New York (see appendix for a partial production
history). Through the vehicle of theatre Harrison has shared the stories of the stolen
generations with thousands.
The process of development from which Stolen was devised fits within Deirdre Heddon’s
definition of verbatim theatre as “a form of theatre which places interviews with people at the
heart of its process” (2008, 127). Verbatim theatre is sometimes referred to as documentary
theatre or theatre of testimony. Of the characteristics of verbatim theatre, Heddon writes,
“Though there are wide variations in terms of form and practices, […] many productions do
share a dramaturgical structure. Typically, they create a collage that enables multiple points
of view, represented through multiple voices, but anchor this to a single or central storyline or
thematic […]” (2008, 128). Harrison’s play-text Stolen has a central thematic and a common
location. All of the central characters are stolen children and all of the central characters-bar
one (Anne is adopted by a white family)-are, at different points in the play, together at a
children’s home. There is not a single or central storyline, but the stories of the five central
characters share significant commonalities. The play-text does not follow a linear narrative,
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but rather, to adopt Heddon’s terminology, it creates a “collage” (2008, 128) of multiple
stories.
Harrison identifies Antoinette Braybrook as the primary researcher in Stolen’s developmental
process (2008, 64). However, it is clear that Harrison did listen to the stories of members of
the stolen generations and their families, and that those stories directly impacted upon the
play-text of Stolen. In a book chapter written by Harrison (2008, 62-75), and published
approximately one decade after Stolen’s mainstream premiere (1998). Harrison describes
some of the stories she was told and talks about how those stories influenced the play-text of
Stolen. Harrison writes that, “[She] heard of a mother who, having seen her child bundled
into the welfare’s big, black car without a word said to her, was paralysed with grief and
stood in the rain unable to move or speak” (2008, 66). Harrison states this story “became the
basis of two vignettes in the play for the character of Shirley” (2008, 66). Hence, when
audience members observe Shirley’s memories of her removal they are observing a lived
experience. Through a reading of Harrison’s book chapter, My Journey through Stolen (2008,
62-75), it is clear that multiple scenes within Stolen were inspired by the stories told to
Harrison by members of the stolen generations and their families. Many of the experiences
which are depicted within the play-text of Stolen were inspired by real experiences. Audience
members who watch Stolen collaborate in the remembrance of real and traumatic events.

Who speaks?
In the act of writing about drama (play-texts) and theatre (live performance) exists the
dilemma of remaining mindful of the place from which one writes. I watch, read and write
from the place of a white feminist woman. Of the significant and problematic issues related to
the act of a non-Aboriginal person writing about Australian Aboriginal identity Carolyn
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D’Cruz writes, “The matter of who speaks for and about whom is possibly the most sensitive
and impassioned issue circulating within discourses of identity politics” (2001, par. 1).
D’Cruz discusses the tumultuous ground a scholar treads when speaking for or about an
identity when they do not “satisfy the criteria of bearing the marker of identity that [they are]
speaking about” (2001, par. 1). D’Cruz in fact problematizes my own self-identification.
Writing of the matter of non-Aboriginal people speaking about “Aboriginal identities and
issues”, D’Cruz writes, “[…] each speaker presumably enters some kind of power
relationship with the investigated identity in the act of participating in the debate” (2001, par.
3). D’Cruz says that non-Aboriginal speakers and writers are often compelled by this
recognition “to declare a list of their identity markers” (2001, par. 3), as I have done. D’Cruz
describes two possible uses of the declaration of the non-Aboriginal speaker or writer’s
“identity markers” (2001, par. 4). She writes, “Sometimes the declaration is used to
problematize the speaking subject’s ‘right’ to speak about the particular identity in question
(such as a non-Aboriginal person speaking about issues pertaining to Aboriginal identity); at
other times, the declaration acts as some kind of verifier of what is being said” (D’Cruz 2001,
par. 4). I hope that in this case my own declaration of identity will be received in the first
instance. I recognise that there are problems with the act of a white feminist woman writing
about representations of Aboriginal women. I do not believe that my whiteness, my feminism
or my gender equip or qualify me to speak about Aboriginal representation. However, I
perceive that highlighting the significance of Australian Aboriginal women’s writing might
be suggested to be an important feminist responsibility.
Aileen Moreton-Robinson considers that “despite – or perhaps because of – feminism’s
commitment to a politics of difference, thinking and writing about whiteness has not yet had
widespread impact upon theorising difference. Whiteness remains the invisible omnipresent
norm” (2000a, xviii-xix). I approach the act of writing about the representation of Aboriginal
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mothers within Stolen from a place which is influenced by my whiteness. Yet, I believe that
in identifying the place from which I write as problematic I can begin to approach the task
called for by Moreton-Robinson. She writes, “To recognise that whiteness has shaped
knowledge production means academia would have to accept that the dominant regime of
knowledge is culturally and racially biased, socially situated and partial” (Moreton-Robinson
2004, 88). It is from this place that I write, with the recognition that my reading is influenced
by whiteness.
Moreton-Robinson suggests that Adrienne Rich may be the first scholar to have written about
whiteness. Moreton-Robinson states that Rich “argued that white feminists practice white
solipsism” (Moreton-Robinson 2000b, 348). According to Moreton-Robinson, “[Marilyn]
Frye and Rich both suggest that feminists should be disloyal to their whiteness by refusing
the material and ego rewards conferred on them through their association with white men;
they should actively work against their white race privilege” (2000b, 348). How might this
disloyalty be manifest in writing? I suggest that in order for white feminists to write with or
about Aboriginal women perhaps it is necessary for them to recognise and identify their
whiteness and the potential that it has to bias their vision. Further, I suggest that if white
feminists seek to analyse the representation of Aboriginal women, perhaps they should invite
and be open to the criticism of their (our) analyses.
Anna Haebich provides a theoretical discussion of Australia’s “national forgetting” (2011,
1035) of Indigenous histories, and this discussion of forgetting might be considered to act as
a call to remember. I write this paper with a view to remembering the stolen children’s
mothers, and with a view to reading their stories.

Australian female playwrights
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Australian Aboriginal female playwrights have begun to influence the “cultural imagination”
(Fensham and Varney 2005, 63). Casey states that “[Stolen] provided a compelling force of
resistance to the ongoing denial of indigenous realities by white Australian culture, as well as
a celebration of indigenous survival and diversity after nearly two hundred and twenty years
of white settlement” (2005, 200). Within the context of Rachel Fensham and Denise Varney’s
“dolls’ revolution” (2005, 1) Harrison’s play-text can be understood to have contributed to a
significant shift within mainstream Australian theatre. Fensham and Varney propose that in
the drama and theatre of the 1990s and early 2000s a group of female playwrights instigated a
“dolls’ revolution” (2005, 1). This revolution was characterised by a shift in Australian
drama, toward the depiction of strong and complex female characters. Fensham and Varney
use the metaphor of the kewpie doll as an analytical tool, moving away from its feminine
connotations they imbue the doll with the power to create and spread revolution. Fensham
and Varney say that the effects of the “dolls’ revolution” (2005, 1) have spread beyond drama
and theatre, to “the cultural imagination” (2005, 63). Fensham and Varney suggest that
female playwrights are boldly depicting a range of possibilities for being and playing female.
I propose that Aboriginal female playwrights have the ability to speak to and transform the
“cultural imagination” (Fensham and Varney 2005, 63) and to dismantle the “‘cult of
forgetfulness’” (Hooyton 1990, 313; in Thomson 2001, 23) which permeates Australian
society.

Maternal practices
Drawing from the “‘practicalist’ conception of ‘truth’” (1989, 13) Sara Ruddick proposes that
“thinking arises from and is tested against practices” (1989, 13). Upon the basis of this
preposition Ruddick asserts that there is such a thing as “maternal thinking” (1989, 13) and
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that this thinking arises from “maternal practice” (1989, 17). It is Ruddick’s position that
mothers engage in maternal practices “in response to the reality of a biological child in a
particular social world” (1989, 17). For Ruddick, an individual is a mother “because and to
the degree that they are committed to meeting the demands that define maternal work” (1989,
17). Ruddick describes the demands which “constitute maternal work” (1989, 17) to be the
demand for preservation, the demand for growth and the demand for social acceptability.
Ruddick asserts that “to be a mother is to be committed to meeting these demands by works
of preservative love, nurturance, and training” (1989, 17). Ruddick identifies the demands for
preservation and growth to come from the child, and the demand for social acceptability to
come from the mother’s social group (particularly other mothers) and society more broadly.
Jean Keller has identified Ruddick’s “birthgiver/adoptive mother distinction” (2009, 173) to
be problematic. Further, Keller refers to the published letters of Korean birthmothers (Dorrow
1999) to argue that birthmothers may engage in maternal thinking, even prior to the birth of
their child. It is suggested here that the Aboriginal mother characters within Stolen undertake
acts which appear synonymous with Ruddick’s conception of maternal practices, even after
their children are taken from them. The mothers within Stolen engage most notably in the
maternal practice of nurturance, and through their acts of maternal practice they exert a
strong presence within the world of the play.

Fostering growth
Ruddick describes the maternal practice of nurturing, or fostering growth, as “to nurture a
child’s developing spirit” (1989, 82). She follows this statement by explaining her meaning
of the term “spirit” (Ruddick 1989, 82). Ruddick suggests that a child’s spirit might be
suggested to be “whatever in a child is lively, purposive, and responsive” (1989, 82). Ruddick
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positions the mother as the individual responsible for the nurturing of a child’s “developing
spirit” (1989, 82). Ruddick offers seven definitions of the term “development” (1989, 82)
which she perceives pertain to the child’s “developing spirit” (1989, 82). The definitions of
development offered by Ruddick are: “to ‘unfold more completely,’ ‘to unfold gradually, as a
flower from a bud,’ ‘to free from that which enfolds or envelops,’ ‘to form or expand by a
process of growth,’ ‘to evolve the possibilities of power,’ ‘to make active (something latent)’
to ‘perfect, advance, further.’” (Bhasin 1987; in Ruddick 1989, 82). I suggest that the
Aboriginal mothers within Stolen foster their children’s growth (when they are with them)
and seek to do so (when they are separated from them).
The mothers within Stolen attempt to foster the growth of their children. In the scene entitled
“Sandy’s story of the Mungee” (Harrison 2007, 10-11), Sandy asks the children in the
children’s home if they want to hear the story of “the big bad Mungee” (Harrison 2007, 10).
When he begins telling the story he refers to the sun, speaking in his Aboriginal language (or
dialect). He says, “The yurringa” (Harrison 2007, 10). Shirley (another child in the children’s
home) responds by saying “But you’re not allowed to say that…” (Harrison 2007, 10). This
line of dialogue reveals a cruel and racist rule within the children’s home. Shirley’s statement
indicates explicitly that the children are not permitted to speak in Indigenous languages.
However, Sandy has the memory of them. Further, in the scene entitled “Desert sands”
(Harrison 2007, 22-23) Sandy tells the children a story his mother told him about his people.
He tells them that “When [he] was a little boy, [his] mother would tell [him] the story of how
the desert sands were created, a long time ago” (Harrison 2007, 22). Sandy remembers the
stories which his mother told him, and he remembers his language, or at least a small part of
it. It might be suggested that Sandy’s memories of the stories he was told and the language
which he spoke illustrate that his mother (and his extended family) sought to nurture Sandy’s
“developing spirit” (Ruddick 1989, 82) to “unfold more completely” (Bhasin 1987; in
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Ruddick 1989, 82) and that they did so through the telling of stories and through the sharing
of language. The stories they told and the language that they shared with Sandy remain with
him, and he is able to share those stories and speak that language to the other children at the
children’s home. It is evident that Sandy’s mother did share stories with him. Sandy clearly
states, in the “Desert sands” scene, that the story which he tells was imparted to him by his
mother. The stories which Sandy remembers provide him with a significant link to his
culture, despite his removal from his family.
It is interesting to note that the second definition of development offered by Ruddick “‘to
unfold gradually, as a flower from a bud,’” (Bhasin 1987; in Ruddick 1989, 82) appears to be
manifest most notably when Sandy is cared for by his uncle. However, perhaps this is not so
strange, Ruddick states, “whatever difference might exist between female and male mothers,
there is no reason to believe that one sex rather than the other is more capable of doing
maternal work” (1989, 41). Ruddick considers women to be no more equipped than men for
the work of mothering. Within the text of Stolen it might be suggested that Sandy’s uncle
engages in the maternal practice of fostering growth, and that his manifestation of this might
be suggested to be most representative of Ruddick’s description of development as “‘to
unfold gradually, as a flower from a bud,’” (Bhasin 1987; in Ruddick 1989, 82). Sandy’s
uncle says, “When I took the boy in he had nothing but the shirt on his back and a wild look
in his eye. He couldn’t sit still” (Harrison 2007, 4). In order to help Sandy relax and feel
settled, Sandy’s uncle takes him fishing. He states, “I’d take him down to the river and slowly
he’d start breathing again. We’d catch a few fish and have a yarn, and he’d even crack a
smile now and then” (Harrison 2007, 4). It might be suggested that Sandy’s uncle engages in
the maternal practice of fostering growth. Further, it is clear, from his description of the
changes which he could see in Sandy, that his methods were successful.
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The Aboriginal mothers within Stolen attempt to provide freedom for their children. The third
definition of development offered by Ruddick, “‘to free from that which enfolds or
envelops,’” (Bhasin 1987; in Ruddick 1989, 82) is an aspect of development which two
mothers within the text of Stolen clearly attempt to foster. The most significant examples of
mothers attempting to free their children from that which has the potential to enfold, envelop
and potentially consume their children, are the scenes in which the Aboriginal mothers cry
out to their children warning them to run or hide from ‘the Welfare’. In the scene entitled
“Hiding Sandy” (Harrison 2007, 3-4) it is evident that Sandy's mother is trying to protect
him, and that she perceives in order to protect him she must make him run from "the
Welfare" (Harrison 2007, 5). The scene is fast paced. The dialogue (comprised of short
sentences which express urgency) functions to create a rhythmic driving force. Sandy's
mother sends Sandy away from her so that ‘the Welfare’ will not catch him. In the scene
entitled “It rained the day” (Harrison 2007, 4-5) Jimmy's mother speaks the words "Don't you
get caught... The Welfare- Don't... or the Welfare... If you... the Welfare... Willy, hide! Hide!
The Welfare..." (Harrison 2007, 5). Like Sandy's mother, Jimmy's mother acts as a voice of
warning; a voice telling him to hide, a voice telling him to run. Both Sandy’s mother and
Jimmy’s mother warn their children to run and hide from ‘the Welfare’, and it might be
suggested that they do so because they recognise that ‘the Welfare’ will not foster the growth
of their children, but rather “enfold or envelop” (Ruddick 1989, 82), constricting their
growth.
Jimmy’s mother attempts to provide him with instruction, despite their separation. The fourth
and seventh definitions of the term development offered by Ruddick, “‘to form or expand by
a process of growth,’” and “to ‘perfect, advance, further.’” (Bhasin 1987; in Ruddick 1989,
82) might be suggested to be aspects of development which Jimmy’s mother seeks to foster
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with her letters. It is evident that she wants to make contact with Jimmy. She continues to
write to him year after year, never receiving a response.
The authority figures in the children’s home tell Jimmy that his mother is dead. In the first of
two scenes with the same title “Your mum’s dead” (Harrison 2007, 11-13), Jimmy asks for
his mother. He says, “When’s my mum gunna come for me?” (Harrison 2007, 12), to which
the Matron responds, “Your mother’s not coming. She’s dead” (Harrison 2007, 12). Jimmy
declares that his mother is not dead, and almost instantly his mother is revealed to the
audience, they see her "standing offstage, isolated, spotlit, reading a letter" (Harrison 1998,
12). She is not dead. She speaks the words: "22nd October, 1963. Dear Willy, they say it's for
the best, but I'm missing my boy. They won't tell us where they took you, but perhaps you
could write and tell us so we could come and visit you and your sister. Now try to do nothing
naughty... Love, Mum and Dad" (Harrison 2007, 12). The stage directions state that the letter
which Jimmy's mother reads is to be projected upon Jimmy's face. As the letter is read, the
stage directions state that the audience will witness: "[…] a silent demonstration of JIMMY
being subjected to humiliation. He's being beaten (we hear the sound of the strap being
applied), he's forced to clean shoes, he's sent to his room and an old tin plate of shapeless
goo, his dinner, is slid across the floor in his direction. We see the once happy boy slowly
shutting down" (Harrison 2007, 12). Jimmy calls for his mother because he is not being
preserved, he is not being nurtured, and he remembers her as someone who cared for him.
The representation of Jimmy's mother, elsewhere, but thinking of him, writing to him, asking
him to tell her where he is so that she can visit him, clearly presents her as a mother
attempting to preserve her child, attempting to engage with her child and attempting to
nurture him. Furthermore, when she tells him to "try to do nothing naughty" (Harrison 2007,
12), it appears Jimmy's mother is aware that wherever her son is it is likely that there will be
very different ways of doing things. Her instruction, it would seem, is for his preservation.
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Jimmy’s mother continues to write to him regardless of the fact that she does not receive a
response. In the second of two scenes entitled “Your mum’s dead” (Harrison 2007, 11) the
stage directions state that "JIMMY is whimpering in his bed" (Harrison 2007, 15). He says
the words "I wanna go home" (Harrison 2007, 15). This time it is unclear whom he is
speaking to; the voice that responds is not specified to be the Matron, it is simply referred to
as “voice” (Harrison 2007, 15-16). The voice tells Jimmy to be quiet and the voice tells
Jimmy that his mother is dead. Again, Jimmy's mother is revealed in bodily form, she is
offstage and spotlit. This time she reads the sentences of her letter one by one. She reads one
sentence, pauses, then Jimmy speaks. They do not hear or see one another, but they speak as
if in dialogue. Jimmy's mother has aged a good deal in a short time. The stage directions tell
us "She's aged-her hair is now greyish" (Harrison 2007, 16). Jimmy's mother says that she
has not received any replies to the letters which she has sent, but she writes that she imagines
that he is probably too busy to write to her "with school and everything" (Harrison 2007, 16).
She says that ‘the Welfare’ doesn't tell them much (she and Jimmy's father). Further, she
writes that Jimmy's father is unwell, and that they are poor, but that she found some red wool
and has knitted him a pair of warm socks. Jimmy does not receive the socks, nor does he
receive the letter. The stage directions specify that the filing cabinet is "slammed shut"
(Harrison 2007, 16). However, audience members learn that Jimmy's mother continues to
think of him and to write to him, though she has received no response to her letters. Jimmy's
mother seeks to ensure that Jimmy is well. She sends him socks because she wants to make
sure his feet are warm and she wishes to contribute to his wellbeing. Jimmy's mother
endeavours to preserve Jimmy and to mother Jimmy, though he has been taken from her. By
telling Jimmy to “try to do nothing naughty” (Harrison 2007, 12) it is clear that Jimmy’s
mother attempts to foster the formation and expansion of Jimmy’s behaviour (despite their
separation). She seeks to assist him to behave in a way which will be acceptable to those
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around him, for his own benefit. This might also be considered to be an act of training for
social acceptability, which is the third maternal practice identified by Ruddick.

Preservative love
It is evident within the play-text of Stolen that the stolen children’s Aboriginal mothers seek
to nurture and train their children, whilst preservative love is the first maternal practice
identified by Ruddick, it will be the final maternal practice discussed here. Ruddick describes
preservative love as an action of mother work performed in response to a demand made by a
child, the demand for preservation. In order to explain her conception of preservative love
Ruddick describes a story told by the mother of a child who slept poorly due to croup and
bronchitis, caused by allergies. The story tells of the mother’s suffering, spending hours,
days, and nights alone with a crying and screaming baby. In this story the mother’s partner is
mostly absent and uninvolved; though he supports the mother and child financially, he is not
home much. Ruddick describes one night in particular, a night when the mother’s partner (the
child’s father) could not come home. She describes how the child “[wailed] as usual”
(Ruddick 1989, 66). Further, she goes on to describe the mother experiencing a shortness of
breath and an image which frightened her. Ruddick reveals that the mother imagined harming
the child and was very disturbed by what she imagined. However, Ruddick states that the
mother changed the baby and gave the baby warm milk, before “[shutting] the door to the
baby’s room, [and] barricading it against herself with a large armchair” (1989, 67). Here,
Ruddick begins her chapter on the nature of maternal love by offering a story of a mother
who imagined harming her screaming baby, but did not. It is interesting that in the
introduction to Ruddick’s chapter on preservative love Ruddick offers a story of a mother
shutting a door between herself and a child and barricading that door shut as an example of
the maternal practice of preservative love. For Ruddick preservative love is a maternal
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practice, and through her description of preservative love in action it is evident that Ruddick
considers preservative love to be a maternal practice which is chosen.
The mother within Ruddick’s story is divided. In her imagination she causes her child harm.
However, in her actions she chooses to preserve her child. Of “mother-love” (1989, 68)
Ruddick writes, “What we are pleased to call ‘mother-love’ is intermixed with hate, sorrow
impatience, resentment, and despair; thought-provoking ambivalence is a hallmark of
mothering” (1989, 68). Hence, it can be understood that Ruddick considers maternal
emotions to be comprised of a complex mixture of “hate, sorrow, impatience, resentment, and
despair” (1989, 68). Ruddick refers to the story which she tells as being “emblematic of
maternal work” (1989, 67). It is evident that, for Ruddick, the child within this story is not
preserved as a result of “mother-love” (1989, 67). For Ruddick, mother-love is complex and
contains both positive and negative emotions. Preservative love is a choice, to undertake the
maternal practice, or mother work, of preserving a child. Hence, for Ruddick, a mother
engages in preservative love and expresses preservative love when they choose (not
necessarily because of-but potentially in spite of-their emotions) to preserve the child.
Within the play-text of Stolen the Aboriginal mothers long for and mourn for their children.
In regards to their children and their maternal emotions they do not appear divided. It is clear
that the Aboriginal mothers within Stolen want to engage in the maternal practice of
preservative love for their children. Furthermore, it might be suggested that the Aboriginal
mothers do engage in the maternal practice of preservative love, even after their children are
taken from them.
Shirley (a stolen child and a mother whose children have been stolen from her) makes clothes
for her children, despite their absence, because she longs to care for them. In the scene
entitled “Shirley knits for her family” (Harrison 2007, 19) the stage directions state:
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"SHIRLEY has a big bag of knitting that she lays out-from small garments to large,
representing the years that she has knitted for her family without ever getting the chance to
give them her symbols of love" (Harrison 2007, 19). Shirley tells the audience about her
experience in the wool shop "the other day" (Harrison 2007, 19) and her experience is
enacted upon the stage with an offstage voice speaking the words which the shopkeeper said.
The audience members learn that the shop keeper asked Shirley how many grandchildren she
had, and that at hearing this Shirley had to leave the shop, because she did not know how
many grandchildren she had. Shirley knits for her children and grandchildren, but it is
revealed that she is unable to give her children or grandchildren the clothes which she knits
for them. Shirley has two children, a son and a daughter, both were taken from her. She
believes, but does not know, that she has grandchildren. Shirley knits for her children and the
stage directions describe this knitting as "symbols of love" (Harrison 2007, 19). It appears that
Shirley longs to actively care for her children, and hence she knits for them, persistently.
Shirley is persistent in her search for her children. In the scene entitled “Shirley never gives
up searching” (Harrison 2007, 21-22) Shirley calls the authorities to ask about her children.
The stage directions state: "One by one all the others join her on the bed and they all make
calls-to the authorities, social services, anyone who might know anything regarding the
whereabouts of her children. The voices crowd over one another so it becomes a wall of
sound" (Harrison 2007, 21). The scene ends with Shirley standing alone, spotlit. She speaks
the words: "Put me on hold... [...] You people have been putting me on hold for twenty-seven
years..." (Harrison 2007, 22). With these words it is revealed that Shirley has been searching
for her children for twenty seven years, and still she refuses to give up searching.
Jimmy’s mother does not stop writing letters. In the scene entitled “Jimmy’s story” (Harrison
2007, 26-28) Jimmy's mother sends another letter, this time she writes to the authorities. She
writes, "I am writing to let you know that we would like our son Willy to come back home"
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(Harrison 2007, 26). In this scene Jimmy's mother is named for the first time, she signs her
letter: “Nancy Wajurri” (Harrison 2007, 26). In her letter she states that she and her husband
are employed, clearly attempting to convince those in power that they are productive
members of society and well able to care for and provide for their son. This time Nancy is not
present on stage, nor is she spotlit in the wings, she is present as a voice, speaking her letters.
As Jimmy's mother speaks Jimmy is present on stage, in a gaol cell. It is evident that his
mother believes that he is still in the care of those who took him, that she believes he is in
foster care-or similar. It is evident in this scene that Nancy wants to provide for Jimmy, wants
to preserve him, and wants to nurture him. However, she does not know where he is and he
does not know where she is, and the authorities have no interest in addressing this.
In the scene entitled “What do you do?” (Harrison 2007, 29-30) Jimmy and his mother Nancy
prepare to meet for the first time since he was taken. They speak, one after the other,
however, they do not hear one another. The stage directions state that: "NANCY pulls the
twenty-six presents from out of the box and lays them on the floor. She takes the time to
consider each one, as they represent all the love she was not able to give her son" (Harrison
2007, 30). Nancy has twenty six presents, one for each of the years that has passed since
Jimmy was taken from her. The stage directions state that after considering each present,
"NANCY collapses and dies" (Harrison 2007, 30). The presents act as tangible evidence of
Nancy's active thinking of Jimmy. The pathos here is potent, as Nancy dies before she is able
to give Jimmy a single gift, a single expression of her love.

Jimmy commits suicide in prison
When Jimmy learns that his mother is dead (for real this time) he loses all hope. In the scene
entitled “Racist insults” (Harrison 2007, 32-34), the character of Jimmy commits suicide in
prison and he is found by a prison warden, “hanging, swaying” (Harrison 2007, 33). Jimmy is
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taken from his mother, and before he is able to meet her as an adult, she dies. He no longer
wants to live in a world where his mother is not. It is as if when his mother dies his hope dies
with her. The depiction of Jimmy's hanging is at once desperately sad and poignant. The
image-in text-is immensely powerful, and the words of Jimmy's letter speak the tragedy of
the play clearly. He calls for babies not to be taken from their mother's arms. This call links
Jimmy's death by hanging with the act of 'the Welfare' taking him from his mother's arms.
The act of child removal in this instance is synonymous with murder. The message of the
play is delivered powerfully through Jimmy's suicide note. Perhaps the message would not be
so piercing, so unforgettable, if it were not delivered alongside the hanging, dead body of anow adult-stolen child. Jimmy's voice can be heard as he speaks the words of his suicide note
though his body hangs lifeless. Jimmy speaks the words of his letter, just as his mother
speaks the words of her letters. It is evident throughout the play-text of Stolen that the stolen
children’s Aboriginal mothers want to care for their children. Further, through the acts of
maternal practice which they undertake, the Aboriginal mothers within Stolen are depicted as
offering that which their children are crying out for.
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Appendix Two: Maternal Resilience and Preservative Love in Joanna Murray-Smith’s
Pennsylvania Avenue

Within this paper it is argued that Harper, the central character in Joanna Murray-Smith’s
Pennsylvania Avenue, displays maternal resilience and further, that her choice to relinquish
her child at birth might be understood as an act of preservative love14. Linda Liebenberg and
Michael Ungar15 state “The experience of health under stress, and the dynamic processes that
contribute to positive development, have come to be known as resilience (Masten, 2001;
Ungar, 2005)”. Within the context of their research they define resilience to be
…the positive end of the developmental continuum that occurs for children who experience both acute
and chronic exposure to stressors like poverty, abuse, war, violence, neglect, drug addictions, mental
illness, disability, marginalization, racism, and a myriad of other ways their well-being is threatened. 16

Further, they propose “Increasingly, the study of resilience is moving beyond the study of
individuals to consider individuals in interaction with their environments and the adaptive
qualities of both”17. In the case of Pennsylvania Avenue it is proposed that Murray-Smith’s
central character Harper displays resilience in relation to her traumatic experience (rape
resulting in pregnancy).
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The Context
Pennsylvania Avenue premiered at the Melbourne Theatre Company’s Sumner Theatre on the
13th of November 201418. Pennsylvania Avenue is a jukebox musical; it consists of wellknown songs and a plot. The music consists mostly of popular songs that were composed in
the twentieth century. The songs in Pennsylvania Avenue interact with and further the
narrative progression of the play. Many of the songs evoke specific periods in the history of
twentieth century American politics. As Harper-as-Barbra sings Don’t Rain on My Parade, it
is as if the music is suggesting that nothing will end the beauty of ‘the Kennedys’. It is after
the conclusion of Don’t Rain on My Parade that Harper describes the events which led up to
the assassination of President John F Kennedy. I recall hearing gunshots in the performance.
However, the script does not specify gunshots in the stage directions. At the conclusion of
Harper’s first verse of Dear Lord, Forgive, President Ford appears. President Ford asks
Harper “what [she] consider[s] to be the greatest of all human capacities”19. To President
Ford’s question Harper responds, “Forgiveness”20. This single word is suggested to have been
the impetus for President Ford to grant former President Richard M. Nixon “a full and
unconditional pardon”21. Whilst Keith Gallasch and Laura Ginters22 argue “…the contents of
Australian music theatre range widely across local issues, histories and personalities…”,
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Pennsylvania Avenue takes the other as its focus, specifically Americans and American
politics.
Murray-Smith has received acclaim from large audiences, both in Australia and overseas. A
number of her plays present mother characters who might be considered to fit Hansen’s23
“…fictional picture of not conventionally good enough mothers…”, and Harper is not the
first character that Murray-Smith has written that has been a mother without child. Peta
Tait’s24 analysis of maternal emotions in Love Child25 represents one of the very few
publications in Australian theatre scholarship which considers maternal representation (see
also Hughes 201526). It is argued that paying attention to the mother characters in theatre and
drama might be considered to play an important role in the furtherance of feminist politics.

Pennsylvania Avenue: Narrative
Harper is the central character in Joanna Murray-Smith’s play Pennsylvania Avenue. She is a
small town, southern ‘gal’. Her family took her to church every Sunday when she was
growing up. She left Thunderbolt – Georgia at the age of eighteen for a job which her aunt
Abigail helped her to get; a job at The White House. Her story is not exactly a rags-to-riches
tale, because whilst Harper brushes shoulders with the rich and famous she becomes neither
herself.
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The play commences with Harper’s dismissal from her position at The White House. The
stage directions state that it is 2001. Harper informs the audience that she has been employed
at The White House for forty years. Harper’s reminiscences transport her back in time to
experience-again the encounters which she experienced over the decades she spent working
at The White House. Harper encounters American Presidents, singers and other celebrities
during her employment at The White House. As Harper recalls her encounters with famous
singers she sings the songs that they are remembered for.
There is a secret in Pennsylvania Avenue. The secret might be said to be the driving force of
the play. At the climax of the script it is revealed that Harper was raped by Curtis Fender
when she was seventeen years old, and that she gave birth to a child as a result of that rape.
Further, it is revealed that Harper gave that chid away in response to the advice of others. It is
not until the end of the play-and the end of Harper’s employment at The White House-that
Harper chooses to try to contact the child that she gave up at birth (or shortly after). The child
that she gave up in 1961 would be forty years old at this point. However, in the letter that she
writes to him in the final scene she writes to him as if he were a little child. She writes, “My
darling boy…”27. This might be understood to suggest that for Harper, the child that she gave
up at birth remains a child.
Harper has an impact upon significant political events and important political choices. She is
depicted as influencing President Ronald Reagan to tell Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev to
tear down the Berlin Wall. She is also depicted as influencing President Gerald R Ford to
grant President Richard Nixon a full pardon. Harper is illustrated as having a significant
impact upon a variety of world changing political decisions during her time at The White

27

Joanna Murray-Smith (2014), 43.
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House. The life she lives after leaving Thunderbolt is a life of affect. However, though it is
evident that Harper has positive experiences at The White House, she mourns for the child
which she gave up at birth and the life which she might have had.

The Jukebox Musical
Pennsylvania Avenue straddles at least two dramatic genres, the genres of the jukebox
musical and the cabaret. Further, it is suggested in this paper that Pennsylvania Avenue, like
Nick Enright’s original version of The Boy from Oz, simultaneously resides within the genre
of the jukebox musical and surpasses it28. According to Fitzpatrick29, “Enright sought to add
psychological complexity to the characterisation of Peter Allen, and artistic depth to the
show, rather than simply accepting the commercial priorities that customarily apply to the
genre of the ‘jukebox musical’”. However, Fitzpatrick indicates that the producers of the
show had an international imperative. It appears that their goal was less-to accurately
represent Allen to their audiences, and more-to take their show to Broadway and beyond.
It appears that Enright’s desire to represent “…two Peter Allen’s [:] the seemingly
invulnerable performer of sexual energy [and] the songwriter who mostly writes of the pain
of abandonment, transience, solitude, lost love and faded dreams”30 was not compatible with
the producers’ global vision for the play. However, according to Fitzpatrick31, Enright’s
original version of The Boy from Oz “…was convincingly better than the arena show that has
now effectively replaced it”.
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Fitzpatrick appears to make a value judgment regarding the jukebox musical. He suggests
that Enright’s version of The Boy from Oz simultaneously occupies and surpasses this genre.
Fitzpatrick32 writes “…the way in which the pieces were arranged to deepen Allen’s story
emotionally, and to find psychological patterns in it, took it way beyond the standard territory
of the jukebox musical”. Whilst Fitzpatrick33 describes Enright’s version of The Boy from Oz
as simultaneously existing within and surpassing the genre of the jukebox musical, he
describes the show which was staged on Broadway as an “arena show”. It seems apparent
that Fitzpatrick perceives a hierarchy of genres as he identifies the different versions of The
Boy from Oz. In this hierarchy it is evident that the arena show is the lowest form, the
jukebox musical is a little higher, and the form which Enright’s version of The Boy from Oz
attains is higher still. Pennsylvania Avenue is rooted in the genre of the jukebox musical.
However, it is proposed here, like Enright’s version of The Boy from Oz, Pennsylvania
Avenue surpasses the genre of the jukebox musical, to present Harper as a character that is
complex and flawed.

Preservative Love
Ruddick34 describes preservative love as a maternal practice, an action of mother work
performed in response to a demand made by a child, the demand for preservation. In order to
explain what she means by preservative love Ruddick describes a story told by the mother of
a child who slept poorly due to croup and bronchitis. The story tells of the mother’s suffering,
spending days and nights alone with a screaming baby. In this story the mother’s partner is
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mostly absent. Ruddick describes one night in particular, a night when the mother’s partner
could not come home. She describes how the child “…wail[ed] as usual.”35 Further, she goes
on to describe the mother experiencing shortness of breath and an image which frightened
her. Ruddick reveals that the mother imagined harming the child and was very disturbed by
this. However, Ruddick36 states that instead of harming the child the mother changed the
baby and gave the baby warm milk, before “…shut[ting] the door to the baby’s room, [and]
barricading it against herself with a large armchair.” Ruddick begins her chapter on the nature
of preservative love by offering a story of a mother who imagined harming her baby, but did
not. It might be considered interesting that in her introduction to her chapter on preservative
love Ruddick offers a story of a mother shutting a door between herself and her child as an
example of the maternal practice of preservative love. If Ruddick considers this mother’s
actions to be an example of preservative love perhaps it might be suggested that in the case of
birthmothers who relinquish custody of their children a similar action may be occurring.
Ruddick37 makes a distinction between the role of the mother and the role of “the birthgiver”.
Ruddick38 asserts “Neither pregnancy nor birth is much like mothering. Mothering is an
ongoing, organised set of activities that require discipline and active attention”. However,
Jean Keller39 suggests that Ruddick’s distinction between the role of the “birthgiver” and the
identity of mother does disservice to the “birthmother”. Keller40 states,
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[Ruddick’s birthgiver/adoptive mother distinction] fails adequately to consider the social complexities
birthgivers face, and it misconstrues birthgivers’ experiences by denying their status as mothers.

It appears that Harper’s relationship with her child was “disrupt[ed] or endanger[ed]”41 from
the outset. Hansen42 writes of the literature which she analyses, “The fictional circumstances
that disrupt or endanger the mother-child relationship are usually traumatic, but highly
various”. Further, Hansen43 states, “the lines between voluntary and involuntary loss are
often, but not always, blurred, as are perceptions about motives”. Harper becomes pregnant at
the age of seventeen as a result of rape. Furthermore, she is the child of Christian and morally
conservative parents. She is an unwed pregnant teenager in the early 1960s in the state of
Georgia. The fictional circumstances which surround Harper’s pregnancy are traumatic. It is
evident that these circumstances “…disrupt or endanger the mother-child relationship.” 44 It is
from this position that Harper makes the decision to separate herself from her child and to
give him to others to care for. Whilst it can be said that Harper chooses to pass her son “into
another’s arms”45, she does so in response to the advice of others. It might be suggested that
Harper passes her son into the arms of another in an act of preservative love. She chooses
another life for him, a life apart from her, because she is told that it is “for the better” 46. As
Ruddick’s mother barricaded the door between herself and her baby to prevent herself from
harming the child, Murray-Smith’s mother, Harper, passes her son into the arms of another
for his preservation and for his benefit. Further, it might be suggested that Harper’s choice
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provides evidence of Harper responding to the demand for “social acceptability” 47. Whilst
Ruddick proposes that the maternal practice and work of training is the response required to
address the demand for social acceptability, and Harper’s passing her son into the arms of
another could not be suggested to be training the child, in a sense, through Harper’s choice to
give her child to a-presumably nuclear-family, Harper submits to social acceptability. She
places her son into an acceptable family, in order to position him to be socially accepted.

Resilience and Redemption
Harper talks to Aretha Franklin about what happened in Thunderbolt when she was
seventeen. As Harper describes the conversation it is as if she is confessing her self-perceived
‘sins’ to Franklin. In response to Harper’s confession Franklin says something of great weight
to Harper, she says, “Baby, it Was Not Your Fault”48. She does not say what she means by
‘it’, whether that be conceiving a child at the age of seventeen as a result of rape, or giving
that child up at the advice of others. Whatever ‘it’ may mean, this brief statement acts as a
sort of absolution for Harper. Franklin tells her that her sins are forgiven, or rather, that there
was nothing to forgive in the first place. Franklin spends a few moments with Harper.
However, in those few moments Franklin offers Harper friendship and kindness. Harper’s
encounter with Franklin gives her the strength to articulate her thoughts and her grief, to both
Franklin and the audience. Harper raises the issue of judgment, declaring, “It wasn’t God’s
judgment I needed to assuage – it was my own”49. Harper judged herself. However, with
Franklin’s declaration that “it Was Not [her] Fault”50 Harper seems to put down the great
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weight of guilt and regret she has been carrying and begin to look to the future. With this
future in mind, Harper begins to sing Amazing Grace.
Harper’s singing of Amazing Grace seems to suggest that there has been a divine
intervention; that something has saved her; and that she is, or was, a wretch. This
identification of herself as a wretch is not compatible with Franklin’s declaration that “it Was
Not [her] Fault”51. The lyrics state that Harper has gone from a state of being lost and blind,
to a state of being found, seeing and understanding. It might be suggested that Harper’s
journey from blindness to sight may not describe a journey of salvation, but rather, an instant
of self-awareness. Through Harper’s interaction with Franklin, she discovers that which has
been holding her back, that which has been causing her grief and sorrow. She has unresolved
feelings regarding what happened in Thunderbolt. She still feels a bond to her son, and seems
to regret her choice to give him up, or perhaps, she regrets that she was not permitted to make
an independent, informed personal choice regarding whether to mother him herself or give
him to others to care for.
It might be expected that if Harper were going to choose to make contact with her adult son
she would choose to do so following her very transformative conversation with Franklin. This
does not appear to be the case. The script states that Harper meets Franklin and confesses her
sins to her in 1993. However, the play appears to begin and end in 2001. Whilst Harper’s
interaction with Franklin causes her to think “about the child, passed into another’s arms” 52, it
does not seem to inspire her to write to him. There is a gap in Harper’s memories and
Harper’s narration of the twentieth century and that gap exists between her fiftieth and fiftyeighth birthdays. What occurs between 1993 and 2001 is not narrated. What prevents Harper
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from acting upon the feelings which Franklin inspired in her in 1993 is not revealed. It seems
simply that whilst Harper experienced a revelatory moment in 1993, this moment did not
prompt action until her dismissal from The White House in 2001. It appears that Harper’s
environment facilitates her resilience, providing her with positive interactions and permitting
her to contribute to her community and global politics.
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Appendix Three: Remembering the Mothers of the Stolen Children: A Discussion of the
Representation of Mothers in Jane Harrison’s Play Stolen

The Aboriginal mothers within Jane Harrison’s play Stolen are depicted as strong women and
powerful memories. Harrison’s central characters are stolen children and their memories of
their mothers provide a source of hope for them long after they are taken. The representation
of the stolen children’s mothers as women who mourn for and do not forget their children
provides an important rewriting of dominant narratives (My Journey through Stolen 65-66).
Further, it might be suggested, live performances of Stolen have enacted a form of
commemoration for the stolen generations, and the play-text of Stolen offers a script for
further acts of remembrance (Casey 217).
Harrison’s play Stolen premiered in the Beckett Theatre at the CUB Malthouse, Playbox
Theatre Company on the 21st of October 1998 as part of the Melbourne International Festival
(Ilbijerri Theatre Company). It received a standing ovation at its 1998 Melbourne premiere
and sold-out seasons across Australia (Enoch vii). Stolen has been staged in the United
Kingdom, Hong Kong and Japan, and has had readings in Canada and New York (Stolen i).
Through the vehicle of theatre Harrison has shared the stories of the stolen generations with
thousands. Furthermore, the Aboriginal mothers within Harrison’s play-text are represented
as engaging in maternal practices (when their children are present) and endeavoring to
engage in maternal practices (after their removal).
The Aboriginal mothers within Stolen might be understood to undertake maternal practices
and to engage in maternal thinking despite their separation from their children (Ruddick 17).
Further, it is argued that the Aboriginal mother characters and their children resist national
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and institutional operations of forgetting to remember each other (Connerton 59), despite
institutions persistently telling them to forget.

Verbatim Theatre
Stolen might be described as a verbatim play. Deirdre Heddon describes verbatim theatre as
“a form of theatre which places interviews with people at the heart of its process” (127). Of
verbatim theatre Heddon states,
Though there are wide variations in terms of form and practices, […] many productions do share a
dramaturgical structure. Typically, they create a collage that enables multiple points of view,
represented through multiple voices, but anchor this to a single or central storyline or thematic […].
(Heddon 128)

Stolen has a central thematic and common location. Harrison’s central characters are stolen
children (they were written to be representative of Australia’s Stolen Generations). The play
depicts its central characters at multiple stages of their lives. While there is not a single or
central storyline, the stories of the five stolen children share significant commonalities, and
all of the central characters are, at different points in the play, together in a children’s home.
The play-text does not follow a linear narrative. Rather, to adopt Heddon’s terminology, it
creates a “collage” (128) of multiple stories.
Harrison identifies Antoinette Braybrook to have been the primary researcher in Stolen’s
developmental process (My Journey through Stolen 64). Harrison writes that when she was
commissioned to write Stolen she was employed fulltime in an advertising agency. In order to
keep Harrison involved in the project Ibijerri employed Braybrook as the researcher. Harrison
writes, “she fed me a stream of books and documents” (My Journey through Stolen 64).
Further, Harrison states that Braybrook “was a conduit to the community” (My Journey
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through Stolen 64). According to Harrison, Braybrook had contacts that she did not have.
However, it is evident that Harrison did listen to the stories of stolen children and their
families. Further, it is apparent that those stories directly impacted the play-text of Stolen.
Harrison states, “[She] heard of a mother who, having seen her child bundled into the
welfare’s big, black car without a word said to her, was paralyzed with grief and stood in the
rain unable to move or speak” (66). “[This story]”, Harrison writes, “became the basis of two
vignettes in the play for the character of Shirley” (66). Hence, when spectators observe
Shirley’s memories of her removal, they are observing an experience which was lived. Many
of the experiences represented within the play-text of Stolen were inspired by real
experiences. Spectators who watch Stolen participate in the remembrance of real and
traumatic events.
The use of symbolic objects is a characteristic of verbatim theatre which is significant within
Stolen. The stolen children’s beds are an element of set which remains consistent throughout
the play. The beds link the children with one another and with a common location, the
children’s home. The beds remain onstage for the entirety of the production. At times the
beds are used to symbolize places outside of the institution of the children’s home, for
example, a pier or a jail cell.

Maternal Practices
I propose that the Aboriginal mother characters in Stolen undertake maternal practices, and
that (through their engagement in acts of maternal work) they are represented as being
responsive to the requirements of their children and the demands of society, despite their
separation from “the reality of a biological child in a particular social world” (Ruddick 17).
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The maternal practices in Stolen can be understood by examining Sara Ruddick’s work. Sara
Ruddick describes preservative love as an action of mother work performed in response to a
demand made by a child, the demand for preservation. For Ruddick preservative love is a
maternal practice which is chosen. Of “mother-love” (68) Ruddick states, “What we are
pleased to call ‘mother-love’ is intermixed with hate, sorrow, impatience, resentment, and
despair; thought-provoking ambivalence is a hallmark of mothering” (68). It is apparent that,
for Ruddick, mother-love is complex and contains both positive and negative emotions.
Hence, for Ruddick, a mother engages in preservative love as an act of will.
Ruddick further describes the maternal practice of nurturing. She states, “To foster growth is
to nurture a child’s developing spirit” (Ruddick 82). Ruddick defines the term “spirit” (in this
context) to mean “whatever in a child is lively, purposive, and responsive” (82). Ruddick
positions the mother as the individual responsible for the nurturing of a child’s “developing
spirit” (82). I suggest that the Aboriginal mothers within Stolen foster their children’s growth
(when they are with them) and seek to do so (when they are separated from them).
Ruddick’s third maternal practice is the practice of training. Two ideas are at the root of her
discussion of training: “first, children’s natures are hospitable to goodness; and second,
maternal work is potentially a work of conscience” (Ruddick 103). According to Ruddick
children need to be trained “to be the kind of [people] others accept and whom the mothers
themselves can actively appreciate” (104). However, Ruddick identifies “two struggles within
maternal practice” (103). These struggles, she states, “[are] between inauthenticity and
conscience and between domination and educative control” (Ruddick 103). Whilst Ruddick’s
first two maternal practices (preservative love and nurturance) respond to the demands or
requirements of a child, Ruddick’s third maternal practice (training) responds to the demands
of society or the mother’s social group. Within the context of Stolen the Indigenous mothers
may not have the ability to respond to their children’s immediate needs. However, they
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endeavor to respond to the needs which they perceive their children have. Further, they
manifest a comprehension that their children must learn to function in a society which has
strict rules of etiquette. Hence, they endeavor to guide their children to obey these rules (as
can be noted in Jimmy’s mother’s letters).

Repressive Erasure as the Condemnation of Memory
Paul Connerton describes forgetting as an act which is generally considered by society to be a
failing, and remembering to be a virtue (59). According to Connerton, at least seven types of
forgetting can be identified. The types of forgetting described by Connerton are as follows:
“repressive erasure; prescriptive forgetting; forgetting that is constitutive in the formation of a
new identity; structural amnesia; forgetting as annulment; forgetting as planned obsolescence;
forgetting as humiliated silence” (59). Repressive erasure, as it is manifest within the playtext of Stolen, will be discussed in this paper.
One phrase which Connerton uses to describe the type of forgetting which he refers to as
repressive erasure is “damnatio memoriae” or “the condemnation of memory” (60). Of this
type of forgetting Connerton writes:
As the condemnation of memory (damnatio memoriae), it was inscribed in Roman criminal and
constitutional law as a punishment applied to rulers and other powerful persons who at their death or
after a revolution were declared to be ‘enemies of the state’: images of them were destroyed, statues of
them were razed to the ground, and their names were removed from inscription, with the explicit
purpose of casting all memory into oblivion. (Connerton 60)

In this context, repressive erasure is enacted as the condemnation of memory. With the death
of the individual, the individual’s memory is condemned to death, damnatio memoriae. This
punishment seems unspeakably harsh. The individual is condemned to die and all memory of
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them, every trace is condemned to death along with them. Images destroyed, statues
dismantled, names erased, the individuals condemned to death and to damnatio memoriae are
wiped from the earth and no whisper of their existence is permitted to remain.
In the play, Jimmy’s mother, Nancy Wajurri, sends clothes and letters to Jimmy. These action
can be understood to be acts of mother work. It might be suggested that whilst Nancy is not
with Jimmy she knows that he needs clothes, she knows that he requires clothes to be covered
and to keep warm in winter. She sends clothes because she knows he needs them and because
she wants to participate in caring for him, and because she wants him to know that she cares
for him. She sends letters because she wants to express her love and because she wants to
know that he is well, and to instruct him (or train him) regarding how to behave so that he can
survive in his new environment. The clothes and letters that Nancy sends can be understood
to indicate that she is attempting to engage in Ruddick’s maternal practices of preservative
love and training. However, the letters and clothes that Nancy sends are shut away in a filing
cabinet. Each letter is deposited within, and the filing cabinet is slammed shut. The Matron in
the children’s home pronounces Jimmy’s mother dead. Though she does not destroy the
evidence of Nancy’s attempts at contacting him, it is locked away. With word and action
Jimmy’s mother is pronounced dead to him. Jimmy’s memory of his mother is condemned to
death (damnatio memoriae). Whilst Jimmy’s mother Nancy attempts to engage in the
maternal practices of preservative love and training, the authority figures at the children’s
home attempt to facilitate the operation of forgetting which Connerton refers to as repressive
erasure. When Jimmy is grown and free (albeit temporarily) and someone tells him that his
mother is alive, he finds it hard to believe, because he has been told that she is dead so many
times, and he has no knowledge of her letters or her knitting. However, the man in the bar
that announces that Jimmy’s mother is alive, gifts Jimmy with the knowledge that he has a
living mother, that he looks like his mother, and that she has been looking for him.
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MAN: He’s the one she’s been looking for, I bet. Hey bros, you here to see ya mum? (Stolen 27)

Nancy’s search for her son does not go unnoticed. Decades after his removal she is still
searching for him, and the man that Jimmy meets in a bar knows this. Outside of the
children’s home the authorities cannot shut her acts away in a filing cabinet. The script
suggests that the two arrange to meet. In scene thirty two, entitled “What Do You Do?”
(Stolen 29), the stage directions state: “JIMMY and his MOTHER, NANCY (the actor
playing SHIRLEY), each speak alternatively, but without hearing the other. SANDY, RUBY
and ANNE are singing ‘Happy Birthday to You’ quietly” (Stolen 29) (it might be suggested
that in scenes in which they are not the central focus the performers adopt the role of a Greek
chorus of sorts). The scene suggests that the two have learnt about one another somehow, and
that they have arranged to meet. Both are very nervous. Neither know what the other has been
through. Nancy does not know that Jimmy has experienced neglect and abuse. Jimmy does
not know that Nancy has sent him clothes and letters. Nancy takes twenty six presents from a
box, one for each year since Jimmy was taken. The stage directions state that they “represent
all of the love she was not able to give her son” (Stolen 30). At the end of the scene Jimmy’s
mother, Nancy Wajurri collapses and dies. When Jimmy is told - in prison - that his mother is
dead, he takes his life by hanging himself. He writes a suicide note, part of which is
addressed to his mother, and like the letters his mother sent to him, his letter is shut away in a
filing cabinet. The filing cabinet is slammed shut once more. Jimmy’s suicide note and his
mother’s letters end up shut away in filing cabinets, and yet, in death it seems Jimmy and his
mother are freed from the control of the white system. The repressive erasure that the
authority figures in the children’s home attempt to enforce does not succeed in forcing Jimmy
or his mother to forget each other. They continue to remember. Further, Nancy’s maternal
practices are noted by those around her. So much so that a man who Jimmy meets in a bar
twenty six years after his removal is able to say that he is the one she has been looking for. It
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is evident that the authority figures within the children’s home attempt to facilitate repressive
erasure, and that - through her acts of mother work - Nancy resists the institution’s attempts
to make her forget. Jimmy also resists their lies. However, when he is told in prison that his
mother is dead, somehow he knows that it is different this time, and that his mother actually
is dead. Jimmy does not get to meet his mother as an adult, but because of the public
knowledge of her searching he learns that she searched for him, and whilst he chooses death
when he learns that she is dead, at least he learns that he was loved by his mother. He was
loved and he was searched for.

Repressive Erasure as the Erasure of Language
Connerton offers a second context for repressive erasure in his discussion of The French
Revolution. He writes:
The French Revolution sought to eliminate all remnants of the ancient regime in a similar way [to the
condemnation of memory]; monarchical titles and titles of nobility were abolished; the polite forms of
address, ‘Monsieur’, ‘Madame’ and ‘Mademoiselle’ were eliminated; the polite distinction between
two forms of the second person, ‘vous’ (formal) and ‘tu’ (informal) was supposed to be forgotten; and
the names of historical provinces of France – Burgundy, Provence, and so on – were consigned to
oblivion. (Connerton 60)

In this context, repressive erasure was enacted in the forced forgetting and forced erasure of
language. Titles were abolished, formal phrasing was forgotten and historical province names
were removed.
This form of erasure is emphasized by a single line of dialogue within Harrison’s play-text,
which reveals a cruel and racist rule within the children’s home. The line of dialogue is
spoken in scene eleven of Stolen, which is entitled “Sandy’s Story of the Mungee” (Stolen
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10-11). That line is: “But you’re not allowed to say that…” (Stolen 10) and it is spoken by
Shirley. Shirley makes this statement in response to Sandy speaking in an Indigenous
language. He says the word: “yurringa” (Stolen 10) which the stage directions specify is
“local dialect for ‘sun’” (Stolen 10). Shirley’s statement indicates explicitly that the children
are not permitted to speak in Indigenous languages. In order for languages to be remembered
they must be spoken. In this scene repressive erasure is manifest as the forced forgetting of
language. The children know that they will be punished if they speak in Indigenous
languages. Whilst this makes evident an atrocious rule in the children’s home, it also shows
that Sandy remembers what he was taught prior to removal from his family.
Sandy tells the other children that his grandfather told him the story of “the big bad Mungee”
(Stolen 10). Jane Moore and Lynette Riley state, “Prior to contact [colonization] the kinship
systems which operated across Australia provided complex and sophisticated reciprocal
relationships based upon both biological and kinship lines of descent” (176). According to
Moore and Riley, “In these social systems the role of ‘mother’ was performed by not only the
birth mother, but also those women who were at the same ‘kinship’ level as the birth mother”
(176). Within the play-text of Stolen it is particularly evident that Sandy was cared for by his
mother and his extended family. Sandy’s memories of his life prior to removal include
multiple members of his family, including (but not limited to) his mum, his cousin, his aunt,
his aunty, his uncle and his grandfather. Within the play-text of Stolen it is evident that Sandy
was cared for by a network of individuals which included his mother. Moore and Riley
discuss “the ways in which the notion of being a ‘good’ Aboriginal mother is uniquely linked
to Aboriginal kinship systems” (175) and within Stolen it is evident that Sandy learns from,
and is cared for by, many members of his family. Ruddick acknowledges that not only birth
mothers have the capacity to mother. Further, she posits that even men can engage in mother
work. Ruddick states, “whatever difference might exist between female and male mothers,
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there is no reason to believe that one sex rather than the other is more capable of doing
maternal work” (41). Whilst Shirley clearly tells Sandy that he is not allowed to speak in
Indigenous languages, it is clear that Sandy remembers the language which he was taught
prior to removal. Further, it is clear that he remembers the stories that he was told. Sandy tells
the other children at the children’s home two Indigenous stories. The first is his story of “the
big bad Mungee” (Stolen 10) which, he says, his grandfather told him. The second, is his
story of the “red sands” (Stolen 10) which his mother told him. Sandy is the only central
character who tells Indigenous stories. Further, he is the only central character who speaks in
an Indigenous language. The telling of stories and the teaching of Indigenous languages can
be understood to be indicative of the maternal practice of training. Furthermore, the telling of
stories and the teaching of Indigenous languages performed by a mother (or parental-figure)
to a child can be understood to be indicative of Toni Morrison’s “African-American custom
of culture bearing” (O’Reilly 133). Andrea O’Reilly states, “Toni Morrison, in a manner
similar to the model developed by Sara Ruddick, positions motherwork as a practice
committed to meeting specific tasks” (133). However, Morrison “[amplifies] the aim of
‘training’ […] to include the African-American custom of cultural bearing […]” (O’Reilly
133). Morrison’s concept of cultural bearing is evident within Stolen through the stories and
language Sandy remembers. Sandy is a son. However, his mother told him stories. He
received stories and language from the “motherline” (O’Reilly 118) and from his grandfather.
O’Reilly describes black, African American, mothers as “cultural bearers and tradition
keepers” (118). O’Reilly makes this proposition within the context of Naomi Lowinsky’s
concept of “the Motherline” (qtd. in O’Reilly 118). O’Reilly proposes, “Motherline stories,
made available to daughters through the female oral tradition, unite mothers and daughters
and connect them to their motherline” (119). O’Reilly states, “In [the context of] AfricanAmerican society the motherline represents ancestral memory, traditional values of African-
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American culture” (119). O’Reilly states, “Black mothers pass on the teachings of the
motherline to each successive generation through the maternal function of cultural bearing”
(119). Whilst O’Reilly and Morrison are speaking about African-American mothers, and the
motherline specifically refers to the passing on of culture from a mother to her daughters, I
would suggest that Sandy’s knowledge of Indigenous stories and Indigenous languages can
be understood within the context of culture bearing. He has received culture (language and
stories) from his mother and extended family, and he bears (or carries) that culture. He
remembers, despite the threat of punishment. Sandy appears determined to remember the
stories and language that he has received from his family, hence he tells those stories and he
speaks in Indigenous languages in order to remember them.
The Aboriginal mothers and the stolen children within Harrison’s play resist national and
institutional operations of forgetting to remember each other. Stolen tells the stories of the
stolen generations through the mode of theatre enabling spectators to both see and hear their
stories. By representing the mothers of the stolen children as individuals endeavoring to
engage in maternal practices both prior to and after the removal of their children, Harrison
presents them as being aware of the requirements of their children, and responsive to those
requirements. Further, by representing the operations of forgetting at work within the
institution of the children’s home, Harrison illuminates the resistance of the Aboriginal
mothers and their stolen children, refusing to forget.
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Appendix Four: The Mother without Child in Joanna Murray-Smith’s Pennsylvania
Avenue

Abstract

My chapter offers an analysis of the representation of the “mother without child” (Tuttle
Hansen 1997) in Joanna Murray-Smith’s jukebox musical (Fitzpatrick 2008) Pennsylvania
Avenue. It suggests that the genre of the jukebox musical, as it is manifest within
Pennsylvania Avenue, operates to emphasise a persisting link between mother and child,
irrespective of the duration of the separation.
Tuttle Hansen writes of the new stories of the mother without child which she considers,
“these fictional woman who are mothers (actual or, in some cases, potential) and their
conventional maternal capacities, including their relational, nurturant, and protective abilities,
are not utterly devalued or destroyed by the loss of a child, although they may be more or less
damaged and are always changed in some way” (Tuttle Hansen 1997, p. 26).
Loss is a persistent theme within Murray-Smith’s writing, and Murray-Smith’s interest in
representing women who experience loss might be suggested to indicate an interest in
representing the diverse experiences of women. Harper, Murray-Smith’s central character in
Pennsylvania Avenue, mourns for the child that she gave up at birth (or shortly after).
However, whilst she experiences her separation from her child as an experience of loss and
unrealised potential, her life apart from her child is not all loss. She experiences love and lust,
and she has positive interactions with the people that she meets at her place of work, The
White House.
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Tuttle Hansen considers the story of the mother without child to “[embrace] the loss of
children as both tragic and liberating” (Tuttle Hansen 1997, p. 236) and within Pennsylvania
Avenue, Murray-Smith permits that there may be both tragic and joyful elements to her
narrative. Harper has an impact upon significant political events and important political
choices. She is depicted as influencing President Ronald Reagan to tell Soviet Union Leader
Mikhail Gorbachev to tear down the Berlin Wall. She is also depicted as influencing
President Gerald R. Ford to grant President Richard Nixon a full pardon. The life Harper
lives after giving up her child is a life of affect. However, though it is evident that Harper has
positive experiences at The White House, she mourns for the child that she left in
Thunderbolt and the life which she might have had.
Murray-Smith’s play Pennsylvania Avenue depicts a mother without child whose story
includes elements of both pathos and joy, and it will be proposed here that Pennsylvania
Avenue might be considered to offer an “alternative [story]” (Tuttle Hansen 1997, p. 238) of
potential and possibility for the mother without child.
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